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Abstract

This thesis studies the large-scale dynamics in the Earth’s magnetosphere

due to solar wind driving. When the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF)

is orientated southward, reconnection on the dayside magnetopause opens

magnetic flux, which eventually reconnects in the magnetotail. When day-

side reconnection is dominant, the polar cap, the area where open magnetic

flux meets the Earth’s surface, increases. Similarly, when nightside recon-

nection is dominant, the polar cap decreases in size. This framework is

known as the expanding and contracting polar cap paradigm (ECPC). Part

of this thesis considers the ionospheric flows, a part of the ECPC, which

relates global auroral imagery of the size of the polar cap through a physics-

based model of the ECPC, and compares the calculated ionospheric flow

velocities to satellite, and ground-based measurements of plasma drift.

The comparison also discusses the known limitations of the model and the

observations. In the following chapters, specific events within the ECPC,

or magnetospheric modes, are put into the context of solar wind driv-

ing and the auroral response. Substorms are a sporadic magnetospheric

response mode, where the polar cap expands at first, followed by a dis-

tinct nightside brightening of the aurora and a decrease in polar cap flux.

Steady magnetospheric convection events (SMCs) are times when the day-



and nightside reconnection rates are balanced, such that the polar cap flux

stays constant. By considering dayside reconnection rates and the magne-

tospheric response during these events, it is established that the majority

of SMCs are part of the substorm cycle. Sawtooth events (SEs) appear as

a quasi-periodic version of substorms, but occur under more extreme solar

wind driving. It is shown that the aurora behaves according to the ECPC

in terms of latitudinal expansions and contractions, but the temporal be-

haviour is significantly different from substorms.
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1

Introduction

‘One loadstone1 appears to attract another in the natural position; but

in the opposite position it repels it and brings it to rights.’

from De Magnete by William Gilbert, translated by Mottelay [1893].

The subject of this thesis is the solar wind-magnetospheric and ionospheric cou-

pling at Earth during Southward IMF. As this is a very broad field of research, the

topic here focuses on the large scale phenomena, such as solar wind-driven dayside

reconnection, subsequent nightside reconnection and the resulting plasma flows in the

ionosphere.

There are some underlying physics concerning magnetohydrodynamics and space

plasma physics, which are assumed to be true for the Earth’s magnetospheric system

(see section 1.6) throughout this work. These assumptions and physical principles are

discussed in the following sections.

Plasmas occur naturally in many different places and forms. The term was first

introduced by Langmuir for ionised gases, where only weak electric fields exist [Lang-

muir , 1929; Alfvén and Faelthammar , 1963]. In space plasma physics, it can usually

be assumed that the number of positively charged particles is equal to the number of

negatively charged particles, which is known as quasi-neutrality [Alfvén, 1950]. The

flow of ionised plasmas, such as can be found in the solar wind, magnetosphere and

ionosphere [Alfvén, 1950] can be expressed in terms of charged particles moving in

1Gilbert referred to, what is now commonly known as magnets as loadstones in his thesis.
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1.1 Lorentz Force

electric and magnetic fields, but also as a fluid. Thus the term magnetohydrodynam-

ics, which refers to a combination of the two is often used to group the equations

which govern such space plasmas. This will be discussed in this chapter, along with

single particle motion in space plasmas.

1.1 Lorentz Force

The Lorentz force [Grant and Phillips , 1990], F, which describes the force exerted

on a charged particle of charge q travelling through magnetic and electric fields of

strengths B and E, with velocity, v is given by

F = q(E + v×B). (1.1)

This equation can be likened to the equation of motion for plasma particles and

can be applied to plasma particles travelling in fields, which will be discussed in a

further subsection.

1.2 Maxwell’s Equations

Maxwell’s equations [see e.g. Grant and Phillips , 1990], valid for stationary electric

and magnetic fields in a vacuum, can be written in their differential forms as

∇ · E =
ρq
ε0
, (1.2)

where ρq is the charge density and ε0 is the permittivity of free space in a vacuum,

which is constant (8.854 × 10−12 F m−1 [e.g Panofsky and Phillips , 1956; Grant and

Phillips , 1990]). Equation 1.2 is known as Gauss’ law, named after the German

mathematician Carl Friedrich Gauss, and describes mathematically how the diver-

gence in the electric field is dependent on the charge density.

The divergence of a magnetic field is always zero, expressed mathematically as

∇ ·B = 0. (1.3)

This is also known as the No Monopoles Law, as each magnetic field must have

two poles.

2



1.3 Motion of Charged Particles in Magnetic and Electric Fields

Faraday’s law, which describes that the curl of E induces a temporal magnetic

field change, is defined as

∇× E = −∂B

∂t
. (1.4)

The Ampère-Maxwell equation describes the contribution of a current and elec-

tric fields to the magnetic field strength:

∇×B = µ0

(
j + ε0

∂E

∂t

)
. (1.5)

1.3 Motion of Charged Particles in Magnetic and

Electric Fields

In this subsection, the implications of the Lorentz force (see equation 1.1) in different

fields, which are relevant to the Earth’s magnetospheric system, are described.

1.3.1 Uniform Magnetic Field

A particle moving with a velocity, v, perpendicular to a spatially and temporally

uniform magnetic field of arbitrary magnetic field strength, B, in a system where

E = 0, will experience the Lorentz force of the strength qv × B (eq. 1.1). This is

visualised in the schematic in Figure 1.1, where the resulting motions of positively

and negatively charged particles are shown in black. This force (orange arrows in

Fig. 1.1) will act perpendicular to the particles’ direction of travel and perpendicular

to the magnetic field direction. As the force continually changes the trajectory of the

particle, the result will be a gyrating motion of the particle around the magnetic field

lines. As the force is only perpendicular to v, the particle’s overall velocity does not

change. The direction in which the particle will gyrate will depend on whether it is

positively or negatively charged, as shown in Fig. 1.1. The radius of the gyration, rg,

is given by

rg =
mv

qB
, (1.6)

where m is the mass of the particle. This implies that particles of the same mass will

always take the same time for one qyration, even if they travel at different speeds

[Baumjohann and Treumann, 1997].

3



1.3 Motion of Charged Particles in Magnetic and Electric Fields

X

Y

Z

B

+
V

F=qVxB

V

-
V V

F

Figure 1.1: Visualisation of the motion of positively and negatively charged particles in a

uniform magnetic field (red) with no electric field. The direction of the force each particle

experiences will change as the particle moves and is shown with the orange arrows.

Assuming the particle also has a velocity component parallel to B, the Lorentz

force does not change the gyration radius or the overall speed of the particle, but

instead the particle will travel in a helix. This type of motion is also known as

guiding-centre motion, as the particle gyrates around a fixed axis in space, known as

the guiding centre or centre of curvature [Alfvén, 1950]. The work in this thesis relies

on the assumptions that all the plasmas we consider are collissionless (except for the

ionosphere), which is to say that a charged particle moving through a magnetic field

can be assumed not to collide with another particle during one gyration.

1.3.2 Non-Uniform Magnetic Field

If a particle travels through a non-uniform magnetic field with a velocity which has

components perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field, the particle’s velocity

will change. Assuming the lines of magnetic flux converge in one direction, as shown

4



1.3 Motion of Charged Particles in Magnetic and Electric Fields

B

+

F

V

V

V

α

Figure 1.2: Visualisation of the motion of a positively charged particle in a non-uniform

magnetic field (red) where the electric field is zero. The motion of the particle is shown by the

black arrows and examples of the varying force vectors are shown in orange.

in the schematic in Figure 1.2, such that the magnetic field becomes stronger, the

particle will still gyrate around the magnetic field, but in a spiralling motion. As

B increases, the particle will also experience a Lorentz force component pointing in

the other direction to the focus of the converging field, which will slow the particle’s

motion parallel to the magnetic field. The overall velocity of the particle is conserved,

but the velocity component parallel to the magnetic field will decrease until it is zero

at which stage the particle will accelerate back out the way it came.

This type of motion is also known as magnetic mirroring. If the magnetic field

increases, the force which the particle experiences during one gyration is larger than

in the initial magnetic field, so the magnetic moment, µ, is conserved [Baumjohann

and Treumann, 1997]. This quantity can be expressed mathematically as

µ =
1
2
mv2⊥
B

, (1.7)

which is also referred to as the first adiabatic invariant. In eq. 1.7, m is the particle’s

mass, v⊥ is the particle’s velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field, which possesses

a magnetic field strength, B. To find the point along the converging magnetic field

5



1.3 Motion of Charged Particles in Magnetic and Electric Fields

where a particle will mirror, the conservation of the particle’s velocity has to be

considered. Hereby the particle’s total velocity, v, is given by

v2 = v2⊥ + v2‖, (1.8)

where v‖ is the particle’s velocity parallel to the magnetic field.

As eq. 1.7 and the total velocity stay conserved, it can be established that the

particle will mirror when v‖ is zero, at a point where B is Bm (the subscript denotes

the mirror point):

Bm = B0

(
v

v⊥0

)2

. (1.9)

The mirror point is thus specified by the particle’s velocity components and the

magnetic field strength. This can also be expressed in terms of the particle’s pitch

angle, the angle of it’s velocity vector with respect to the magnetic field lines, α as

shown in Fig. 1.2, where

tanα =
v⊥
v‖
. (1.10)

The Earth’s dipolar field, converging at both ends of the field lines, is an example

of a natural field configuration which allows magnetic mirroring to occur [Baumjohann

and Treumann, 1997].

Other variations in B also induce particle motions, such as when ∇B 6= 0 and

changes over a distance scale smaller than the particle gyroradius [Baumjohann and

Treumann, 1997]. For example, if there was a gradient in B in the y-direction of

the scenario shown in Fig. 1.1, the gyroradius of the particle would decrease as it

entered a stronger field and thus, a particle-drift in the x-direction (or more generally,

perpendicular to both ∇B and B) would be induced.

Similarly, if the magnetic field lines were to be curved, and the particle had an

initial v‖ component, it would also drift perpendicular to the magnetic field and its

curvature, which is known as curvature drift.
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Figure 1.3: Visualisation of the motion of a positively charged particle in a uniform magnetic

field (red) with a parallel electric field (green) applied to it.

1.3.3 Electric Field

As can be seen from equation 1.1, the Lorentz force exerted on a particle due to an

electric field, is in the same direction as the field itself, independent of the direction

of travel, unlike the case for a magnetic field. If an electric field exists parallel to

a magnetic field, the particles will not only gyrate around the fields, but positively

charged particles will also be moved along it (and negatively charged particles will

be moved in the opposite direction to the field), as is shown in the schematic in

Figure 1.3. As an electric field implies an initial charge unbalance (i.e. positively

and negatively charged particles at a distance to each other), the particles will thus

rearrange themselves very quickly to counteract the parallel electric field. It can

therefore be said that in a plasma, which coexists with a magnetic field, all electric

fields parallel to the magnetic field do not exist over noticeable timescales, such as

the ones which will be considered in this thesis.

If the electric field is again constant, but perpendicular to the direction of the

magnetic field, as shown in the schematic in Figure 1.4, any positive charges at rest

will initially be accelerated along the direction of the electric field. As the magnetic

field is perpendicular to the particles trajectory, the Lorentz force (orange arrows)

will pull the particle around in a semi-circle. When the particle completes the semi-

circle, the electric field will decelerate the particle, such that it comes to rest. At this
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Figure 1.4: Visualisation of the guiding centre motion of a positively and a negatively charged

particle in a uniform magnetic field (red) with a uniform perpendicular electric field (green)

applied to it.
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1.4 Magnetohydrodynamics

point the process will start again. For negatively charged particles, the mechanism

is the same, but the acceleration and deceleration will be in opposite directions and

the guiding centre arcs (as shown in Fig. 1.4) along which the particles travel will be

smaller, due to the gyration radius being dependent on the mass of the particles. On

top of the shown guiding centre motion of the particle, the particle will also gyrate,

which is not shown in Fig. 1.4.

Overall, the electric field in this scenario will exert a drift, known as E×B-drift,

on the plasma for which the drift speed, Vdrift [Baumjohann and Treumann, 1997] is

given by

Vdrift =
E×B

B2
. (1.11)

When dE
dt
6= 0, polarisation or inertia drift will occur, meaning that the ions and

electrons will also drift away from each other and thus a polarisation current will flow.

1.4 Magnetohydrodynamics

As mentioned earlier, rather than considering the individual particle motions, the

bulk motion of the plasma can also be used to describe plasma motions. This is done

by considering the plasma as a fluid.

Mass density in a plasma can be described as

ρ = neme + nimi, (1.12)

where ne and me are the electron density and mass, respectively. The i-subscript

refers to the ions in the plasma [Schunk and Nagy , 2000].

The continuity equation, or conservation of mass equation, is given by

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρV) =

dρ

dt
, (1.13)

where ρ is the mass density, and V is the plasma velocity and dρ
dt

combines sources

and losses [Schunk and Nagy , 2000].

Similarly to equation 1.12, the charge density, ρq, in a plasma can be formulated

as

ρq = e(ni − ne), (1.14)

9



1.4 Magnetohydrodynamics

where −e is the charge of an electron [Schunk and Nagy , 2000].

The Poynting vector, S, is a measure of the magnetic energy flow and is given

by

S =
1

µ0

E×B, (1.15)

where µ0 is the permeability of free space in a vacuum, a constant of 4π×10−7 H m−1

[e.g. Panofsky and Phillips , 1956; Grant and Phillips , 1990].

1.4.1 Bulk Flow

The bulk ion motion, Vi, is given by the average velocity of all ions,

Vi =
1

ni

∑
j

vij, (1.16)

where the subscript i stands for ions and j represents the number of individual ions.

A similar equation can be established for electrons.

Current density is given by,

j = nieVi − neeVe, (1.17)

where Ve and Vi refer to the bulk velocities of the electrons and ions [Schunk and

Nagy , 2000] and the current strength is

I =
∑
s

nsesvs, (1.18)

where the subscript s denotes the species of charge carriers, which in space plasma

physics can be considered to be electrons only, as they move with respect to ions and

are more mobile [Baumjohann and Treumann, 1997].

The equation of motion [Schunk and Nagy , 2000] of the bulk ion movement is

given by

nimi
dVi

dt
= nimig−∇Pi + nieE + nieVi ×B + Fie, (1.19)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, Pi is the ion pressure and Fie is the force

due to ion-electron collisions, given by

Fie = nνiemi(Ve −Vi). (1.20)

10



1.4 Magnetohydrodynamics

The equation of motion for electrons can be established in the same way, such that

neme
dVe

dt
= nemeg−∇Pe − neeE− neeVe ×B + Fei, (1.21)

where Fei is equal and opposite to Fie. In order to find the overall movement of a

plasma, the two equations of motions (eqs. 1.19 and 1.21) are added. By making

the assumption that the plasma is charge neutral, such that ne ' ni ' n, and by

applying equations 1.14 and 1.17, the general expression for the equation of motion

then becomes the momentum equation for a quasi-neutral plasma

ρ
dV

dt
= ρg−∇P + j×B, (1.22)

where V is the mass-weighted average velocity of ions and electrons [Schunk and Nagy ,

2000].

1.4.2 Ohm’s Law

Ohm’s law is often quoted as

E =
j

σ
, (1.23)

where E is the electric field strength, associated with a current of strength, j, flow-

ing, for example in a wire with a certain conductivity, σ [Grant and Phillips , 1990].

However, Ohm’s law can also be derived specifically using the MHD equations for a

plasma.

If the two equations of motions (eqs. 1.19 and 1.21) are multiplied by me and mi,

respectively and then subtracted from each other, we get the generalised Ohm’s law

for MHD plasma [Baumjohann and Treumann, 1997]:

E + V×B = ηj +
1

ne

(
j×B

)
− 1

ne
∇ ·Pe +

me

ne2
∂j

∂t
, (1.24)

assuming
me

mi

< 1, ni ≈ ne, and Vi = V Here, η is the resistivity and Pe is the

electron pressure. Physically, the first term on the right-hand side is a resistive term,

the second one is often referred to as the Hall term, introduced via the Lorentz force

(see section 1.1), the third term is due to anisotropic electron pressure and the last

term is formed due to the contribution of electron inertia to the current.
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1.4 Magnetohydrodynamics

The last three terms in eq. 1.24 are important when for example hot plasmas are

considered, but they tend to be small in space plasma physics, such that Ohm’s law

becomes

E = −V×B +
j

σ
. (1.25)

1.4.3 Magnetic Pressure and Tension

Using Ampère’s law (1.5), it can be established that

j×B =
1

µ0

(∇×B)×B =
1

µ0

(B · ∇)B−∇ B2

2µ0

. (1.26)

By comparing this equation to eq. 1.22, it can be established that the first of the two

terms on the right hand-side can be interpreted as the magnetic pressure, Pmag,

equivalent to

Pmag =
B2

2µ0

. (1.27)

The other term is given by a force which acts to reduce curvature in field lines, known

as the magnetic tension force, Tmag [Kivelson et al., 1995]. This acts towards the

centre of curvature of the field lines, with radius Rc, and is given by

Tmag = −B
2

µ0

R̂c

Rc

. (1.28)

The ratio of the thermal plasma pressure to the magnetic pressure is known as the

plasma beta, β, given by

β =
nikTi + nekTe

B2/2µ0

, (1.29)

where k is the Boltzmann constant [Kivelson et al., 1995]. A plasma is described as

cold if β � 1, and warm if β ≥ 1, which is when currents become dominant in the

plasma [Kivelson et al., 1995].

1.4.4 Frozen-in Flow

By combining Ohm’s law for an ideal MHD plasma (1.25) with Faraday’s law (1.4)

and Ampère’s law (1.5), the induction equation can be established:

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (V×B) +

1

σµ0

∇2B, (1.30)
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1.4 Magnetohydrodynamics

where the first term on the right hand-side is a convective term and the second term is

a diffusive term. When the magnetic field varies slowly with respect to the particles’

gyroradii and gyration speeds, the diffusive term is negligible, but if sharp variations

over small length scales develop, it can become significant. If the diffusion term in

eq. 1.30 is negligible, the plasma is therefore dominated by convective flows.

If particles in a collisionless plasma are subjected to magnetic or electric fields

which are slowly varying with respect to the particles’ gyroradii and gyration speeds

and if the first adiabatic invariant (eq. 1.7) is conserved, assuming Faraday’s law

(eq. 1.4) holds, the particles undergo Frozen-in Flow, meaning the plasma will travel

with the magnetic fields and vice versa [Alfvén and Faelthammar , 1963]. This is also

known as Alfvén’s Theorem, named after Hannes Alfvén.

When the frozen-in condition applies, Ohm’s law, eq. 1.24, becomes

E + V×B = 0, (1.31)

as the plasma is collisionless, the terms on the right-handside of eq. 1.24 are approxi-

mately zero.

If the conductivity, σ, is very large, then the plasma is in a state which is known

as ideal MHD. This means that there are no collisions, the plasma is charge neutral

and Ohm’s law becomes

E = −V×B. (1.32)

When convection is dominant, a moving magnetised plasma therefore has an elec-

tric field associated with it.

When the frozen-in flux approximation applies, the plasma which is on the magnetic-

field lines moves, but vice versa, the flux can be thought of as moving with the plasma.

Which one of the two dominates the movement, will be determined by which of the

two energies is larger: the magnetic energy (in this case the plasma follows the flux)

or the thermal plasma energy (in which case the flux follows the plasma). Therefore,

when the frozen-in condition applies, plasmas from different sources can not mix and

different magnetic fields stay separated.
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1.4.5 Magnetic Reconnection

When two magnetic fields are oppositely directed and border each other, despite the

frozen-in approximation applying initially, they can mix when the diffusive term in

equation 1.30 becomes significant.

This is known as magnetic reconnection, where a topological field change takes

place. During this, the magnetic field lines ‘break off’ and ‘reconnect’. The reconnec-

tion is driven by an inflow of plasma (see Figure 1.5), which has electric and magnetic

fields associated with it. The electric field associated with the inflowing plasma is also

known as the reconnection rate. Plasma is then accelerated away from the reconnec-

tion region by the tension force as magnetic energy is released (shown schematically

in Fig. 1.5). In the centre of Fig. 1.5, where the reconnection takes place, an area

exists (blue), where the ions and electrons are decoupled from each other, also known

as the diffusion region. This is where the frozen-in approximation breaks down, due

to the sharp gradients in B.

Reconnection can for example, be observed in solar flares [e.g. Yokoyama et al.,

2001], at the subsolar magnetopause [e.g. Phan et al., 2003; Gosling et al., 2005] and

also in the magnetotail [e.g. Øieroset et al., 2001]. There are many direct, but mainly

indirect, observations of reconnection occurring at the subsolar magnetopause and in

the magnetotail. Magnetic reconnection occurring at the magnetopause and in the

magnetotail are central to this thesis, as they drive large-scale convective flows in the

magnetosphere and ionosphere.

1.5 Solar Wind

The thermal pressure in the Sun is too high for gravity to contain it, so it continually

escapes through space. This escaping atmosphere, known as the solar wind, is too

hot for electrons to remain bound to nuclei and it is thus a fully ionised plasma.

Along with the plasma, travels the Sun’s magnetic field, known as the interplanetary

magnetic field (IMF). Magnetised bodies in space and their magnetic fields, such as

the the Terrestrial system pose obstacles to the solar wind.

When the solar wind encounters such an obstacle, a shock boundary known as the

bow shock is formed. This is where the supersonic solar wind flow is slowed to subsonic
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of the reconnection geometry showing the magnetic flux in black, the

inflow and in red and green, respectively, and the diffusion region in blue. [adapted from Øieroset

et al., 2001]

velocities. Earthward of the bow shock, where the shocked plasma accumulates, lies a

region called the magnetosheath, and within it, the magnetosphere [Baumjohann and

Treumann, 1997].

1.6 The Terrestrial Magnetosphere

The Earth has a planetary magnetic field, which is approximately dipolar, with

strength ∼31000 nT at the equator [Alfvén, 1950]. The magnetosphere was first

defined by Gold [1959] as

‘the region above the ionosphere in which the magnetic field of the

earth has a dominant control over the motions of gas and fast charged

particles.’

The Earth’s magnetosphere is enclosed by the magnetopause, the boundary layer

between the shocked solar wind plasma and the magnetosphere, as shown in Figure

1.6. Due to the frozen-in flow approximation being valid in both magnetospheric and
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solar wind plasma, the two populations do not mix, except for when reconnection

occurs.

Close to the Earth, the ionosphere, located at altitudes of ∼80-2000 km, forms the

base to the magnetosphere, as well as the top layer of the atmosphere.

The stand-off distance of the magnetospheric boundary towards the Sun can be

defined mathematically, in terms of a pressure balance between the the solar wind and

the terrestrial field, whereby the solar wind ram pressure (also referred to as dynamic

pressure), PSW applied onto the magnetopause is given by

Psw = nmpV
2
sw. (1.33)

In eq. 1.33, mp is the mass of a proton, n is the number density and Vsw is the speed

at which the solar wind travels. Eq. 1.33 is composed of the change of momentum,

mpVsw, and the number of particles hitting the unit area of the magnetopause in unit

time, nVsw.

The magnetic pressure exerted by the Earth’s magnetic field on the solar wind,

Pmag is given by

Pmag =
B2
MP

2µ0

, (1.34)

where BMP is the Earth’s magnetic field strength at the magnetopause [Baumjohann

and Treumann, 1997]. Of course the solar wind also has a magnetic pressure term,

such as 1.34, but this is comparatively small to the dynamic pressure term (1.33)

and vice versa for the magnetosphere. The magnetic field strength at the Earth’s

magnetopause is approximately twice the dipolar magnetic field strength, Bdip, so

by balancing equations 1.33 and 1.34 and knowing that the equatorial magnetic field

strength of a dipolar field can be defined as

Bdip = Beq

(
RP

RMP

)3

, (1.35)

where Beq is the equatorial field strength, RP is the planetary radius and RMP is the

stand-off distance of the magnetopause. Rearranging these equations for RMP and

using typical numbers for the solar wind at 1 AU (n ∼ 7 cm−2, Beq ∼ 31000 nT,

V ∼400 km s−1), RMP is thus approximately 9 Earth radii on the dayside.

At the nightside of the Earth, the terrestrial magnetic field stretches out, as there

is no solar wind pressure stopping it from expanding away from the Earth, such that
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Figure 1.6: Schematic of the Earth’s magnetosphere (not to scale) showing the different parts

due to the interaction with the solar wind. The thin black lines with arrows show the sense of

the magnetic field within the magnetosphere, whereas the thick arrows show plasma movements

and currents [Original figure by J. G. Roederer, taken from Evans et al., 1981].

the magnetosphere is asymmetrically shaped, like a bullet [Sonett et al., 1960; Heppner

et al., 1963; Ness , 1965]. Away from the nose, at the flanks, the solar wind strikes

the magnetosphere obliquely, such that it flares out (see schematic in Fig. 1.6).

Figure 1.7(a) shows a schematic view of the Earth’s magnetospheric flux. Field

lines in blue show the inner magnetosphere, which is made up of closed field lines. The

open field lines (red) connect to the Earth’s surface near the poles. The terminology of

open and closed field lines originates from reconnection at the dayside magnetopause,

whereby the Earth’s magnetic field connects with solar wind flux [Dungey , 1961]. This

open flux then continues to be pushed by the solar wind and drapes over the polar cap

away from the Sun. At the nightside, the open flux tubes from the two hemispheres

can then reconnect with each other once more, creating a cycle of opening and closing

of flux. This is known as the Dungey cycle and will be revisited in chapter 2.
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The majority of plasma in the Earth’s magnetosphere can be defined as cold,

meaning that the gyration radius (as described in section 1.3) is small in comparison

to the curvature of the Earth’s dipolar field [Alfvén, 1950]. This means that the cold

plasma particles will gyrate around the Earth’s magnetic flux. Superimposed on this

motion are other particle motions as well: in the closed magnetosphere, most particles

will also mirror when they reach their mirror points. Furthermore, mirroring particles

will also drift, with the electrons moving eastward and the protons moving westward

[Singer , 1957]. Most particles on open field lines, will mirror and eventually be lost to

interplanetary space. Some do however collide with the ionosphere, lower atmosphere

or even the surface in extreme cases.

1.6.1 Currents in the Magnetosphere

The terrestrial magnetosphere is laced with currents due to spatial gradients in B.

At the magnetopause, a current forms due to the gradient in the magnetic field (see

eq. 1.5), brought about by the pressure balance between the two different regions. As

the solar wind ions enter the region of denser magnetic field in the magnetopause, the

Lorentz force exerted on them will make them turn around on themselves. The same

happens for electrons, but they will circle in the opposite direction. This snaking

movement of the particles along the boundary in opposite directions, will produce

an overall current flowing along the magnetopause. This is shown schematically in

Figure 1.7(b) in green. This magnetopause current, also known as the Chapman-

Ferraro current, increases when the solar wind pressure increases, as it leads to a more

compressed magnetosphere, meaning the magnetic field strength and the number of

charge carriers inside the magnetopause increase [Chapman and Ferraro, 1931].

In the central plane of the magnetospheric tail, there is also a gradient in the

magnetic field, as it points in the negative x-direction in the Southern hemisphere and

the opposite way in the Northern hemisphere (see Fig. 1.7). Similar to the Chapman-

Ferraro current, this leads to a current flowing (pink in Fig 1.7(b)), as the plasma will

gyrate one way in one hemisphere and the opposite way in the other hemisphere. This

is known as the cross-tail current. Overall, electrons will travel dawnward and ions

will travel duskward, snaking along the y=0 plane, and thus giving the magnetopause

currents a way to close on themselves.
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Figure 1.7: A schematic view from Milan et al. [2017] of the magnetospheric flux (panel a) and

a view of where the global current systems close (b and c).
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The substorm current wedge, which is a special case when the cross-tail current

collapses into the inner magnetosphere, is shown in turquoise in Fig. 1.7(b) and only

occurs during substorms, which will be explained in further detail in chapter 2.

The inner (closed) magnetosphere is inflated away from a perfectly dipolar config-

uration by the pressure of hot plasma. This gradient in the magnetic field and the field

line curvature drive the westward-flowing ring current, shown in pink in Figure 1.7(c)

[Chapman and Ferraro, 1931, 1941]. When the gas pressure in this region increases,

the magnetic field is pushed outward and the ring current increases.

Field-aligned currents arise due the magnetosphere’s interaction with the solar

wind. Reconnection at the dayside magnetopause and in the nightside magnetosphere

drives a convection of plasma and associated electric fields. This gives rise to further

current systems, which is described in the next subsection.

1.6.2 Flows in the Magnetosphere

In the polar ionosphere, particles undergo E × B-drift and as a result, there is an

electric field across the polar cap, which is perpendicular to the magnetic field. This

is driven by day- and nightside reconnection. In this section the flows resulting due

to solar wind driving under southward IMF are explained.

Due to friction with the neutral atmosphere, the ionospheric plasma drags be-

hind the convection in the magnetosphere. This causes a bend-back of the magnetic

field lines, which kink in the ionosphere and at the magnetopause. The kinks in the

magnetic flux are associated with perpendicular currents. In the ionosphere, these are

known as Pedersen currents, jP , which merge at the magnetopause with the Chapman-

Ferraro currents [Milan et al., 2017].

The Pedersen currents going across the polar cap are shown schematically with the

green arrows in Figure 1.8(a), which shows a top-down view of the polar ionosphere,

enclosed by the purple oval showing the open/closed field line boundary.

The Pedersen and Hall currents can be thought of as positively and negatively

charged particles drifting in opposite directions with respect to each other. These

ionospheric currents are highly dependent upon the electron density and collisional

cross-section of the plasma with the neutrals [Milan et al., 2017].
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The schematic in Fig. 1.8(a) also shows where the aforementioned substorm current

wedge closes on the nightside (cyan). When this occurs, an additional current, the

substorm electrojet can be measured (via magnetometer deviations) on the nightside

(see thick green arrow in Fig. 1.8(a) denoted as DP1). This particular feature will be

discussed further in the next chapter.

As the Dungey cycle requires flux being closed on the nightside, a current system

driven by the return flows is set up surrounding the polar cap, as also shown in

Fig. 1.8(a), which also gives rise to the eastward and westward auroral electrojets,

named after the directions they flow in. These can be measured on the ground, as

magnetic perturbations, known as DP2 systems. The deviations of the measured

North-South component of the magnetic field on the ground are thus an indicator of

these currents increasing or decreasing in strength. The opening and closing cycle

therefore stirs magnetospheric flux around the system and with it, the plasma also

moves (black arrows in Fig. 1.8(a)).

Fig. 1.8(a) and (b) also show schematically the expected locations of the FACs, also

known as Birkeland currents, named after the Norwegian explorer, Kristian Birkeland

[Birkeland , 1908; Iijima and Potemra, 1976]. The region 1 (R1) FACs are expected

at the flow boundaries between the open field line region and the return flow region,

as this is where a flow shear occurs [Milan et al., 2017].

Also shown in Fig. 1.8(a) and (b) are the region 0 (R0) currents, which are located

poleward of the region 1 and 2, or R1 and R2, systems near midday. If the IMF has

a BY component, an east-west flow shear occurs at the dayside polar cap, which then

brings about the DPY and R0 current system, with a positive IMF BY component

bringing upward R0 FACs in the northern hemisphere and the opposite in the southern

hemisphere [Milan, 2015].

Region 1 currents then close above the polar cap along the magnetopause currents,

whereas region 2 currents close via the nightside ring current, as shown in Fig. 1.7(c).

The aurora are expected to mainly occur between the footprints of the R1 and R2

FACs, as this is where downward streaming particles are accelerated on closed field

lines. These can then interact with the ionosphere to energise atoms, which then emit

photons as they decay back to the ground state.

Figs. 1.8(c) and 1.8(d) show the expanding and contracting polar cap. When

dayside reconnection rate, ΦD, is dominant over the nightside reconnection rate, ΦN ,
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Figure 1.8: Schematics from Milan et al. [2017] of the where the currents close in the Northern

polar ionosphere (panels a and b) and the ionospheric convection due to day- and nightside

reconnection (panels a, c and d), with respect to the open closed field line boundary.

the polar cap will increase in size as more open flux is added to the system, shown

in green arrows in Fig. 1.8(c). Vice versa, when ΦN > ΦD, the polar cap decreases

in size, as shown in Fig: 1.8(d). This paradigm and the resulting dynamics will be

discussed in further detail in the following chapters.
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2

Literature Review

‘Iron ore has and acquires poles, and arranges itself with reference to the

Earth’s poles.’

from De Magnete by William Gilbert, translated by Mottelay [1893].

In this chapter, literature relevant to the studies in chapters 4, 5 and 6 is presented

and discussed.

The solar wind and magnetosphere-ionospheric system are coupled. This coupling

is thought to be mainly driven by magnetic reconnection, which is defined as the pro-

cess of plasma flowing across a surface which separates regions containing topologically

different magnetic field lines [Vasyliunas , 1975]. Paschmann et al. [1979] showed for

the first time that the reconnection occurs at the Earth’s dayside magnetopause by

providing evidence for the fast reconnection jets, matching the theoretical predictions

of Petschek [1964].

In the literature, solar wind conditions which have a measurable effect on the

Earth’s magnetosphere are often characterised as ‘geoeffective’. The solar wind can

however vary in different ways, but under southward IMF the classical Dungey-cycle

reconnection is favoured (see section 2.1). This is however not to say that the magne-

tosphere is not solar wind driven under different conditions. During northward IMF,

for example, lobe reconnection can occur, which can manifest itself as bright aurora

underneath the cusp (see Fig. 1.6), also known as the cusp spot [e.g. Imber et al.,
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2007]. In the context of this work however, solar wind driving of the magnetosphere

is considered in terms of dayside reconnection during southward IMF.

Fairfield and Cahill [1966] studied magnetic field data from the Explorer 12 satel-

lite in conjunction with ground based magnetometer data. They found that out of

a total of 82 hours of observations, 14 out of 18 bays1 in the ground magnetometer

data occurred during intervals of southward IMF (three medium and small sized bays

occurred during undetermined IMF direction and only one very small bay occurred

during northward IMF). This was one of the many studies which led the way to our

current understanding of solar wind-magnetospheric coupling.

2.1 Large Scale Convection

In the field of magnetospheric physics, the term magnetospheric or ionospheric con-

vection refers to both the plasma and magnetic flux moving ‘frozen’ together through

the system as a result of reconnection at the magnetopause and in the magnetotail,

and the two are used interchangeably.

During solar wind driving (i.e. reconnection under southward IMF), the polar

ionospheric convection resembles two flow vortices, also known as twin-vortex flow or

twin or dual cell convection [Heppner and Maynard , 1987]. The two cell convection

pattern has been observed and studied by many scientists in the past, but for a long

time, the physical cause was debated [e.g. Axford and Hines , 1961; Dungey , 1961;

Hines , 1986].

Similarly, after Ness [1965] discovered that the Earth’s magnetosphere is asym-

metric and has a long tail of magnetospheric flux on the nightside, several scientists

set out to explain these attributes of the magnetosphere.

2.1.1 The Dungey Cycle

Dungey [1961, 1963] in his attempt to explain the dual convection vortices, as well

as the asymmetry of the magnetosphere, proposed the open magnetosphere model,

1In general, ‘bays’ refer to positive or negative deviations in the magnetometer measurements,

which are usually attributed to the enhancements of the ionospheric auroral electrojets.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic showing the Dungey cycle and the resulting ionospheric convection

[adapted from Walach and Milan, 2016]. The diagram on the left depicts the magnetic fields

(IMF in black and magnetospheric field in colour) from the side, whereas the view on the right

depicts a top down view onto the magnetospheric pole. The lines in the schematic on the right

depict the flow lines of plasma, with the colours corresponding to the colours of the magnetic flux

as it proceeds through the Dungey cycle shown on the left. The purple areas in the schematic

on the left show areas where we expect the separatrix to be and the purple areas in the diagram

to the right, show where the reconnecting magnetic flux maps to in the ionosphere.

which is now known as the Dungey cycle. In Dungey ’s model, magnetospheric flux

is opened on the dayside by reconnecting with the IMF. The solar wind then pushes

the open field lines anti-sunward [Cowley and Lockwood , 1992, 1996], where field lines

from opposite hemispheres will reconnect again. How the magnetic flux progresses

through the magnetosphere is indicated by the side view of the magnetosphere in the

left schematic in Figure 2.1). The schematic on the right shows a top-down view of

the polar regions where the lines indicate the flow of plasma. The colouring of the

flow lines in the schematic on the right shows where the flux maps to.

As Alfvén’s theorem applies to most processes in the magnetosphere (i.e. the ideal-

MHD approximation applies), the plasma is bound to the magnetic field and vice-

versa. Thus, the Dungey cycle does not only drive the magnetic fields around the

system, but also stirs the plasma, which is bound to the field lines.

Lin and Anderson [1966] showed that part of the magnetospheric flux must be

open and reconnected to the IMF, as solar flare electrons (> 40 keV) can propagate
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into the high latitude geomagnetic field regions containing open flux, i.e. the polar

cap.

Although the Dungey cycle has since become a very powerful framework, which

has helped to explain many idiosyncrasies of the terrestrial magnetospheric system,

it has not always been accepted by the scientific community.

Axford and Hines in particular, decided that the open magnetosphere model as

suggested by Dungey , could not explain the asymmetry in the magnetotail as well, as

a closed system, which is solely driven by a viscous interaction. Albeit using different

means of explaining the convection pattern, both Axford and Hines [1961] and Hines

[1986] acknowledged the importance of the convection patterns:

‘Regardless of its manner of generation ... the convective system that

we discuss has consequences of far-reaching import, and it is these that

we wish to emphasize in the present paper.’

Fairfield and Cahill ’s study however gave credibility to Dungey ’s idea that the

dayside reconnection is driven by southward IMF and it also paved the way for trying

to understand what drives the dayside reconnection.

Since Dungey first proposed his model, it has become evident that the day- and

nightside reconnection rates are not always balanced and constant [Coroniti and Ken-

nel , 1973; Meng and Makita, 1986; Cowley and Lockwood , 1992; Milan et al., 2009a;

Milan, 2015], which led to the formulation of the expanding and contracting polar

cap paradigm,. This forms an underlying theme of this thesis.

2.1.2 The Expanding and Contracting Polar Cap Paradigm

If the day- and nightside reconnection rates, ΦD and ΦN , vary, the amount of open

magnetic flux in the magnetosphere must also be a time-dependent variable. The

polar cap flux, or the amount of open magnetospheric flux, FPC , is thus given by

dFPC
dt

= ΦD − ΦN , (2.1)

where the day- and nightside rates of reconnection, ΦD and ΦN , are time-dependent

variables [Siscoe and Huang , 1985; Cowley and Lockwood , 1992; Lockwood and Cowley ,

1992; Milan et al., 2003, 2007].
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This means that when ΦD is dominant over ΦN , the polar cap will increase in size

and with it, FPC , as

FPC =

∫
PC

BdAPC , (2.2)

where APC is the area, enclosed by the polar cap and B is the magnetic flux enclosed

within it [Siscoe and Huang , 1985; Cowley and Lockwood , 1992; Milan et al., 2003].

Similarly, when ΦN is dominant, the polar cap reduces in size and FPC decreases.

As plasma flows across the polar cap, an electrostatic potential has to exist per-

pendicular to the flow lines, with the minimum at dusk and the maximum at dawn

[Cowley and Lockwood , 1992; Lockwood and Cowley , 1992]. If the reconnection on the

day- and nightsides of the magnetosphere occur symmetrically along the separatrix

and there is no asymmetry in the dusk-dawn direction of the pressure applied onto the

magnetosphere, the minimum and maximum potentials will be equal. That is to say,

the convection cells are equal in size, as depicted in the right-hand panel in Fig. 2.1.

The electrostatic potential across the polar cap, or the cross polar cap potential, ΦPC ,

is thus given by

ΦPC =
1

2
(ΦD + ΦN). (2.3)

The rate at which magnetospheric flux is opened at the dayside, ΦD, is dependent

on the solar wind conditions [Caan et al., 1977; Perreault and Akasofu, 1978; Meng

and Makita, 1986; Milan et al., 2007, 2012] (as will be discussed in the following

section), whereas the rate at which open flux is closed in the magnetotail, ΦN , is

thought to vary independently of the solar wind conditions and as a result, FPC is

variable and difficult to predict.

The magnetospheric response to dayside driving can be measured in different ways.

A popular, and perhaps the oldest measure, is to study the auroral response. Along

with changes in the aurorae, the magnetospheric and ionospheric current systems

also respond [Birkeland , 1908]. The enhancements of the eastward and westward

electrojets is inferred from the intensification in the Auroral Upper (AU) and Auroral

Lower (AL) indices, where AU and AL are computed by tracing out the upper and

lower envelopes of overlaid measurements of the North-South magnetic deviations in

the auroral zones [Davis and Sugiura, 1966].
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2.2 Estimating Reconnection Rates and the Open

Closed Field Line Boundary

Being able to predict the reconnection rates at Earth has been of great interest to many

scientists. In-situ measurements of reconnection are difficult, as the spacecraft has to

be in the frame of reference of the separatrix, which is often in motion. Thus a number

of remote sensing methods to estimate reconnection rates have been developed.

The component of the ionospheric convection electric field which lies tangential

to the ionospheric projection of the reconnection separatrix (i.e. the X-line), in the

frame of reference of the separatrix, gives the reconnection rate [Chisham et al., 2008].

Therefore, when ground based measurements are used to estimate reconnection rates,

care has to be taken because plasma convecting across the separatrix can contribute,

as well as the separatrix moving itself.

Blanchard et al. [1996] for example utilised a ground based incoherent scatter radar

to measure ionospheric flows across the nightside separatrix, the region along the po-

lar cap boundary which maps to the reconnection X-line, and calculate the nightside

reconnection electric field. Another study by the same author looks at the dayside

magnetic separatrix in the prenoon and noon sectors using similar methods [Blanchard

et al., 2001]. By tracking the location of the separatrix and measuring ionospheric

plasma velocities using the incoherent scatter radar, the local dayside reconnection

rate is inferred. Whilst their method ensures a high accuracy, it also has limitations:

the estimation of dayside or nightside reconnection electric field and locating of the

separatrix is limited to the radar’s location. Thus it is impossible to have measure-

ments of the day- and nightside reconnection rates, unless an extensive incoherent

scatter radar network is put in place. Another limitation is that measurements of the

reconnection rates can only be inferred when the polar cap boundary is within the

field of view of the radar. The method used by Blanchard et al. [2001] for determining

the dayside reconnection electric field requires the knowledge of the ionization rate as

a function of altitude. From this, the photoionization rate is deduced and the result is

then used to determine the average energies of precipitating electrons. The altitude of

peak ionization and the maximum ionization rate are then used to determine whether

or not the field lines are open or closed, assuming that the electron precipitation on
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trapped magnetospheric field lines is much harder than the electron precipitation on

open field lines. Blanchard et al. [2001] found that with a moderate peak ionization

rate (900 to 2200 cm−3s−1), the field line is considered closed if the peak ionization

occurs below 140 km and open if it occurs above it. Their method allows an identi-

fication of open/closed field line region with an accuracy of 0.36◦ and a precision of

±0.39◦. Unfortunately, they also found that in the postnoon sector, it is difficult to

employ this method as the electron precipitation is generally weaker and the differ-

ences between peak ionization and peak ionization rate on open and closed field lines

are not as systematic as in the prenoon and noon sectors. Therefore the method is

unreliable postnoon or cannot be used there at all, constraining the location of the

measurements considerably.

Chisham et al. [2008] used the SuperDARN radars (see chapter 3) to estimate the

global ionospheric convection velocity field and thereby estimate reconnection rates.

The advantage of this is that the SuperDARN network covers a large portion of the

ionospheric convection regions. The main weakness of this technique, is that, although

the network is extensive and purposely built to measure the ionospheric convection

potential, good quality measurements are not always available in the desired locations,

and the technique is not suitable for small-scale structures of less than ∼100 km

[Chisham et al., 2008].

Hubert et al. [2006] proposed a method for measuring reconnection rates from au-

roral IMAGE FUV SI12 and SuperDARN data. With their method, they determined

the open- and closed-field line boundary and its motion using the auroral data. Then

Hubert et al. [2006] used the radar data and Faraday’s law to determine the convection

electric field along the boundary. With this method, the resolution of day- and night-

side reconnection rates, as well as the polar cap flux can be resolved to 15 minutes

time-resolution, but similarly to the aforementioned methods, it relies on having a

timeseries of good IMAGE and SuperDARN data available.

After the work of Fairfield and Cahill [1966], tying solar wind activity or IMF

orientation to magnetospheric activity, became of interest to many scientists. Arnoldy

[1971] for example showed that an enhanced AE index, and therefore substorms,

occur mostly after the IMF has been southward for approximately an hour to fuel

the magnetosphere with open flux. After this, it soon became apparent that not only

auroral activity levels, but also the amount of open flux via the dayside reconnection
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Figure 2.2: Diagram showing the nightside particle distributions and where they map to in the

auroral zones at substorm onset, adapted from [Mende et al., 2003]. Region 1) (green) shows

trapped ring current particles; the region in yellow shows the isotropic boundary; regions 2) and

3) (red and blue) show the the diffuse electron and intense proton auroral regions, respectively.

The white spot marks where substorm onset occurs and region 4 shows the open field line region.

rate, and therefore much of the magnetospheric activity, is controlled by the solar

wind. These topics will be explored further in the following sections.

2.2.1 Mapping the Aurorae

The aurora is made up of different particle distributions which map to distinct parts

of the magnetosphere. Using this information, the open closed field line boundary can

be inferred. An example of this is shown in the diagrams in Figure 2.2 [Mende et al.,

2003].

The diagram (Fig. 2.2) shows where the particle distributions in the tail (large
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diagram showing magnetosphere from the side) map to with respect to the aurora

(small diagram showing the nightside aurora). Region 1 (green) shows the ring current

particles, which do not create aurorae, as they are trapped on very dipolar field

lines. The thin yellow region shows the isotropic boundary. This maps to the low

latitude boundary of the proton aurora [Sergeev et al., 1983]. Here, low altitude

satellites measure a double loss cone ion distribution, which indicates particles are

trapped by bounce motion on closed field lines [Sergeev et al., 1983]. Outside of the

isotropic boundary (region 2 in red) is where the magnetic field lines in the tail are

stretched enough for a considerable amount of pitch angle scattering of protons to

occur, such that protons from the central plasma sheet enter the loss cone, collide

with the atmosphere and produce proton aurora. Region 3 in blue shows where the

diffuse electron aurora occurs, which is also driven by pitch angle scattering. This

is primarily where the visible aurora occurs. Sergeev et al. [1983] found that the

magnetic field radius of curvature at the equator divided by the particle gyroradius

has to be less than 8 for enough ions to fill the loss cone and be able to scatter into the

atmosphere. The red region in Fig. 2.2 shows the more energetic proton emission and

the blue region the more diffuse and structured aurora. Blanchard and McPherron

[1995] in particular showed that the polar cap boundary, the boundary between open

and closed field lines, is identifiable by 6300 Ȧ (red line) auroral emission caused by

low energy electrons (. 1 keV). Region 4 in Fig. 2.2 links to the polar cap where we

do not expect to see much aurora [Mende et al., 2003]. Makita et al. [1988] however

showed that the open field line region can host burst-type soft electron precipitation,

in particular during northward IMF. The white spot in Fig. 2.2 shows where substorm

onset is thought to occur most of the time, which is discussed further in section 2.3.1.

Each particle distribution always possesses a variety of energies and the particle

boundaries are not always as clear cut as is made out in the diagram in Fig. 2.2.

Lockwood [1997] explained this: ‘Thus not only does a spectrum of particle energies

from one point in the magnetosphere map to a spread of locations in the ionosphere,

but also, a spread of energies seen at any point (at a fixed pitch angle) in the ionosphere

maps to a spread of source locations in the magnetosphere.’

Similarly, Blockx et al. [2005] used IMAGE SI12 data to show that there is good

correspondence between the latitude of the maximum proton auroral intensity, and the

isotropic boundary measured by the DMSP satellites, and that it varies with magnetic
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local time. They used magnetic field measurements from the GOES 8 satellite to

find the relation between the position and brightness of the maximum proton aurora

intensity and the magnetic field distortion. The main finding of Blockx et al. [2005] is

that SI12 images can be used as a tool to globally determine the isotropy boundary,

as the data acts as a proxy for the level of stretching in the magnetotail.

Lockwood et al. [1998] discussed the results of Shirai et al. [1997] who found in a

case study that the open-closed field line boundary is ∼2◦ poleward of any plasma

sheet particle distribution, which includes a significant amount of magnetic flux. Lock-

wood et al. [1998] make the observation that taking the aurora as a proxy for the

open-closed boundary is therefore likely to overestimate the amount of open mag-

netospheric flux. Sandholt et al. [1998] for example showed that the equatorward

boundary of the aurora also recesses equatorward in a stepwise manner every time

the IMF turns southward. They found that in some cases the motion covers ∼100-200

km in ∼ 5-10 minutes.

The majority of electron aurora is a diffuse emission, which is thought to be caused

by pitch-angle scattering of central plasma sheet electrons into the loss cone [Newell

et al., 1991]. The intense electron aurora, the discrete emission, on the other hand

is thought to originate from electrons which are accelerated along the magnetic field

lines in the boundary layer of the plasma sheet [Craven and Frank , 1985].

As already alluded to, the electron aurora can also be mapped to specific regions

in the magnetosphere. For example, the open field line region surrounding the pole

can contain sporadic electron precipitation known as polar rain [Winningham and

Heikkila, 1974; Newell and Meng , 1990]. The electron aurora data which is presented

in this thesis however is not sensitive enough to show this. This does mean that the

electron aurora is not as good an indicator of the open-closed field line boundary as

the proton aurora, as the boundary can be blurred by the polar rain [Mende et al.,

2003].

The equatorward boundary of the diffuse aurora (blue region in Fig. 2.2 was found

to be collocated with the inner edge of the plasma sheet [Eather and Mende, 1972].

Care has to be taken when using measurements of the electron aurora from dif-

ferent instruments to identify magnetospheric regions as the features and locations

of electron aurora observations can differ significantly from ground and space [Mozer

and Bruston, 1966].
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Work by Hubert et al. [2006] and Boakes et al. [2008] showed (using data from

the IMAGE satellite) that the inner edge of the proton aurora can be used as an

adequate locator for the open-closed field line boundary with the spatial uncertainty

being smaller than that of Shirai et al. [1997] (∼1◦).

2.2.2 Driving Functions

Inspired by the early work linking magnetospheric and solar wind activities, numerous

solar wind-magnetosphere coupling functions or driving functions have been devised

and studied [see for example table 1 in Newell et al., 2007] to serve as proxies for the

dayside reconnection rate or energy input into the magnetosphere. Some formulations

such as the ones proposed and discussed by Borovsky et al. [2008], and Borovsky and

Birn [2014] are based solely on numerical simulations, and as the proposed coupling

functions exist aplenty, only some of the most common used and empirically-derived

ones are discussed here.

One of the most popular driving functions from Perreault and Akasofu [1978], also

known as the ε-parameter, envisaged to encompass the energy input from the solar

wind to the magnetosphere and is given by

ε =
4π

µ0

L2
0VXB

2 sin4 1

2
θ, (2.4)

which was derived using the equation for the Poynting flux (equation 1.15).

This driving function in eq. 2.4 was obtained by studying 17 interplanetary and

geomagnetic parameters during storm time intervals. The resulting coupling function

(equation 2.4) is given in units of Watts, where L0 is the length of the cross-section

of the magnetosphere where Poynting flux is transferred from the solar wind to the

magnetosphere (L0 is approximately 7 RE according to Perreault and Akasofu [1978]).

The sine-function in eq. 2.4 is a geometric factor, included in most coupling func-

tions. Sometimes a different (positive) exponential is used, but always with a similar

result. This has been the case ever since Sonnerup [1974] suggested it should be

taken into account that reconnection can still occur, even if the two magnetic fields

(the Earth’s and the IMF) are not perfectly anti-parallel. This is modulated by the

IMF clock angle, θ, which is the angle between the IMF components in the GSM Y-Z
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plane and the Z axis, such that the sine-function maximises the reconnection rates

when the two magnetic fields are perfectly anti-parallel.

Using the Perreault-function (equation 2.4) to estimate the energy input into the

magnetospheric system and then study where in the magnetosphere the energy is

deposited can be problematic: The coupling function was specifically determined

for geomagnetic storms and as such, the coupling may take on a slightly different

form during quieter times. Furthermore, Perreault and Akasofu [1978] did not discuss

energisation of their measured quantities from other sources, for example the nightside

reconnection rate.

Another way of finding the coupling function is by correlating the solar wind

parameters, or combinations thereof, with magnetospheric parameters, such as AL,

AU and AE until the best fit is found [e.g. Bargatze et al., 1986]. This technique

was also employed by Newell et al. [2007], who used 10 different magnetospheric

parameters to find the best correlation for a coupling function. The coupling function

determines the rate at which open magnetospheric flux is opened at the magnetopause:

dΦMP

dt
= V

4/3
X B

2/3
T sin8/3 1

2
θ, (2.5)

where VX is the speed at which the IMF approaches the magnetopause, BT is the total

magnetic field strength of the IMF, and the sinusoidal component can be thought of

as an efficiency parameter, similar to the one in eq. 2.4.

Newell et al. [2008] improved upon their previous coupling function, equation 2.5,

by combining it with a viscous term1,

dΦMP

dt NEW
=
dΦMP

dt OLD
+N1/2V 2

X , (2.6)

where
dΦMP

dt OLD
is the coupling function in eq. 2.5 and N is the solar wind density.

They arrived at this solution, by again finding the best correlation (eq. 2.6 accounts

for 61% of the variance, as opposed to 55% for eq. 2.5) between a number of solar

wind and magnetospheric parameters, and a coupling function, a combination of one of

twenty possible viscous interaction terms with one of twelve possible reconnection rate

terms. Whilst the correlation between their coupling function and the magnetospheric

1The viscous interaction is thought to be generated due to the antisunward dragging of plasma

inside the magnetopause by the solar wind and magnetospheric plasma interacting through friction.
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parameters improves significantly from eq. 2.5 to 2.6 (e.g. the percentage of predicted

variance in Kp rises from 57.8% to 75.0%), Newell et al. [2008] note that their viscous

term only applies over the hourly timescale and longer, and cannot predict variability

well on a smaller timescale.

Other scientists undertook similar correlation studies, Boynton et al. [2011] for

example used a mathematical method to find correlations between non-linear systems,

and found a very similar coupling function to that of Newell et al. [2007]. Although

the method of Boynton et al. [2011] was more complicated, it may be argued that the

Newell et al. [2007] coupling function is superior, as Boynton et al. only used Dst as

a dataset to compare with the solar wind parameters.

Milan et al. [2012] set out to find a refined form of the coupling function by

combining a physical understanding, similar to the Perreault and Akasofu [1978] ap-

proach, with some of the mathematical methods employed by Newell et al. [2007,

2008]. Rather than trying to fit a coupling function to a number of magnetospheric

parameters and thus assuming they are all driven in the same way, they fitted func-

tional forms of the solar wind coupling function to measures of the open flux content

of the magnetosphere. To do this, Milan et al. [2012] identified 25 intervals where the

nightside reconnection rate was thought to be very low or non-existent, such that all

variability in FPC is controlled by the solar wind coupling function. FPC was deter-

mined using the inner auroral boundary from IMAGE as a measure of the OCB. For

their analysed intervals, they use the parameterisation of the dayside reconnection

rate, ΦD,

ΦD = ΛNαV β
XB

γ
Y Z sinδ

1

2
θ, (2.7)

where Λ, α, β, γ and δ are found by fitting solar wind data to the observations of FPC .

BY Z is the IMF component in the GSM Y-Z plane, such that BY Z =
√

(B2
Y +B2

Z).

Λ is a constant of proportionality, dependent on α, β, and γ, in order for the units of

ΦD to be in Volts. Using an iterative process for finding the best correlation between

2.7 and FPC , eq. 2.7 becomes

ΦD = 3.3× 105V
4/3
X BY Z sin9/2 1

2
θ, (2.8)

where α is 0, making the solar wind density contribution to the coupling function

also 0, and the units of Λ are m2/3s1/2. In order to test their driving function, Milan
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et al. [2012] calculate Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the FPC data and the

eight different coupling functions, including eq. 2.8 (a scaling factor is added where

necessary). The highest ρ is found for eq. 2.8 with 0.972, followed by three simplified

versions of the same function (the coefficients are integers as opposed to fractions)

with ρ being 0.967, 0.960, and 0.952. The Newell et al. [2007] relation (eq. 2.5) ranks

fifth with a ρ of 0.949 whilst the ε parameter (2.4) ranks seventh (ρ=0.899). In

order to validate their coupling function, ΦD was compared with the cross polar cap

potential from SuperDARN for a previously studied interval. They found that, aside

from a ∼25 kV offset, which was added to ΦD, the data fitted the coupling function

well. Milan et al. [2012] postulate that this offset is likely due to the SuperDARN

fitting analysis, but note that it could also be due to a viscous interaction.

Aside from the Milan et al. [2012] coupling function representing the variability

in the polar cap area data best, it has the included benefit of representing data at

a higher cadence best: Newell et al. [2008] and Newell et al. [2007] only use data

averages with cadences of hours as opposed to minutes.

In chapters 4 and 5, eq. 2.8 is used to compute the reconnection rate at the dayside

of the magnetosphere.

2.3 Magnetospheric Modes

The magnetosphere also responds in different ways to the opening of magnetic flux.

These are referred to as magnetospheric modes [Henderson, 2004; McPherron et al.,

2008; Partamies and Pulkkinen, 2009; Huang et al., 2009; Pulkkinen et al., 2010; Cai

and Clauer , 2013; Walach and Milan, 2015].

McPherron et al. [2008] lists substorms, sawtooth events or injections, steady

magnetospheric convection events, poleward boundary intensifications (PBIs), storm-

time activations, high-intensity long-duration continuous AE activities (HILDCAAs)

and magnetic storms in his list of magnetospheric modes.

The way in which each of these event types can be observed and distinguished

varies significantly. HILDCAAs, for example are traditionally identified by using the

AE index, which is derived from magnetometer data in the auroral zones, whereas

magnetic storms are identified using magnetic indices such as Dst or Sym-H, which are
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obtained by using magnetometer data from equatorial latitudes to reflect ring-current

activities. The methods used to obtain these indices and the interpretation of them

are discussed in chapter 3.

Extreme care has to be taken when characterising or identifying any magneto-

spheric mode, as there can be considerable overlap between different modes, but also

because the identification methods are not universal.

In this work, the focus is on substorms, steady magnetospheric convection events

and sawtooth events, as the overlap between these modes is easiest to distinguish, but

the physics is thought to be similar, so a meaningful comparison can be made.

2.3.1 Substorms

One of the most well-known modes is the substorm, which has been studied for a

long time: One of the first scholars who studied and recorded the occurrence of sub-

storms was Birkeland [1908], who called them ‘polar elementary storms’. He went

on a polar expedition between the years of 1902-1903, visiting the auroral regions in

the Northern hemisphere and observed magnetic disturbances with the most sophis-

ticated network of magnetometers of his time (25 observatories). Birkeland observed

characteristic north- and southward directed deviations of the magnetic field strength,

depending on the location of his magnetometers. In his book, he relates the aurora

and magnetic disturbances he measures to ‘corpuscular rays’ emitted by the Sun. The

phenomenon of ‘corpuscular rays’ refers to what is now known as currents aligned with

the magnetic field (also known as Birkeland currents), i.e. particles precipitating along

magnetic field lines. Birkeland draws the conclusion that these magnetic deviations he

measures during ‘polar elementary storms’ (i.e. substorms), must be caused by an in-

crease or enhancement of the field aligned currents (FACs). Many years later, Akasofu

and Chapman [1961] referred to the same ‘polar elementary storms’, as ‘DP substorm’

(where the D stands for disturbance and the P for polar) and only later coined the

term substorm [Akasofu, 1964]. The name substorm has since stuck, although in the

older literature a difference is often drawn between a ‘magnetic substorm’ [e.g. Aka-

sofu, 1968] or an ‘auroral substorm’ [e.g. Akasofu, 1964], depending on the available

observations. Even though these names are sometimes used in the literature to refer
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to different aspects of the substorm, it is important to point out that as both the au-

roral and magnetic phenomena accompany a substorm, together they form the same

event [Akasofu, 1968].

Since Akasofu and Chapman’s first substorm studies, a myriad of studies, some of

which have been discordant, have uncovered what is now known about this intriguing

phenomena. In this thesis, only a small fraction of studies, which are the most relevant

to the work presented in subsequent chapters are discussed.

Akasofu [1964] defined the substorm in terms of auroral morphologies. He defined

the auroral onset as the time when an equatorward arc in the auroral oval brightens

explosively. This is followed by an expansion phase (∼0-5 minutes), whereby auroral

arcs show a dynamic display of brightening and the auroral oval moves poleward,

resulting in a bulge near the midnight meridian. A bulk of bright arcs then breaks

off and moves westward, known as the westward surge. After this, a recovery phase

follows, which Akasofu [1964] found to be the longest of the substorm phases (∼10-30

minutes). Akasofu [1964] determined that during this phase the bulge will reduce in

size. During the most active substorms, the poleward boundary of the aurora may

stay at it’s most poleward expanded location for approximately 10-30 minutes before

dimming and retreating equatorward.

Other than the systematic study of substorms, Akasofu [1964] also made the dis-

covery of pseudo-breakups, which is an auroral phenomenon, similar to substorms.

He defined them as events which start out as substorms, but do not include the full

expansion phase and no recovery phase. A small auroral bulge may form, but there

is no break-off of arcs or westward surge observed [Akasofu, 1964].

Whilst Akasofu [1964] formally defined a substorm, it was not until 6 years later

when another integral part to substorms was discovered: the growth phase, which

precedes the substorm onset[McPherron, 1970]. Meng and Makita [1986] showed that

during this phase, the auroral oval expands equatorward.

As this means that during the classical substorm cycle the polar cap flux increases

prior to onset and then decreases thereafter, an isolated substorm can be described

as a quantum of the expanding and contracting polar cap paradigm. Hubert et al.

[2006] showed that nightside flux closure is generally maximum at the time of the

substorm onset (nightside reconnection rates exceed 100 kV), but also that it can

start to increase prior to auroral onset. After the onset, the nightside reconnection
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rate or voltage slowly returns to values typical of quiet periods (∼30-40 kV) [Hubert

et al., 2006].

The first studies of auroral substorms were observed using ground based cameras

[e.g Akasofu, 1964], even though it is difficult to observe large scale auroral morpho-

logical changes from the ground due to the limited field of view. Akasofu et al. [1966]

observed a poleward movement of the auroral boundary of speeds ranging from ∼100

to ∼1300 m s−1 with an average value of ∼500 m s−1 during the expansion phase of 84

substorms. As pointed out by Craven and Frank [1987] and Frank and Craven [1988],

using ground based measurements is problematic for this purpose as it is difficult to

study the longitudinal variation of the poleward expansion. Craven and Frank [1987]

therefore used satellite imagery to study the poleward expansion of the auroral oval

during the expansion phase in the midnight MLT sector and found that the average

speed was of the order of hundreds of m s−1, but in one case it exceeded 1000 m s−1.

Frank and Craven [1988] concluded that the speeds at which the auroral oval moves

towards the pole during the expansion phase of a substorm varies in speed, and is

variable even throughout one event. Along with the varying expansion speeds, indi-

vidual brightenings in the auroral oval can vary in intensity, but tend to move with

the westward travelling surge [Pytte et al., 1976], with the overall expansion lasting

up to or even longer than an hour[Frank and Craven, 1988].

Hones et al. [1984a,b]; Hones [1985a] showed that only ∼30-45 minutes after the

auroral substorm onset a plasma sheet expansion in the tail is observed. Hones [1985b]

further reported, inspired by auroral observations, that the auroral oval must under-

take a poleward leap after onset, due to the plasmasheet thickness rapidly increasing in

thickness and a near-Earth neutral line, a reconnection site close to Earth, retreating

into the distant magnetotail. This topic has been extensively discussed in the litera-

ture, but numerous studies [e.g. Craven and Frank , 1985; Rostoker , 1986; Craven and

Frank , 1987; Hones et al., 1987] show evidence against this theory. Frank and Craven

[1988] argue that the ‘poleward leap’ theory is a result of the time-resolution of the

auroral data and that the aurora expands, rather than jumps to higher latitudes.

The recovery phase of a substorm, as seen in the aurora from a spacecraft, can

be described as a decrease in the latitudinal width of the oval, accompanied by a

dimming of the aurora [Frank and Craven, 1988].
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This implies that the polar cap and with it, the amount of open flux in the system,

increases and then decreases during a substorm cycle. Even though the extent to which

this happens is highly variable, the substorm cycle would be expected to pose as a

good example of the ECPC. Using flux conservation arguments, Coroniti and Kennel

[1973] showed that the amount of energy the magnetotail holds, is proportional to

the polar cap flux, although the uncertainty in the measurements increases during the

most active substorm phases, such as close to auroral break-off, where the magnetotail

reconfigures itself very quickly.

In 1954 Heppner made the observation that the appearance of the bright equator-

ward auroral arcs in the pre-midnight sector, which break-off from the auroral oval

during substorms, is accompanied by a sharp decrease in the North-South component

of the Earth’s magnetic field measured on the ground (i.e. a magnetic bay). After

Birkeland , this was the first peer-reviewed study linking auroral substorms to abrupt

changes in magnetometer measurements.

The changes in the magnetic field strength measurements imply that the magne-

tospheric current systems also change morphologically during a substorm. Figure 2.3

(adapted from Iijima and Nagata [1972]) shows the AU and AL signatures during the

growth and expansion phases of a substorm. During the growth phase, both AU and

AL are only slightly active, with the characteristic AL intensification occurring just

after onset due to ‘the rapid expansion of an intense auroral electrojet field’ [Iijima

and Nagata, 1972]. This is then followed by a slow decrease in the magnitude of AL.

Although AU is also elevated during the expansion phase, it does not vary in the

same way as AL [Iijima and Nagata, 1972]. The sudden decrease (or enhancement) in

AL during the expansion phase, is due to a westward current flowing in the nightside

ionosphere. This is brought about by a collapse in the cross-tail current to form a

feature known as the substorm current wedge [McPherron et al., 1973]. How this re-

sults in the ring current being coupled with the ionosphere via field aligned currents,

which close as the auroral electrojet is shown in Figure 2.4.

When reconnection in the tail occurs during substorms, the previously stretched

magnetotail undergoes dipolarisation, meaning the field lines become more dipolar.

This feature is thought to be associated with the formation of the substorm current

wedge. During dipolarisation, energetic particles are injected near the inner edge of

the plasma sheet and they are a fundamental signature of substorms [McIlwain, 1974;
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Figure 2.3: Example AU and AL signatures for a substorm adapted from Iijima and Nagata

[1972]. The growth and expansion phase are marked below the plots and the onset is shown by

a vertical line.

Kamide et al., 1998]. During a substorm injection a sharp increase in electron and

proton fluxes of a wide range of energies is seen at geosynchronous orbit, usually from

tens to hundreds of keV, over their presubstorm levels [Meng and Liou, 2004]. Injec-

tions where the increase in particle fluxes at different energies are seen simultaneously

are known as dispersionless and indicate that the measurement was taken where the

injection occurs. Injections become more significant during substorms which occur

simultaneous to or as a part of geomagnetic storms as there may be many injections

occuring compared to just the one injection during an isolated substorm [Kamide

et al., 1998]. However, the topological changes during geomagnetic storms in the tail

magnetic field and particle injections can happen very quickly, such that it is difficult

to identify individual substorms [Kamide et al., 1998].

Prior to a geomagnetic storm, the tail field lines are so stretched that the particle

fluxes appear to decrease. During the geomagnetic storms, when dipolarisation occurs,

the particle fluxes return to undisturbed levels but are enhanced due to an energisation

of the distribution, which can cause more energetic substorms [Kamide et al., 1998].

Whilst Hones may have been wrong about the aurora taking a ‘poleward leap’,

his theory about the near-Earth neutral line (NENL) migrating downtail to become

a distant-neutral line (DNL) has been evidenced by Baumjohann et al. [1999].
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of the substorm current wedge as depicted by McPherron et al. [1973].

The substorm current wedge, which is made up of the field aligned currents and the auroral

electrojet, is shown in red.

Baumjohann et al. [1999] produced a superposed epoch analysis of 66 substorms,

using Geotail data. In their analysis, they look at Geotail observations of the magnetic

field elevation angle and high speed plasma flows at various stages of a substorm, as

well as at different distances down tail in the premidnight sector. Their findings show

that magnetic field dipolarisation is first seen at a tail distance of 16 RE and then

moves tailward at a speed of ∼35 km/s. From fast ion bulk flow speeds they infer

that during the expansion phase, the near-Earth neutral line is located at ∼21-26

RE. They further find that 45 minutes after substorm onset all fast flows inside 31

RE are directed sunward. These findings imply that reconnection starts at 16 RE,

the reconnection region then moves tailward and 45 minutes post onset, it must be

located beyond 31 RE.

Following the discovery of the NENL migrating downtail to make the DNL, a

substorm model was invented [McPherron et al., 1973; Russell and McPherron, 1973;

Baker et al., 1996]. The key phases of the NENL model are shown in Figure 2.5.

Schematic (a) in Fig. 2.5 shows the substorm growth phase, where the tail flux
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of the NENL model for substorms, taken from James [2014]. Diagram

(a) shows growth phase of substorm, where thinning of the plasma sheet occurs due to an

increase of flux being stored in the magnetotail; (b) shows the formation of a NENL, following

the thinning of the plasma sheet; and (c) shows the expansion phase of the substorm, where a

plasmoid formed between the two X-lines starts to accelerate tailwards.
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increases and as a result, the plasma sheet in the centre of the tail thins [Baker

et al., 1996]. Once the pressure on the inner magnetosphere becomes too high to

sustain, a NENL forms and plasmoids form between the NENL and DNL (schematic

(b)). During the expansion phase of the substorm, the plasmoid is released tailward

due to magnetic tension forces and reconnection continues at the NENL (schematic

(c))[Baker et al., 1996]. Eventually, the NENL will migrate tailward to become the

DNL and the plasma sheet will thin once more until the magnetosphere reaches the

initial state again.

Recently, Kamide and Balan [2016] suggested to subdivide substorms into five

phases (quiet, growth, expansion, peak, recovery), instead of the traditional growth,

expansion and recovery phases. In this work, however, the classic set of phases are

used for reference, as they are more popular and thus lend for a better comparison to

other works.

Even though visual identifications of events are very subjective, the onset of sub-

storms is most reliably timed using auroral observations as opposed to magnetic field

data according to Mende et al. [2003] and Meng and Liou [2004]. As such the sub-

storm event list used in this work is determined from auroral data from the IMAGE

satellite. The substorm onsets were identified by eye, with the criteria being: a clear

local brightening of the aurora had to be observed, the initial auroral brightening had

to expand to the poleward boundary of the auroral oval and spread in local time for

at least 20 minutes after onset, and a substorm onset was only accepted as a separate

event if it was separated from the previous onset by at least 30 minutes [Frey et al.,

2004]. In his initial study, Frey et al. [2004] only used data from the years of 2000

until 2002, as this is when the best IMAGE data was available in the Northern hemi-

sphere. For the work presented in the following chapters, the entire substorm onset

list compiled by Frey et al. [2004] was used instead, which comprises of data spanning

until the end of the IMAGE mission, the year 2005.

2.3.2 Steady Magnetospheric Convection

Contrary to the dynamic substorm, periods of steady magnetospheric convection

(SMCs) are times when the magnetosphere is driven, but does not undergo any of

the substorm phases [Pytte et al., 1978; Sergeev et al., 1996; O’Brien et al., 2002;
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McPherron et al., 2005; DeJong et al., 2009]. Instead, nightside and dayside recon-

nection rates are steady and roughly equal, such that they are also known as ‘balanced

reconnection intervals’ [DeJong et al., 2009].

As the day- and nightside reconnection rates are balanced during SMCs, the flows

in the ionosphere and the polar cap flux are expected to stay constant [McWilliams

et al., 2008; DeJong et al., 2009; Walach and Milan, 2015]. In the past AL and

AU have often been used as a proxy for magnetospheric flux circulation, and thus,

ionospheric flows. Using enhanced values of AU and AL to identify SMCs can be very

problematic as AU and AL exhibit strong seasonal dependences [McWilliams et al.,

2008]. Both AU and AL tend to be higher in the summer compared to the winter,

making the usage of a fixed threshold to identify events dangerous.

The SMC event list that is used in chapters 4, 5, and 6 is derived from the events

identified by Kissinger et al. [2011], whose criteria were as follows:

1. AL < -75 nT

2. AU > 50 nT

3. 10 nT/min >
dAL

dt
> -7.4 nT/min, where

dAL

dt
is a 15 min sliding derivative

operator, representing the rate of change in the AL index.

4. AL steadiness ≤20%, where the steadiness is given by the standard deviation

divided by the mean. A running average and standard deviation is found for

a 30 min period, advanced by 1 min increments. A value of 0.0 indicates a

completely steady interval (flat line), while higher values are less steady.

5. The event has to last longer than 90 minutes to be longer than a typical substorm

recovery period [McPherron et al., 2005; O’Brien et al., 2002].

6. At least 90% of data samples in any given interval have to satisfy criteria 1-5

for the event to be classified as an SMC.

In order to bring their work into line with McWilliams et al. [2008], Kissinger et al.

decided to ignore condition 2 during the winter months.

An example plot of two SMC events as chosen by Kissinger et al. [2011] using

these selection criteria is shown in Figure 2.6. The pale blue areas indicate two SMC
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Figure 2.6: Example SMC plots from Kissinger et al. [2011]. The light blue areas indicate two

SMCs occurring. The plots show AE in red and AL and AU (top);
dAL

dt
(centre); and the AL

steadiness operator. Where each of those quantities meets their criteria, the lines are traced in

green.

events, of approximately 5 and 3.5 hours of length. The third criterion is not always

satisfied during the first event, as AL has more spikes during this event but as the

sixth criterion is still satisfied, Kissinger et al. still classifies the event as an SMC. The

main characteristic of the SMCs to note here is the clear depression in AL, whilst not

being too variable, which is distincly different from substorms, where the fluctuations

are more sudden.

The event list by Kissinger et al. spans a solar cycle, but is easy to adapt over

other time periods and as such it is ideal for large-scale studies. As alluded to earlier,

AL and AU are only proxies for magnetospheric activity and there are times when
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they are not exact measures. This resulted in the Kissinger et al.’s event list being

reduced further for the work presented in chapters 4, 5, and 6. A detailed description

of this is given in chapter 3.

Sergeev et al. [2001] found that during SMCs, the auroral oval was wide at the

nightside, the plasma sheet was thick and the lobe field was decreased with enhanced

magnetic flux closure and multiple bursty earthward flows or bursty bulk flows (BBFs)

in the midtail occurring. They further concluded that during SMCs, auroral streamers

associated with both bursty bulk flows and narrow injections occurred [Sergeev et al.,

2001]. Their results imply that SMCs only occur when the pressure in the magneto-

tail is somewhat stable, such that efficient reconnection without explosive events like

subsorms occur.

Though they have ’steady’ in their name, SMCs are only quasi-steady in na-

ture: previous studies reported that pseudo-breakups, occur frequently during SMCs

[e.g. Sergeev et al., 2001; DeJong and Clauer , 2005, and references therein]. These

pseudo-breakups could be responsible for keeping the magnetosphere in a quasi steady

convection state via reconnecting small amounts of open flux at a time [DeJong and

Clauer , 2005; Milan et al., 2006].

Yang et al. [2010] used the Rice Convection Model, a simulation of the Earth’s

magnetosphere, to study the dynamics in the magnetotail during an SMC. They

found distinct features in the nightside near-Earth plasma sheet: in comparison to

substorm growth phases close to the Earth the magnetic field is more stretched, and

more dipolar in the plasma sheet, the plasma pressure is lower in the tailward plasma

sheet, and the plasma sheet is thicker and its inner edge is closer to the Earth. All

this implies that the auroral zone is thicker, matching the results from Sergeev et al.

[2001]. Yang et al. [2010] also deduced that in order for the pressure in the tail to stay

balanced for prolonged amounts of time, i.e. during SMCs, a low entropy boundary

forms in the magnetotail rather than balancing the pressure via small reconnection

channels as DeJong and Clauer [2005] inferred.

Sergeev et al. [1996] observed small-scale auroral activations during SMCs, includ-

ing North-South aligned arcs and streamers, which they wrote

‘might be the optical signature of the earthward plasma intrusions from

the more distant tail.’
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Relating to what was discussed earlier, the similar auroral features shared by SMCs

and substorms does underline the need for a clearer definition for a magnetospheric

mode. However, as we can distinguish between SMCs and substorms in terms of

the magnetospheric response to solar wind driving (i.e. prolonged periods of convec-

tion and reconnection versus explosive, ephemeral events), in this work they will be

considered as separate modes.

2.3.3 Sawtooth Events

Sawtooth events (SEs) are quasi-periodic events of unloading of open magnetic flux

[Borovsky et al., 1993; Belian et al., 1995; Cai et al., 2006a,b; Walach and Milan,

2015], separated by periods of approximately 2-4 hours [Cai and Clauer , 2009]. They

were first observed as sawtooth-like oscillations in the particle fluxes at geostationary

orbit, with sharp increases of particle fluxes (i.e. dispersionless injections) followed

by gradual decreases. SEs appear to be large, quasi-periodic substorms, but it is still

unclear if the tail dynamics are governed by different physical processes. For example,

Henderson [2004] showed that a previously well-studied substorm interval was in fact

an SE, which raises the question of whether any physical distinction exists between

the two magnetospheric modes.

Using the Assimilative Mapping Technique (AMIE [Richmond and Kamide, 1988]),

Cai et al. [2006a] found that the ionospheric electrostatic pattern during substorms

and SEs is very similar, but sawtooth events are more intense and much more variable

than substorms in terms of the ionospheric flow patterns.

Cai et al. [2006b] used measurements of the magnetic tilt angle from the GOES

satellite at geostationary orbit to show that the dipolarization seen during sawtooth

events is very similar to that of substorms. They found that SEs are primarily initi-

ated at the nightside between 22 and 0 MLT, and compared to substorms, the mag-

netosphere is more stretched, prior to their dipolarization signatures. Subsequently,

the SE’s dipolarization expands both eastward and westward, similar to substorms;

however expansion occurs over a wider local time extent than substorms, but it is

nevertheless constrained to the nightside.

Henderson et al. [2006] independently reached similar conclusions: The dipolar-

ization which initiates the teeth starts at the nightside of the magnetosphere and then
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spreads dusk- and dawnward. They conclude that SEs can be considered as a sep-

arate magnetospheric mode to substorms, but as the dayside reconnection rates are

much larger than during substorms, a single dipolarization or substorm-like energy

unloading process is not enough to unload all the energy stored in the magnetotail

and as a result, the pulsing unloading events are seen.

A study by Kavanagh et al. [2007] looked at a series of sawteeth using riometer

data, showing that three out of four teeth were consistent with the conjecture that

sawteeth are recurring substorms. The timing for the fourth tooth was inconclusive

as it was observed as two consecutive and barely spaced particle injections, where the

first was not accompanied by a dipolarization and the second is a sustained injection

with higher measurements of electron fluxes. The second injection thus looks more like

a substorm but conclusive cosmic radio absorption measurements could not be made

using the riometers due to the injection region being very asymmetric and shifted

towards dusk.

Huang and Cai [2009] investigated the pressure in the magnetotail before and

during SEs using measurements by the Geotail satellite. They found that the pressure

is three times higher at SE onset than during quiet times and is dependent on solar

wind parameters. Contrary to Henderson et al. [2006], this would suggest that rather

than being different magnetospheric modes, SEs are simply large scale successive

substorms resulting from enhanced and prolonged dayside reconnection.

Considering there is a disagreement in the field regarding the distinction between

energetic substorms and sawtooth events, it poses the question if the two should

be treated as separate magnetospheric modes. In this work, sawtooth events are

considered to be a different mode, as they represent the periodic loading/unloading

mode, which a substorm does not necessarily display.

The work in chapters 4, 5 and 6 utilises the SE lists from Cai et al. [2006a]

and Henderson and McPherron [see Pulkkinen et al., 2007]. To identify the SEs,

they examined energetic particle fluxes at geosynchronous orbit and identified sharp

enhancements followed by gradual decreases. Their criteria were that there had to be

a series of quasiperiodic sawteeth in the data and that they had to be observed by at

least two spacecraft, one near local noon and the other near midnight (±3 h magnetic

local time). Figure 2.7 shows 6 SE, their onsets marked with green vertical lines,

identified using the same criteria as above [Huang and Cai , 2009]. The proton flux
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Figure 2.7: Particle fluxes as measured by the Synchronous orbit particle analyser (SOPA)

instrument on board the LANL-02A satellite showing a series of SEs. Onsets are marked with

the green vertical lines. The plot has been adapted from Huang and Cai [2009].

energy channels shown are 50-75, 75-113, 113-170, 170-250 and 250-400 keV (from

top to bottom) and the measurements are given in particles/cm2/sec/sr/keV. The SE

onsets shown in Fig. 2.7 are seen in all channels, at the same time, whereas a substorm

onset may only be seen in one channel or the signatures may be dispersed (i.e. not

occurring at the same time).

The two event lists were combined for the studies presented here, as they cover

different time periods, and further reduced as is described in chapter 5.

2.4 Aims

The ECPC paradigm has been used as a framework to explain numerous phenomena

and observations over the years, including substorms [Milan et al., 2007], but there

has never been a quantitative study of the ionospheric flow velocities. In chapter

4 a simple physics based model of the ECPC is used to determine ionospheric flow

velocities, which are then compared to in-situ (spacecraft) and remotely sensed (radar)
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measurements. This study is not a full quantification of the current understanding

of solar wind-magnetospheric and ionospheric coupling, but rather a step towards a

better understanding.

In chapters 5 and 6, the different magnetospheric modes are investigated and

compared in large scale statistical studies. The solar wind driving during substorms,

SMCs and SEs are discussed, along with the magnetospheric response, and in particu-

lar the auroral response. The aim is to build a better understanding of the differences

and similarities of these modes to move towards a future where the physics of solar

wind-magnetospheric and ionospheric coupling can be better understood.

In their recent review article, Kamide and Balan [2016] write:

‘Once we understand properly the origins of ground magnetic pertur-

bations in terms of various source currents, ground-based observations

have an advantage over “more direct” measurements by radars and satel-

lites, since temporal changes in the geomagnetic field are being monitored

continuously at a relatively large number of fixed points on the Earths

surface.’

Whilst this is a good argument for using ground based observations to study the mag-

netospheric system, the same argument can be turned on its head. With radars, such

as the SuperDARN initiative, continuous measurements can be made [e.g. Chisham

et al., 2007] and by using in situ spacecraft data, no assumptions need to be made.

Whilst it is essential to use both ground based and space based measurements of our

system, there are still aspects, which are poorly understood. For example, the geomag-

netic indices which are frequently used in studies of the magnetospheric-ionospheric

system sometimes only express part of what is occurring, as will be further discussed

in chapter 5.
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Instrumentation, Datasets and

Models

‘To speak of an electric field without defining exactly the coordinate

system to which it refers is meaningless.’

from Alfvén and Faelthammar [1963].

3.1 Introduction

Over the years, many datasets have become available to study the Earth’s magneto-

sphere. In this chapter, the choice of data (sections 3.3 and 3.4) and models (section

3.5), and relevant coordinate systems (section 3.2) used for the work in this thesis are

explained and described.

The main dataset used stems from the IMAGE (Imager for Magnetopause to

Aurora Global Exploration) satellite and as a result, all of the other instrumentation

and models used here were chosen specifically because they cover the same data period

as the IMAGE dataset, June 2000 until October 2005.
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3.2 Coordinate Systems

In the field of geophysics, it is often convention that the Earth is at the centre of

the coordinate system. Most of the data that will be discussed here, will either

be geocentric or magnetocentric, that is centred around the Earth or the magnetic

pole, respectively. In geomagnetic coordinate systems, the z-axis is parallel to the

Earth’s magnetic dipole axis, defined by the International Geomagnetic Reference

Field (IGRF) (see section 3.5.1). The y-axis is perpendicular to the geographic poles,

and the x-axis completes the right-handed set [Kivelson et al., 1995].

The DMSP and auroral data (in chapters 4 and 6), and the models discussed

in chapter 4 are given by magnetic colatitude and magnetic local time, where the

colatitude is given by the latitude (in degrees) measured from the closest pole towards

the equator. The magnetic local time is the time at the relevant point on the Earth’s

surface with respect to the magnetic pole with the Sun being aligned with both noon

and midnight.

In Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) co-ordinates the x-axis is given by the

line between the Sun and the Earth, the x-z plane contains the Earth’s dipole and the

y-axis completes the right-handed set. The z-axis is aligned with the magnetic dipole,

such that the positive z-direction points the same way as the Northern hemisphere

pole [Kivelson et al., 1995].

Similarly, the Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) co-ordinate system has the Earth in

its centre, the y-axis is chosen to be in the ecliptic plane pointing towards dusk (thus

opposing planetary motion), the z-axis is parallel to the ecliptic pole, and the x-axis

points towards the Sun in the ecliptic plane, forming a right-handed set [Kivelson

et al., 1995].

The GSM and GSE coordinate systems share an x-axis, but the y- and z-axes

differ by a rotation about the x-axis. Due to this time-dependent dipole tilt of the

Earth, care has to be taken when analysing solar wind data in conjunction with mag-

netospheric data, especially long-term seasonal variations as the choice of coordinate

system may create bias results [Russell and McPherron, 1973]. The Earth’s dipole

is aligned with the GSM coordinate system, so using the IMF in GSE co-ordinates

for solar wind data, would mean that a portion of the IMF GSE y-component, for

example, contributes to the z-component in GSM coordinates, which is what the
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magnetosphere sees. As such, all the solar wind data presented in this thesis is in

GSM coordinates, centred on the Earth. Albeit only being a small effect, even for the

largest geomagnetic storms [Lockwood et al., 2016], all IMF BZ and BY data used in

the work presented in this thesis is in the GSM co-ordinate system.

3.3 Space Based Instrumentation

To study the Earth’s magnetosphere, and its interaction with the solar wind and

the ionosphere, many options for placing instrumentation are available. Space based

instrumentation provide the unique opportunity for taking in-situ plasma measure-

ments, such as the solar wind parameters, or remote sensing, such as the IMAGE

dataset.

3.3.1 OMNI Dataset

The Wind and ACE (Advanced Composition Explorer) spacecraft orbit around the

first Lagrangian (L1) point, where they observe the incoming solar wind before it forms

the Earth’s bow shock. All the solar wind data used here, is from the High Resolution

OMNI (HRO with 1-minute resolution) dataset. This data set is preprocessed, such

that it is of easy use for studying solar wind-magnetospheric coupling [King and

Papitashvili , 2005]. For the processing, each solar wind measurement is assumed to lie

along a phase front which propagates past both spacecraft and later on meets the bow

shock. Magnetic field measurements, resolved at 15-16 seconds, are used to calculate

the phase front normal direction. This information, along with measurements of

the solar wind propagation speed are then used to time shift the data to match

the approximate bow shock nose location, calculated from the models by Farris and

Russell [1994] and Shue et al. [1997]. An aberration of ∼ 30 km s−1 due to the Earth’s

orbit is also included. This aberration is used as the Earth revolves around the Sun

with an orbital velocity of approximately 30 km s−1 and thus with respect to the

solar wind measurements. The data (15 second resolution for Wind and 16 second

resolution for ACE) is then averaged to give a combined 1 minute dataset, which
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completes the pre-processing 1. This dataset provides all the solar wind measurements

of the magnetic field and flow velocity at one minute resolution, used for the work in

this thesis. The dataset is publicly available from NASA’s Coordinated Data Analysis

Web 2.

3.3.2 IMAGE

All auroral data presented here were recorded with the IMAGE (Imager for Mag-

netopause to Aurora Global Exploration) mission, which was operational from June

2000 until October 2005 [Burch, 2000; Mende et al., 2000a]. The timespan of this

mission duration provides the opportunity for large scale data analysis. The IMAGE

spacecraft was in a polar orbit with an initial inclination of 90◦. The apogee of 44

000 km and perigee of 1 000 km allowed for observations of the whole auroral oval to

be made of up to ∼10 continuous hours, which is a significant amount of the orbital

period (∼ 13 hours) [Burch, 2000; Mende et al., 2000a]. As the orbit precessed, the

spacecraft went from observing the Northern aurora to observing the Southern aurora

and as such there is a data gap of several months during the years of 2002 and 2003.

Amongst a number of instruments which were on board IMAGE, all data shown in

this thesis are from the FUV (Far Ultraviolet) instrument suite [Burch, 2000; Mende

et al., 2000a]. This included two spectrographic imagers, of which only SI12 is used

here [Mende et al., 2000b]. SI12 is capable of minimizing the geocoronal Lyman

alpha background (121.6 nm) and thus only observing the Doppler-shifted atomic

hydrogen Lyman alpha emission at a very narrow wavelength of 121.8 nm [Mende

et al., 2000a,b]. At Earth, this is a measure for proton precipitation [Mende et al.,

2000a]. The other IMAGE data used here stems from the Wideband Imaging Camera

(WIC), which observed 140-190 nm emission mainly composed of LBH N2 lines [Mende

et al., 2000a,c]. WIC thus mainly measures aurorae produced by electron precipitation

and in the following chapters, the terms proton and electron aurora will be used to

refer to SI12 and WIC emission, respectively. Both SI12 and WIC have a data cadence

of ∼2 minutes, due to the spacecraft spinning [Burch, 2000].

1A full description can be found at http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/html/HROdocum.html
2CDAWeb at http://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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The spatial resolution of SI12 and WIC were 90 and 70 km [Mende et al., 2000a],

which is processed into a 2◦ and 1◦ picture resolution, respectively [Shukhtina and

Milan, 2014]. The unit of measurement of the auroral brightness from the IMAGE

FUV data is given in Rayleighs (abbreviated as R), where 1 R ∼ 80 000 photons s−1

cm−2 strd−1.

Other than the orbital constraints of this dataset, dayglow is a common issue,

which is primarily observed in the FUV spectrum: it is weak from 100 to 170 nm

[Meier , 1991] (100 R per nm), but this intensity doubles above wavelengths of 170

nm [Mende et al., 2000a]. As a result, dayglow is primarily an issue in the WIC data.

Efforts were made to filter the data, but unfortunately, dayglow obscures the sunlit

part of all WIC images. To this day, no effective and accurate way of filtering the

dayglow in WIC images has been found.

The auroral data which is shown in the later chapters is plotted with respect to

the geomagnetic pole, with the noon-midnight meridian always being aligned with

the y-axis of the picture, such that the Earth’s rotation does not warp the results

[Shukhtina and Milan, 2014]. Each auroral snapshot is centered on a grid with the

magnetic pole in the centre and as a result, spacecraft and radar data, as well as

models, which it is compared to are mapped onto the same grid (see chapter 4).

IMAGE-derived data

As part of the European Cluster Assimilation Technology (ECLAT) project, the IM-

AGE data were processed for easy usage, which is documented by Shukhtina and

Milan [2014]. This section provides a quick overview of the resulting data products,

which are used in later chapters.

This processed dataset includes measures of the inner and outer auroral bound-

aries, polar cap flux, total auroral emission (SI12 only) and maximum auroral bright-

ness (WIC and SI12). In order to obtain these measures of auroral variability, the

images were first gridded and spatially temporally averaged. The raw SI12 images

are of a resolution of 128×128 pixel, which were projected onto a 40×40 pixel recti-

linear grid of points centred on the geomagnetic pole, where each pixel is equivalent

to 2◦×2◦. For WIC, the spatial resolution is 1◦×1◦, so each picture contains 80×80
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pixels. All the individual auroral images used in the following chapters have been

projected onto this same grid.

For further processing Shukhtina and Milan [2014] average images together: 5

successive images are taken (covering 10 minutes) and averaged spatially to increase

the signal to noise ratio, similar to a low pass filter. They then median filtered each

image, such that each pixel is replaced by the median of itself and its 8 nearest

neighbouring pixels. This dataset was then used by S. E. Milan to find the inner and

outer boundaries of the auroral oval by detecting gradients and fitting unconstrained

ovals to the auroral edges. The inner boundary is taken to be equivalent to the open

closed field line boundary, the OCB. By integrating over the area inside the auroral

oval and assuming a dipolar magnetic field, the polar cap flux, FPC is found. As part

of the ECLAT dataset, the maximum auroral brightness (i.e. the brightest pixel), as

measured by WIC and SI12, are also published along with the total SI12 brightness

(i.e. all emission integrated over the area enclosed between the inner and outer ovals)1.

3.3.3 DMSP

The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) has sent many satellites into

sun-synchronous polar orbits since the 1960s, making it possible to take in-situ mea-

surements of the polar ionosphere. In chapter 4, the ion drift-meter data from the

DMSP F12, F13 and F15 spacecraft are used [Greenspan et al., 1986; Rich and

Hairston, 1994; Hairston and Heelis , 1996; Heelis and Hanson, 1998]. The ion drift

meter on board these satellites measured the angle of arrival of ions onto a set of

collector plates behind a square, planar aperture mounted facing forward, which was

then converted into horizontal and vertical ion drift [Greenspan et al., 1986; Rich and

Hairston, 1994]. In order to ensure that no electrons enter the detector, a grid in

front of the aperture is charged slightly negatively to repel them. For the work in this

thesis, only the cross-track ion drifts were used, as the along track component can be

inaccurate due to the spacecraft moving faster (∼7.45 km s−1) than the surrounding

plasma (∼hundreds of m s−1) [Rich and Hairston, 1994].

1The ECLAT dataset is publicly available on the Cluster Science Archive:

http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/csa
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The accuracy of the instrument becomes problematic when the H+ or He+ ions

represent more than 20% of the ambient plasma, but any such data were filtered by

the data providers and not used in the work presented here. The time resolution of the

measurements by the ion drift meter on DMSP is 6 per second, which were averaged

over 4 seconds by the data providers.

3.4 Ground Based Instrumentation

Ground based instrumentation is often much more economical than sending satellites

into space and can also enable us to study the magnetosphere. The two types of

ground-based datasets used for the work presented in this thesis stem from magne-

tometer measurements, which are used to infer the strength of magnetospheric current

systems and radar measurements, which are used to remote-sense ionospheric convec-

tion. The origins of those datasets will be described in the following sections (3.4.1,

and 3.4.2, respectively).

3.4.1 Magnetometer Derived Indices

Over the years, magnetometers have been one of the most popular types of instruments

to measure magnetospheric activity. Currents flowing in the Earth’s magnetosphere

can be sensed on the ground, as changes in these currents produce magnetic deviations

around them, much like an electric current flowing in a wire.

Measurements from individual magnetometers can also be combined to give a

sense of the large scale activity in the magnetosphere. Examples of such activity

measures are given by AU, AL, AE and Sym-H, which are discussed below and used

in the following chapters. The indices are calculated by the Data Analysis Center

for Geomagnetism and Space Magnetism in Kyoto and can be downloaded from their

website 1 or through the CDAWeb page.

1See http://swdcwww.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/aeasy/
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3.4.1.1 AU, AL and AE

Magnetometers in the high-latitude regions (12 observatories at geomagnetic latitudes

ranging from 60.44◦ to 71.21◦ are used 1) can be used to sense the electrojet currents

in the polar regions (see illustration a in Fig. 1.8; chapter 2), which manifests itself

as a deviation in the southward (westward current) or northward (eastward current)

component of the magnetic field in the Northern hemisphere [Davis and Sugiura,

1966].

The Auroral Upper (AU) and Auroral Lower (AL) indices are expected to be a

measure of the electrojet systems. They are compiled from magnetometer measure-

ments of individual stations: Measurements of southward and northward magnetic

variations from the different stations are overlaid and the lines of the top and bottom

envelopes are traced out to give the AU and AL indices. These indices therefore mea-

sure the maximum and minimum magnetic deviations at an any one time [Davis and

Sugiura, 1966].

The Auroral Electroject (AE) index is defined as

AE = AU − AL, (3.1)

providing a measure of the total amplitude of the east- and westward electrojets, as

defined by Davis and Sugiura [1966]. The time resolution of all the AE indices used

here, is of 1 minute.

AU, AL and AE are all endorsed by the International Association of Geomagnetism

and Aeronomy (IAGA)2, and as a result, these indices have often been used as a

measure of magnetospheric activity, but as will be discussed further in chapter 5,

they are not always a definite measure of magnetospheric activity.

3.4.1.2 Sym-H

The Symmetric Horizontal (Sym-H) index is often used as a measure of the enhance-

ments in the magnetospheric ring current (see schematic c in Fig. 1.7; chapter 2).

To compute the index, southward magnetic deviations are measured at mid-latitudes

(all stations lie between geomagnetic latitudes of 49.75◦ and -46.22◦) and averaged

1See http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/aedir/ae2/AEObs.html for location details and map
2See IAGA Bulletin 27, 1969, p.123, resolution 2
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[Wanliss and Showalter , 2006]. This is done by first removing the background field

(calculated on a monthly basis) from the measurements and then the solar quiet daily

variation. The coordinates are then transformed into a magnetic dipole system, where

it is assumed that the ring current flows parallel to the dipole equatorial plane. The

average of the longitudinal symmetric magnetic field component of the 6 stations is

then calculated, and after latitudinal corrections are made, the Sym-H index is com-

plete [Wanliss and Showalter , 2006]. Similarly, the Dst index is a more established

version of the Sym-H index, but it is only published in 1 hour resolution and only uses

4 magnetometer stations, whereas for the Sym-H index, 1 minute resolution exists and

6 magnetometer stations are used [Wanliss and Showalter , 2006].

3.4.2 SuperDARN

The Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) consists of high frequency (8-

20 MHz) radars, which can observe scatter from field aligned irregularities in the E-

and F-regions of the ionosphere [Greenwald et al., 1995; Walker , 1998; Chisham et al.,

2007]. Each radar field of view typically covers 2000×2000 km with ∼50 km spatial

resolution and 120 s temporal resolution [Walker , 1998]. Using the autocorrelation

function of the backscattered signal, the power, Doppler-shifted line-of-sight velocity

and spectral width of the irregularities from each beam can be found [Chisham et al.,

2007]. In this work, the velocities are of particular interest, as SuperDARN covers a

large part of the polar regions, such that the large-scale flow patterns in the ionosphere

can be studied with it. Figure 3.1 shows a map of the SuperDARN coverage in the

Northern hemisphere on the 04th of November 2001, which is the data interval studied

in chapter 4. A backscattered radar beam measures the line of sight velocity of

the ionospheric irregularities. Obtaining several velocity measurements from different

locations makes it thus possible to measure the overall E×B drift of the plasma. Using

a spherical harmonic fitting technique, weighted by average flow patterns categorised

by solar wind parameters, global flow patterns are established [Ruohoniemi et al.,

1989]. For the years of interest, 2000-2005, the SuperDARN data was also made

available through the ECLAT project and is also available for download from the

Cluster Science Archive 1.

1see http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/csa
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Figure 3.1: SuperDARN coverage map of 04/11/2001 (obtained from http://vt.superdarn.org)

for the Northern hemisphere (left panel) and the Southern hemisphere (right panel).

3.5 Models

In chapter 4 the impact on the calculation of the polar cap flux using different mag-

netic field models is explored. For this, a dipolar magnetic field is compared to the

International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF-11), which is the most precise em-

pirically determined model for the Earth’s magnetic field [Finlay et al., 2010]. The

main work in chapter 4, is a comparison of the ionospheric flow velocities computed

by a simple physics-based model of the expanding and contracting polar cap model,

and data. In the sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, these models are described.

3.5.1 IGRF-11

The IGRF-11 is a reference field, which is updated every 5 years and takes all com-

ponents of the geomagnetic field into account by taking data from magnetometers on

the ground and on satellites [Finlay et al., 2010]. The magnetic field strength, B is
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given by

B(r, θ, φ, t) = −∇V (r, θ, φ, t), (3.2)

where r is the radial distance from the centre of the Earth, θ and φ are the geocentric

co-latitude and the east longitude, respectively, V is a scalar potential and t is the

time (temporal changes, such as the movements of the poles, to the IGRF are given

at 5 year intervals). Spherical harmonics are used to calculate V , such that

V (r, θ, φ, t) = a

N∑
n=1

n∑
m=0

(
a

r

)n+1[
gmn (t) cos(mφ) + hmn (t) sin(mφ)

]
Pm
n (cos θ), (3.3)

where gmn and hmn are numerical Gauss coefficients, a is the Earth’s radius (6371.2

km), Pm
n (cos θ) are Schmidt semi-normalised associated Legendre functions of degree

n and order m. 1 Further details about the model, such as the coefficients themselves

are discussed by Finlay et al. [2010]. Since the work for chapter 4 was done, the

next iteration of the IGRF model, IGRF-12, has been released, but this will not be

discussed here as IGRF-11’s definition of the years 1945-2005, covering the time period

discussed in the following chapters (years 2000-2005), is final [Finlay et al., 2010].

3.5.2 The ECPC Model

The model for the expanding and contracting polar cap model which is used in chapter

4 is a simple physics based model from Milan [2013]. It is the only published model,

based on the expanding and contracting polar cap paradigm, which can predict iono-

spheric flows due to day- and nightside reconnection rates.

The physical basis of the model was already discussed in chapter 1, but the un-

derlying assumptions are discussed in this section and the restrictions in chapter 4.

The ionospheric plasma can be approximated to be incompressible, meaning that

the flow is divergence free, such that if ΦD > ΦN the polar cap has to expand and if

ΦN > ΦD, the polar cap has to decrease in size. Thus the velocity of the plasma, v,

is defined by

∇ · v = 0, (3.4)

1The IAGA website (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/IAGA/vmod/igrf.html) provides Fortran and

C programs for the IGRF-11 models which were used for the comparison in chapter 4.
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such that the flows are divergence free [Ruohoniemi et al., 1989; Chisham et al., 2007;

Milan, 2013].

The model assumes that the polar cap, containing the open flux, FPC , is circular,

as is the equatorward boundary of the convection pattern. The OCB has a magnetic

colatitude of λOCB, dictated by the amount of open flux. The colatitude of the equa-

torward boundary of the convection, the return flow boundary (RFB), also known as

the Heppner-Maynard boundary [Heppner and Maynard , 1987], is given by λRFB. As

the polar cap expands and contracts under the action of ΦD and ΦN , the flows are

determined based on the following assumptions: a) the convective flows are incom-

pressible, b) non-reconnecting portions of the polar cap boundary are ‘adiaroic’, that

is the north-south component of the flow at the boundary is equal to the motion of

the boundary itself [Siscoe and Huang , 1985], so that the electric field in the frame of

reference moving with the boundary is zero, i.e. no flows across the boundary occur.

A dipolar magnetic field is assumed, which means that if circular symmetry is

assumed, FPC is given by

FPC = 2πR2
EBeq sin2 λOCB, (3.5)

where RE is the Earth’s radius (6371.2 km), and Beq is the magnetic field strength at

the equator (31000 nT).

Following the mathematical trail from Milan [2013], the electrostatic potential at

any point within the polar cap, ΦPC , and the return flow region, ΦRFB, is given by

ΦPC(Λ, θ) =
N∑
m=1

sm sin(mθ) exp(m(Λ− ΛOCB)), (3.6)

ΦRFB(Λ, θ) =
N∑
m=1

sm sin(mθ)
sinh(m(Λ− ΛRFB))

sinh(m(ΛOCB − ΛRFB))
. (3.7)

ΦPC and ΦRFB can be calculated at any geomagnetic co-latitude, λ, and azimuth from

the midnight meridian, θ, within these regions. Λ is computed using the conversion

Λ = loge tan 1
2
λ. ΛRFB and ΛOCB are thus conversions of the geomagnetic latitudes of

the return flow boundary, RFB, and the open-closed field line boundary, OCB. As in

Milan [2013], N is truncated at the order of 20 and the coefficients, sm are given by
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λ ≤ λOCB: λOCB < λ < λRFB:

∂Φ

∂θ
:

N∑
m=1

msm cos(mθ) exp(m(Λ− ΛOCB))
N∑
m=1

msm cos(mθ)
sinh(m(Λ− ΛRFB))

sinh(m(ΛOCB − ΛRFB))

∂Φ

∂Λ
:

N∑
m=1

msm sin(mθ) exp(m(Λ− ΛOCB))
N∑
m=1

msm sin(mθ)
cosh(m(Λ− ΛRFB))

sinh(m(ΛOCB − ΛRFB))

Vλ:
1

REBr sinλ

∂Φ

∂θ

Vθ: − 1

REBr sinλ

∂Φ

∂Λ

Table 3.1: Latitudinal and longitudinal ionospheric flow velocities are summarised via the open

and closed magnetic field regions.

sm = − 1

m2π

{
(−1)m

ΦD sin(mθD)

θD
− ΦN sin(mθN)

θN

}
, (3.8)

where θD and θN are the angular half-widths of the merging gaps of the day- and

nightside, respectively.

The electric field, E, at any point within λRFB is thus given by

E = −∇Φ = −
(
∂Φ

∂Λ
+
∂Φ

∂θ

)
, (3.9)

where the two components on the right hand side give the latitudinal and longitudinal

components, respectively. Using the equation for drift velocities, V =
E×B

B2
, the

horizontal flows in the latitudinal, Vλ, and longitudinal, Vθ, directions are found

to be as summarised in table 3.1. The components of the velocities that change

depending on which part of the convection cells are considered, are
∂Φ

∂θ
and

∂Φ

∂Λ
,

which are also shown in table 3.1.
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By definition of the twin cell convection pattern, all flows enclosed by λOCB there-

fore have to be anti-sunward and all flows enclosed by λOCB and λRFB are largely

directed towards the Sun.

To calculate plasma flow velocities or electric fields in the polar ionosphere using

this model then, a measure of ΦD, ΦN and either FPC or λOCB, as well as λRFB, θD

and θN are required, which will be discussed in more detail in chapter 4.
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4

Dual Cell Polar Cap Convection as

part of the Expanding and

Contracting Polar Cap Paradigm

‘The real problems remain at the boundaries, both above and below;

i.e. the interactions with the lower atmosphere and the magnetosphere.’

from Rishbeth [1988].

4.1 Introduction

As was alluded to in chapter 2 and 3, the expanding and contracting polar cap

paradigm (ECPC) is discussed in this chapter in terms of large-scale magnetospheric

and ionospheric convection. The study discussed here contains a direct comparison be-

tween modelled convection and in-situ ionospheric flow measurements observed from

the DMSP satellites, as well as remotely-sensed SuperDARN convection data.

Providing a framework for the current understanding, Siscoe and Huang [1985],

Freeman and Southwood [1988], Cowley and Lockwood [1992] and Lockwood and Cow-

ley [1992] established the expanding and contracting polar cap paradigm. The ideas

behind this framework were discussed in chapter 2, section 2.1.2.
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The results of studies by Grocott et al. [2002, 2003]; Milan et al. [2003]; Milan

[2004]; Hubert et al. [2006]; Coumans et al. [2007]; Milan et al. [2007]; Hubert et al.

[2008]; Boakes et al. [2009]; Lockwood et al. [2009]; Milan et al. [2009b]; Clausen

et al. [2013]; Coxon et al. [2014], and many others, used the ECPC as a context

within which to explain aspects of the solar wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling

and dynamics. Although the ECPC is well understood and the framework has been

shown to fit many observations, the relationship between ΦD, ΦN , FPC (see eq. 2.1)

and ionospheric convection has not been tested. The aim of this chapter is thus

to test this understanding on a case study basis, which is done using quantitative

measurements, and to discuss knowledge gaps.

Figure 4.1 presents a schematic of the ionospheric flows when dayside (left) or

nightside (right) reconnection dominates. In the former case the polar cap expands,

and flow crosses the dayside merging gap. In the latter case flows cross the nightside

merging gap and the polar cap contracts. The flow in the ionosphere is incompress-

ible leading to interchange motions or return flows at lower latitudes. In Fig. 4.1,

the plasma flows in the ionosphere are shown by black arrows, whereas the large

dashed arrows indicate the expansion/contraction of the open-closed field line bound-

ary (OCB). The red arrows indicate the measurements a cross-track ion drift-meter

on a DMSP spacecraft would take.

To predict ΦD, upstream solar wind conditions (OMNI 1-minute) are used with the

solar wind driving equation from Milan et al. [2012]. A time series of magnetospheric

open flux content from auroral observations is obtained from IMAGE data. These

are combined in the Milan-model relating ΦD and FPC to ionospheric flows, as shown

in Fig. 4.1. The model output is then compared with observations from DMSP ion

drift-meters, as indicated in red in Fig. 4.1, and SuperDARN.

In section 4.2 the data used for the model comparison, specifics about the model

that are employed (section 4.2.1) and the results found (section 4.2.3) will be discussed.

4.2 Data and Model Comparison

As already explained in more detail in chapter 3, the DMSP data that is used origi-

nates from the SSIES instrument, on board DMSP F12, F13 and F15, which measures
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Figure 4.1: Schematics showing the polar cap convection, adapted from Cowley and Lockwood

[1992] and Lockwood and Cowley [1992]. The schematics on the left and right show the effects of

day- and nightside reconnection, respectively. The black arrows indicate the resulting ionospheric

flows and the flow lines are equivalent to the locations of the equipotentials. The dashed arrows

indicate the expansion and contraction of the polar cap, resulting from reconnection. The dashed

part of the open-closed field line boundary (OCB) indicates the location of the merging gaps.

The lines in red indicate the expected velocities measured by the cross-track ion drift-meter on

board the DMSP satellites for a hypothetical satellite path, indicated by the thick black line.

The outer circle indicates where the return flow boundary (RFB) is.

bulk ion flow in 3 orthogonal directions. For the purpose of this study only the cross-

track ion drift velocities are used, VY , which are measured at ionospheric altitudes

(∼850 km for the time period covered here) and thus give the convective flows due to

day- and nightside reconnection. In this study only data that were flagged as good

by the data-providers (see http://cindispace.utdallas.edu/DMSP/) is used.

For this model-data comparison, periods stretching several hours over three dif-

ferent days of the IMAGE mission were selected. The first one is 2nd October 2000,

which is a day that includes a substorm growth phase and expansion that then con-

tinues into an SMC. The second period during 4th November 2001, includes several

expansions and contractions of the auroral oval, as well as an expansion that develops

into a short SMC. Finally, the last period during 20th March 2005 includes an SMC
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at the beginning of the studied interval and a substorm a few hours later.

The minimum and maximum altitudes for all the polar cap crossings for each of

the days analysed, respectively are: 844.2 km and 870.7 km for 2nd October 2000,

838.6 km and 874.5 km for 4th November 2001, and 838.7 km and 870.7 km for 20th

March 2005.

All DMSP data used here were flagged as good by the data-providers1, such that

all DMSP orbits which have less than 100 good quality data points at geomagnetic

latitudes above 50 degrees were discarded along with any polar passes which do not

cross the areas encompassed by the return flow boundaries (selected by visual inspec-

tion). For 2nd October 2000 we have a total of 17 good DMSP polar crossings with

overlapping IMAGE data, for 4th November 2001 we have 32 polar crossings and for

20th March 2005 we have 31, leaving a total of 80 polar crossings for this study period.

During each interval IMAGE was observing either the Northern or Southern hemi-

sphere, though DMSP sampled both. It is well known that flows and aurora in the

Northern and Southern hemisphere are not always symmetrical [e.g Grocott et al.,

2010; Reistad et al., 2013]. All DMSP data obtained from the other hemisphere to

the IMAGE data were thus discarded. For 2nd October 2000 a total of 9 good DMSP

polar crossings with overlapping IMAGE data occurred, for 4th November 2001 17

polar crossings occurred, and for 20th March 2005 there were 13 satellite passes with

good data, totalling 39 polar crossings for this study period.

The SuperDARN data used here (fitted potential pattern and flow vectors) have

been processed as part of the ECLAT project (see also chapter 3). Unlike the DMSP

and IMAGE data, whose availabilities are both primarily orbit constrained, Super-

DARN data availability has other instrumental constraints. For the data intervals

that were chosen, the most SuperDARN data was available for the 4th November

2001. As such it is only used for this day in the data-model comparison.

Before the results are presented (see section 4.2.3), the model inputs are discussed

in the next subsection, as the model was already explained in chapter 3.

1See http://cindispace.utdallas.edu/DMSP/
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4.2.1 The Expanding and Contracting Polar Cap Model

The employed model is equivalent to the one defined by Milan [2013], where a math-

ematical model of the expanding and contracting polar cap is used to quantify the

strength of the convection and the field aligned currents in the Earth’s magnetosphere

for given levels of dayside and nightside reconnection, as described in chapter 3.

Geometry is used to resolve what would be the cross-track velocities based on the

DMSP passes from the equations summarised in table 3.1 and to compare it with

the real ionospheric plasma flows measured by DMSP, as well as cross-track velocities

derived from the SuperDARN potential maps. Before this is discussed further (see

section 4.2.3), the origins of the data which are fed into the model are explained.

4.2.2 Model Inputs and Considerations

Some of the data sources that were used as input values into the model have already

been discussed in chapter 3. Here, a summary of the model inputs used are explained

first, followed by specific considerations which were applied when running the model.

4.2.2.1 Model Inputs

Other than the location of the centre of the convection cells with respect to the

magnetic pole, the required inputs to calculate electrostatic potentials within the

convection regions are λOCB or FPC (can be converted using equation 3.5), ΦD, ΦN ,

θD, θN and λRFB or ∆λ, where ∆λ = λRFB - λOCB.

In order to obtain λOCB and λRFB, two concentric circles were fitted to auroral data

from the IMAGE SI12 instrument, where the radius of the inner auroral boundary

provides a measurement for λOCB and the radius of the outer boundary corresponds

to λRFB. Unlike the dataset obtained by Shukhtina and Milan [2014], this was done

manually to obtain circular boundaries in order to comply with the model. Using this

as input, FPC is determined from equation 3.5, for a circular polar cap. Furthermore,

the Earth’s magnetic field was also assumed to be a perfect dipole, as will be discussed

in the next subsection.

To estimate ΦD, the functional form from Milan et al. [2012] was used in conjunc-

tion with data from the OMNI (1-minute resolution) dataset [King and Papitashvili ,
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2005]. ΦN is found by using equation 2.1 and fitting values for FPC , assuming ΦN = 0

to the timeseries of FPC at first. The first instance where the fitted FPC is larger than

the estimated FPC , ΦN is increased manually until a good fit is found. This process

is then repeated at manually selected intervals, such that an estimated timeseries for

ΦN is found.

Milan et al. [2012] noted that, to bring the solar wind-estimated ΦD to the same

magnitudes as SuperDARN-derived ΦPC values, 25 kV have to be added to ΦD. Milan

[2004, and references therein] calculated that residual flows may be of ∼25 kV of the

cross polar cap potential, setting the viscous interaction to orders of 10 kV. DMSP

data analysed by Lockwood et al. [2009] also suggested it may only be of the order of

10 kV. In this study, we thus add a constant 25 kV to ΦD and ΦN , to accommodate

for any viscous-driven flows and possible underestimation of the reconnection rates.

This offset of the reconnection voltages is further discussed in section 4.3.

As the method chosen to calculate ΦN may appear not very rigorous at first, the

results will now be contrasted with the values obtained independently, using a different

method, to ensure validity of the estimates.

Hubert et al. [2006] developed a different technique to calculate FPC and ΦN , for

which he used SuperDARN data to obtain the ionospheric electric field: the electric

field in the frame of reference moving with the OCB (derived from IMAGE data) is

computed accounting for the ionospheric field and the motion of the boundary. The

total reconnection rate is then the line integral of the total electric field along the

OCB, which can then be used to resolve ΦD and ΦN .

Figure 4.2 shows a comparison between the ΦD (top panel), ΦN (middle panel),

and FPC (bottom panel) values obtained by two slightly different methods. The time

period shown in the panels covers 4th November 2001, the same as is discussed later

on. The data shown in black and red are data obtained by Hubert [2016], whereas

the data shown in turquoise and green are the data used in this study, as described

earlier.

Overall, the ΦD values computed by the two different methods arrive at similar

values (25 kV offset included). Despite the method used to obtain ΦN values in this

study being a crude estimate, again, the magnitudes are predicted well. As a result,

the estimated values for the FPC are also very similar. In fact, the variations in

the values show a very good match, but the magnitudes are consistently offset (by
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Figure 4.2: The top panel shows a comparison of ΦD from Hubert [2016] (black) and the data

used in this study (blue), followed by a panels showing a comparison between ΦN from Hubert

[2016] (red) and the values used here (green). The bottom panel shows a comparison of the FPC

values obtained using the two different methods described in the text with the estimates from

Hubert [2016] in black and red, and the values used for this study in blue and green. The time

range shown covers 4th November 2001.
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approximately 0.15 GWb). This offset is reasonable, as a comparison between values

of FPC obtained from IMAGE data by different fitting methods showed a consistent

offset in the polar cap area [see Figures 10 and 11 in Shukhtina and Milan, 2014].

For example, the oval fitting by Shukhtina and Milan [2014] was on average offset by

0.1 GWb from the values estimated by Boakes et al. [2008], who used an automated

algorithm to determine the location of the polar cap boundary along meridians of

magnetic local time, assuming a Gaussian distribution for the emission intensity with

latitude. According to Shukhtina and Milan [2014], this algorithm may have missed

faint auroral emission near the polar cap boundary. The offset in Fig. 4.2 could be

due to a similar reason, but Hubert et al. [2006] also fitted ovals to the auroral data

instead of circles, so an offset is expected.

When running the model, lower values of FPC will decrease the predicted flow

velocities of the model, but this is not expected to have a very large impact on the

relative changes in flow velocities: For this ΦD and ΦN are more crucial and Fig. 4.2

shows that these are well represented in comparison to data obtained by the method

of Hubert et al. [2006]. This provides confidence in the ΦD, ΦN , and FPC for the

model inputs.

The other necessary model inputs, θD and θN , the half-sizes of the day- and night-

side merging gaps, are held at a constant 30◦ each, with respect to the centre of the

pattern (as was done by Milan et al. [2013]). Figure 7 of Milan et al. [2013] explores

the possibility of a variable convection throat size. It shows that changing the merging

gaps from being very narrow to very wide (θD and θN = 10◦ to 60◦) has much less

of an effect on the model output than changing the other variables, for example the

reconnection rates.

4.2.2.2 Geometric Considerations

The potentials calculated from equations 3.6 and 3.7 are centred about the geomag-

netic pole. It is known from observations of the auroral oval, which is used as a proxy

of the polar cap, that its centre is usually offset from the pole. Most notably, the

centre of the polar cap is usually shifted towards midnight by a few degrees (see for

example Figures 12 and 13 in Shukhtina and Milan [2014] or statistical study by De

La Beaujardière et al. [1991]). As the polar cap is approximated to be a circle here,
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the centre of it will not be offset by the same amount and thus sometimes move even

more than in Shukhtina and Milan [2014]), both in the noon-midnight and dusk-dawn

directions.

The equations describing the model geometry from Milan et al. [2013] are thus

transformed, such that the centre of the model output corresponds to the centre of

the fitted circles, rather than the pole.

In order to shift the coordinate system in the noon-midnight and then dusk-dawn

directions, the coordinate system is first converted into a Cartesian (x, y, z ) system,

then the rotations are applied and then the system is converted back to a (λ, θ)

system. For the coordinate system conversion, the following equations are used:

x = sinλ cos θ

y = sinλ sin θ

z = cosλ,

(4.1)

where z is aligned with the geomagnetic pole and the x-y plane is analogous to

the equatorial plane. Now, a rotation of δ, is applied, where δ is the rotation angle

from the geomagnetic pole in the noon-direction or z-axis. The rotated Cartesian

coordinate system of (x′, y′, z′) thus becomes

x′ = x cos δ − z sin δ

y′ = y

z′ = x sin δ + z cos δ.

(4.2)

The same is done for the dusk-dawn direction, by rotating the system about x′ by

γ, such that the system becomes (x′′, y′′, z′′) and δ and γ give the offset in degrees of

the fitted auroral circles.

Now, the (x′′, y′′, z′′)-system is converted back into a spherical coordinate system

to obtain the shifted coordinates, (λ′′, θ′′),

λ′′ = cos−1 z′′

θ′′ = sin−1
y′′

sin(cos−1 z′′)
,

(4.3)

which are then used to shift the model according to where the centre of the fitted

auroral circle is.
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To complete this discussion of geometry, why a dipolar magnetic field model is

used in this analysis, as opposed to a more accurate magnetic field model, such as the

IGRF-11 model (see introduction in chapter 3), is discussed next.

4.2.2.3 Magnetic Field Model Considerations

Figure 4.3 shows two theoretical curves of what FPC would be for a circular polar

cap with a varying radius, measured in geomagnetic colatitude, λ. Two curves were

calculated: The black curve uses a simple dipolar field model with the magnetic field

strength at the equator, BEQ, set to 31000 nT and the blue curve uses the IGRF-11

field model, which were discussed in subsection 3.5.1, in chapter 3.

Figure 4.3: A plot of FPC against the radius, assuming a circular polar cap. The blue line is

calculated using the IGRF-11 model and the black line is calculated using a dipolar magnetic

field model with BEQ = 31000 nT. The calculation of error bars is further explained in the text

and assumes an uncertainty in λ and B of 0.05◦ and 100 nT, respectively.

To calculate the values for FPC in Fig. 4.3, the definition of FPC (eq. 2.2) is utilised.
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Similarly to the methods employed by Shukhtina and Milan [2014], the polar cap

is divided into a grid of 1◦ by 1◦ tiles, in geomagnetic co-latitude and geomagnetic

longitude. For the blue curve in Fig. 4.3, eq. 2.2 is converted into a spherical polar

coordinate system, such that

FPC =

∫
λ

∫
θ

Brr
2 sinλdθdλ, (4.4)

where λ and θ have the same meaning as previously and r is the distance from the

Earth’s centre. The assumption is made that around the poles, Br is equivalent to Bz,

where z is the direction aligned with the poles in a Cartesian coordinate system. As

Br is a function of λ and θ, which is calculated for each tile within the polar cap, by

using the IGRF-11 model at an altitude of 500 km and then use eq. 4.4 to calculate

FPC . Equation 4.4 for each tile thus becomes

FPC(λ, θ) = Brr
2(cosλ1 − cosλ2)(θ2 − θ1), (4.5)

where the subscripts of 1 and 2 signify the limits for each tile, centred on λ and θ.

For the dipolar field model, the calculation is a little simpler, instead of eq. 4.4,

FPC = 2πr2BEQ sin2 λOCB (4.6)

is used, where λOCB is again the geomagnetic colatitude or radius of the circular polar

cap. Note that eq. 4.6 is effectively the same as eq. 3.5, except for the altitude, r,

which has been changed. Numerically, this makes a small difference. The error bars

in Fig. 4.3 represent a lower limit of uncertainties and are calculated using simple

formulae for propagation of error, as discussed next. The error propagation formulae

that are used are given by Vaughan [2013], and are described in appendix 1.

Even though the values for the two curves of FPC in Fig. 4.3 are very similar, the

error bars differ slightly due to the disparate mathematical approaches. Up to a radius

of ∼25◦ both curves are within all error bars. This means that the choice of magnetic

field model makes little difference to the accuracy of the outcome, as the polar cap

radius is on average smaller than this. Even though the error bars for the IGRF-11

model are much smaller than for the dipolar magnetic field model, it is concluded that

the measurement error in deriving the size of the polar cap from IMAGE data plays

a much greater role than the accuracy of the magnetic field model, as taking (∆λ) as

0.05◦ was a very conservative lower estimate, and thus a dipolar magnetic field model

is used for the rest of this study.
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4.2.3 Results

In this section, the comparison of the data and the model are shown. The focus is

on the data from the interval of 4th November 2001, but the data for the other days

studied are presented in the same way in the appendix (2). First, an overview of the

data period is introduced and then some example orbits are presented. A quantitative

overview for how well the model compares to the data is also given. The implications

and pitfalls of these results are further discussed in section 4.3.

Figure 4.4 gives an overview of 4th November 2001. Panels c and d show the IMF

components and solar wind speed for this day. The solar wind speed was almost

constant, at 320 km s−1, throughout the day. Before 06 UT and after 18 UT the IMF

BZ was directed northwards. In the intervening period, the IMF BZ was southwards

with BZ ∼-5 nT.

Panel a shows the AU and AL indices as a proxy for the magnetospheric response.

AU and AL were very quiet for the periods of northwards IMF. AL bays suggest

substorm onsets near 07 UT, 10 UT and 12:45 UT. The red line in this panel shows a

steady magnetospheric convection event (SMC), as discussed in chapters 2, 5, and 6.

This SMC followed a substorm, which is an event type further discussed in Walach

and Milan [2015] or chapters 2, 5, and 6).

Panel g shows a dusk-dawn slice, or auroral keogram, of the SI12 data, evolving

with time. Each slice’s centre shows the geomagnetic pole, stretching towards 40◦ of

geomagnetic colatitude toward dusk (bottom) and dawn (top). The keogram shows

the auroral brightness with light and dark red indicating the least bright and brightest

pixels and white showing data gaps. From this panel it can be seen that the auroral

oval expands equatorward (the top and bottom of the panel) before substorm onsets

and with a subsequent contraction as the substorms progress.

Panel f shows the total auroral brightness calculated from SI12 [see Shukhtina and

Milan, 2014, for measuring technique] (in arbitrary units). Peaks in brightness are

seen at the time of substorm onset.

The red circles in panel e show FPC measurements based on the circles fitted to

the inner auroral boundary. These were smoothed over three data points to reduce

quantization noise.
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Figure 4.4: Data for the interval of interest (4th November 2001). The panels show: a) AL &

AU; b) ΦD+25 kV (black) and ΦN+25 kV (red); c) VSW ; d) IMF BX (purple), BY (green) and

BZ (red); e) FPC (data in red and estimator used to calculate ΦN in black); f) Total auroral

brightness (from SI12 instrument) in arbitrary units; g) dusk-dawn keogram of the proton aurora

(from SI12 instrument), reaching down to 40◦ of colatitude. The green/orange arrows (top and

bottom) and green/orange lines indicate substorm onsets, from Frey’s and the SuperMAG event

lists, respectively.
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ΦN was obtained by fitting calculated values of FPC to the slope of FPC , using
dFPC
dt

= ΦN+ΦD. Initially ΦN was kept at 0 kV and then incrementally changed, such

that the curve of calculated FPC matched the measured FPC as closely as possible (a

similar technique was used by [Milan et al., 2007]). The black line shows the final curve

of FPC , which was used to calculate ΦN and the red shows the FPC measurements.

Panel b shows ΦD and ΦN , with the addition of 25 kV, as discussed previously to

account for a viscous interaction.

Substorm onsets, as identified by Frey et al. [2004] from the IMAGE dataset,

are indicated by the green triangles below the bottom panel and the vertical green

lines, whereas the orange triangles and vertical lines show substorms identified by the

SuperMAG dataset [Newell and Gjerloev , 2011]. All the Frey-substorm onsets, except

for the second one, appear to be well identified, as they match auroral brightenings and

expansions. Leading up to a substorm, the aurora is expected to expand equatorward

and thus FPC increases, which is shown in panel e. At onset the nightside aurora

brightens explosively (panel f) and contracts again (as shown in panels e and g). These

features are further discussed in chapter 5. There are some discrepancies between the

substorm timings and the onset timings of SuperMAG-substorms. For the first two

SuperMAG substorms there are not enough auroral data to discuss them in detail, but

the third and last one occur within minutes of a Frey-substorm, providing confidence

in the timing of the onset.

The IMF conditions for this day do not make for very high reconnection rates

(i.e. ΦD >100 kV), but there is dayside driving of the magnetosphere, as ΦD is ele-

vated. The BY component of the IMF is ∼4-7 nT from 9:30 UT until 12:30 UT, but

is otherwise between -2 to 2 nT.

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show individual polar passes of DMSP F12, F13 and F15.

Each orbit shows the IMAGE SI12 FUV data in a white to red map in the top left

panel (the same colour scheme as the keogram in Fig. 4.4). The dark red circles

indicate the concentric boundaries used for the model. Each DMSP pass shows the

cross-track velocity measurements in black lines (grey for quality flags other than

‘good’) (bottom left panel). The black potential patterns in the top right panels are

derived from the model with the cross-track velocity component shown in blue along

the DMSP trajectory. Green contours (bottom left panel where applicable) show the

SuperDARN convection equipotentials. The dotted grey circles indicate concentric
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circles spaced at 10◦ around the geomagnetic pole. Each panel has the hemisphere

of the DMSP pass indicated to the left, followed by which satellite the measurements

were obtained from and the time at which the satellite was closest to the pole (i.e. time

at the centre of the polar pass). The number to the right side of the polar pass panels

with SuperDARN data indicates the number of SuperDARN measurements the green

potential pattern was based on, with 100 being the minimum requirement.

The potential patterns obtained by the model for 4th November 2001 (see Fig. 4.5

are rotated by 1 hour MLT in a westerly direction. This was done to accommo-

date for the persistent rotation in the convection throat seen in the SuperDARN

patterns throughout this day. Similarly, Ruohoniemi and Greenwald [2005] find also

that statistically the convection pattern appears rotated in a westerly direction during

southward IMF BZ . In some locations, especially near the merging gaps in the first

pass shown in Fig. 4.5, additional rotations in the pattern are seen, associated with

IMF BY , which are not reproduced by the model. As a result of the rotation of the

convection pattern, the modelled equipotentials are generally more accurately aligned

with the ones computed by SuperDARN than they were before. As the SuperDARN

coverage for the 2nd October 2000 and the 20th March 2005 are not very good, these

data have not been included here and dawn-dusk asymmetries were not corrected for

in the convection pattern.

Overall, a visual inspection of the maps in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 suggests that the

locations, directions and magnitudes of the flow velocities are predicted well, but prob-

lems arise near the boundaries: DMSP measures flows which gradually change from

one extreme to the other across a boundary, whereas the model’s flow regimes change

more abruptly. This is most probably due to the distributed nature of the field aligned

currents, as the model presumes that these boundary regions are infinitely thin. The

result is that the largest flow velocities are underestimated, the medium scale flows

are estimated well and the very slow speeds near the boundaries are overestimated by

the model. This effect can clearly be seen in the first orbit in Fig. 4.5 in the return

flow regions.

The fourth panel for Fig. 4.5 and 4.6 shows the data of the polar passes in a different

format. Here scatter plots of the cross-track model velocities versus the cross-track

DMSP velocities (black points) and the model derived cross-track velocities against

the SuperDARN derived cross-track velocities (green points) are shown. To reduce
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04/11/2001

04/11/2001

Figure 4.5: Two individual DMSP orbits for 4th November 2001, showing the IMAGE data

with fitted circles (top left panel); the model equipotentials (black) and cross-track velocities

(blue) (top right panel); DMSP cross-track velocities and SuperDARN equipotentials (bottom

left) and a scatter plot of the cross-track velocities (bottom right panel). The potentials are

spaced at regular intervals of 6 kV. Each orbit is centred on the geomagnetic poles and the

concentric circles in dashed grey are spaced at 10◦ of geomagnetic latitudes each. The green data

in the scatter plots show the cross-track velocities derived from SuperDARN. The red dashed

line shows the line of unity and the dotted lines show the lines of best fit (green=SuperDARN

and blue/black=DMSP).
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02/10/2000

20/03/2005

Figure 4.6: Two individual DMSP orbits for 2nd October 2000 and 20th March 2005, presented

in the same way as the data in figure 4.5.
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some of the most obvious problems with the data, namely changes in the convection

pattern that occur on smaller timescales than the time taken by DMSP to pass the flow

regions (∼10-15 minutes) and the regions near the boundaries being misrepresented by

the model, the data were processed slightly from the polar pass panels to the scatter

panels. For this the DMSP data were first split into intervals where IMAGE data

were available (usually ∼ 2 minute length). For each of these data bins the model

input was adjusted. Any data within ±1◦ of any boundary was then discarded and the

remaining data was averaged over 10 datapoints. Binning the data and varying the

model input achieves that the results are less likely to be skewed by quickly varying

reconnection rates. Only considering data which is not too close to the boundaries and

taking averages over 10 datapoints removes the abruptly changing variations, which

are not always physical. These processed data are used for the scatter plots.

The dotted lines in the scatter plots indicate the line of best fit, calculated using

linear regression, whereas the red dashed line shows the line of unity. The general

trend that was already seen in the pass plots, with the model underestimating both

the DMSP data and the SuperDARN derived velocities is mirrored here. If the model

predicted all flows well, the correlation coefficient, R2, and the gradient, m, would

both always be equal to 1.

The first pass projection in Fig. 4.5 does not show a very good match between the

model and the SuperDARN velocities, but the DMSP velocities agree well with the

model (R2 of 0.72 and 0.78).

The second orbit in Fig. 4.5 is an example where the SuperDARN data do not

match the model very well. This is perhaps partially due to fewer SuperDARN dat-

apoints being available, so the reconstructed flow patterns are less reliable. The

SuperDARN flows are underestimated, resulting in the distinct horizontal scatter of

the points in the plot.

Both satellite passes in Fig. 4.5 show examples where the model velocities match

the DMSP measurements better than the SuperDARN velocities. This is because

both the model and DMSP predict fairly large flows in the morning sector of the flow

regions, whereas SuperDARN sees no flows there and instead larger flows in the dusk

cell.

The first pass in Fig. 4.6 shows the highest correlation (R2=0.90) for the model

versus the DMSP measurements, even though only two thirds of the DMSP data were
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usable. The gradient of the linear regression is also close to 1 at 0.78.

An example where the boundary predictions are poor is given by the second orbit

in Fig. 4.6. The correlation in the scatter plot shows a good agreement between model

and data (R2=0.85), but the velocities are underestimated. This becomes apparent

when looking at the pass plot or the gradient in the scatter plot (m=0.37).

Figure 4.7 shows a summary of all the polar passes of DMSP from 4th November

2001. The data shown here were obtained in the same way as the data shown in the

individual scatter plots, but all orbits for this day were combined in one panel.

Overall, the modelled flows are broadly consistent with the data, but they are

often underestimated, as already shown. Indeed m indicates that the model flows are

approximately a third of the magnitude of the DMSP measurements, but R2 and the

overall data distribution indicate a correlation of the model and the data, showing

that the model predicts the trends in the flows well. The results from the other 2 days

considered were broadly consistent with these results (for 2nd October 2000, m=0.45

and R2=0.56, and for 20th March 2005, m=0.41 and R2=0.51).

As can be seen by comparing the data presented in the appendix (Figures 2.2, and

2.3; with 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8; with 2.10, 2.11, and 2.12), the model does not fit the

DMSP velocities as well for 20/03/2005 as for the other days. Nevertheless, example

and summary scatter plots are included in the appendix for comparison.
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Figure 4.7: Scatter plot of cross-track velocities derived from the model against all the cross-

track velocities measured by DMSP for each polar pass of 4th November 2001. The purple dotted

line shows the line of best fit, calculated using a linear regression and the red dashed line shows

the line of unity.
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4.3 Discussion

The expanding and contracting polar cap model has been used for over two decades

to discuss and explain ionospheric and magnetospheric convection flows, but it has

never been tested qualitatively in terms of ionospheric flows. It was already shown in

the previous section that the model can predict flow velocities and flow magnitudes of

the right order, so the limitations of the method and data employed here are discussed

in further detail.

4.3.1 The ECPC Model

Other models for the ECPC are discussed quantitatively for example by Lockwood

[1991], who explored the necessity of allowing the expanding and contracting polar

cap model to hold a history of previous polar cap flows. Although the model employed

here has no memory per se, the history of the system is kept in the time series of

FPC . A very similar model based on the ECPC has also been developed by Lockwood

and Morley [2004], involving however a time-delayed magnetospheric reaction, which

does not exist here. Their model is more sophisticated and as such, requires further

information for the model input, for example the speed of the flows across the merging

gap. Another model based on the ECPC was formulated by Freeman [2003], but their

model does not include the nightside reconnection rate. In this study a simple model of

the expanding and contracting polar cap [Milan, 2013] is used to calculate ionospheric

velocities using changes in ΦD, ΦN and the flow regions, assuming an incompressible

ionosphere and circular symmetry. Model flow velocities are compared to in-situ

measurements from the ion drift-meter on board the DMSP satellites and ground

based measurements from SuperDARN. This study outlines some distinct weaknesses

of the model which we will now discuss in more detail. Whilst the simplicity allows

the model to be driven by our understanding of the physical processes, it also imposes

some constraints on this study.

4.3.2 Model Inputs

Two input values (θD and θN , the widths of the merging gaps), were picked to be fixed

constants that the authors thought to be appropriate from visual inspection of the
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data. Milan et al. [2013] showed that varying these values does not have a significant

impact on the polar cap dynamics (see Fig. 7 in Milan et al. [2013]). It is however

possible that these values may vary with time. For example, they may be dependent

on solar wind-driving of the magnetosphere or activity within the magnetopshere-

ionosphere system. If this is the case, it would lead to the largest discrepancies,

during more active periods. For example Milan et al. [2016] showed that during flux

transfer events when the solar wind was travelling at larger speeds, θD must have

spanned more hours of MLT than otherwise (results show that VSW = 380 km s−1

lead to θD = 30◦ and VSW = 650 km s−1 lead to a merging line width of up to 105◦).

As VSW is very constant and not excessively high during the period of interest here,

it is assumed that the 30◦ is a fair estimate.

Increasing ΦD and ΦN , has the clear result that the magnitudes of the modelled

velocities and electrostatic potential increase. Changing the sizes and locations of

the open closed field line boundary and the return flow boundary would change the

patterns of the flows.

4.3.3 Irregular and Time Dependent Flows

The first orbit in Fig. 4.6(top) shows an example of an orbit where considerable

convection occurs outside the polar cap and auroral zones in the evening sector. An

example of irregular sunward flows which can occur at latitudes much lower than

the auroral oval are sub-auroral polarization streams (SAPs) [Foster and Vo, 2002].

SAPs occur mainly on the duskside in the Northern hemisphere and appear separated

latitudinally from the dual cell convection pattern with possible peak velocities above

1 km s−1, which the model does not allow for. The flows seen outside the auroral oval,

however appear as part of the dual cell convection pattern, so they may not be SAPs.

A further problem presents itself in that the magnetosphere dynamics change on

short time scales, for example during substorm onset and the early stages of substorm

expansion [see Akasofu, 1964, for example], but the DMSP spacecraft take much

longer to traverse one polar cap (up to ∼27 minutes). As the polar cap dynamics and

flows can change on a time scale of minutes, any orbital plots close to substorm onset

will show some flows from just before and during the substorm, but perhaps even from

the recovery phase [Lockwood and Freeman, 1989]. This hindrance was overcome by
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varying and binning the model input for the scatter plots, which appears to improve

the model-data fits.

As previously discussed by Morley and Lockwood [2006], the timescales on which

magnetospheric flows respond to reconnection, and especially how the polar cap ex-

pands in shape may be variable. As such, the assumption of the polar cap expanding

and contracting at the first instance radially, as opposed to just at the merging gaps

with a time delay on the whole convection pattern, have been discussed and mod-

elled in different ways. A comparison of such models was also discussed in depth

by Freeman [2003], leading to the conclusion that the overall modelled velocities are

very similar. Modelling the convection pattern with an instantaneous response will

most likely introduce the largest errors when there is a sudden change in the solar

wind-driving (for example if the IMF is pointing northward for a prolonged period of

time and then observes a sudden southward turning). As such it may be a source of

error, especially when the reconnection rates change.

Furthermore, the assumption of the electric potential pattern being static, but

instantly responsive has also been challenged in the past, as discussed by Morley and

Lockwood [2006] and references therein. However, the assumption of a static pattern

here is fair, due to the time resolution of the data (i.e. minutes).

4.3.4 SuperDARN Data Comparison

Fig. 4.4 shows an enhanced and steady IMF BY component for many hours before

the shown orbits (Fig. 4.5), which results in an imbalance in the size of the dawn

and dusk ionospheric convection cells and a dawnward rotation of the dayside merg-

ing line [Cowley et al., 1991; Ruohoniemi and Greenwald , 1996]. This trend persists

throughout most of the interval shown for this day. When comparing the convection

patterns to the SuperDARN patterns, small scale features can be seen in the Super-

DARN flows, such as crinkled flows across the polar cap or a further rotation at the

Harang reversal boundary [Harang , 1946; Heppner , 1972]. The model can not predict

these. To make future models more physically accurate, asymmetries arising in the

Northern and Southern hemispheres and IMF BY -induced asymmetries will have to

be addressed.
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Despite the Northern polar region being well covered by SuperDARN observa-

tions, there are still many instances where even when many datapoints are available

(n ≥200), they seldom fall in the same place as DMSP observations. As such, the

SuperDARN data used for the direct one-to-one comparison in Fig. 4.5 are deduced

from the overall SuperDARN convection pattern, imposing a trade-off of quality ver-

sus quantity of observations [Ruohoniemi and Baker , 1998]. Furthermore, as there

are sometimes spatial data gaps in the SuperDARN coverage across the dayside, there

tends to be a shift of the convection pattern on the dayside towards the pole due to

a lack of data being filled in by the empirical models [Ruohoniemi and Greenwald ,

1996].

4.3.5 Underestimation of Flows

To try to overcome the possible underestimation of reconnection rates or viscous

interaction (the implications on the CPCP would be the same) 25 kV are added to

both ΦD and ΦN . The size of the viscous interaction, and how it may change with

differing solar wind conditions, is however still poorly understood [Milan, 2004].

Even though 25 kV were added to ΦD and ΦN , the model underestimates the

flows measured by DMSP (see Fig. 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7). The scatter plots shown, suggest

that the DMSP data are underestimated by a factor of 2-3. A similar offset in flow

magnitudes was found statistically between SuperDARN and DMSP data by Xu et al.

[2008] and Drayton et al. [2005], with SuperDARN velocities being ∼30% smaller than

DMSP velocities. Furthermore, Xu et al. [2001], Gillies et al. [2011], and Davies et al.

[1999] all used different methods to show that SuperDARN tends to underestimate

flows, indicating that the model must also be underestimating the flows, despite the

additional 25 kV added to the day and nightside reconnection rates. Studies by Gillies

et al. [2009, 2010, 2011, 2012] showed that the methods employed to obtain ionospheric

convection velocities from SuperDARN data typically underestimate the refractive

index of the ionosphere, or in most cases, overlook it. This is due to the refractive

index being estimated for large volume of the ionosphere and non-localised electron

densities, rather than more refined measurements. The studies by Drayton et al. [2005]

and Gillies et al. [2009, 2012] only used line-of-sight SuperDARN data, which may add

a geometrical error to comparing the SuperDARN and DMSP datasets. As was shown
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by Imber [2008], when SuperDARN data from the same location in the cross-track

direction are compared to DMSP data statistically, the two datasets do match very

well (full results to be published soon [Imber , 2016]). The SuperDARN data which

are shown in the model-data comparison were obtained from SuperDARN potential

maps, as even though good coverage was available for one of the days studied, the

SuperDARN measurements did not coincide spatially with the location of the DMSP

pass. This may add an extra uncertainty, as the SuperDARN statistical models are

not necessarily accurate.

Above all, the analysis fulfils the main aim of this study, which was to show

that flow velocities from DMSP can be predicted qualitatively when the convection is

driven by day- and nightside reconnection (i.e. when a dual cell convection pattern is

dominant).

4.4 Summary

The solar wind drives the magnetosphere-ionosphere system through dayside recon-

nection. This moves plasma across the polar cap towards the nightside, creating

ionospheric convection. The flows are sometimes driven by ΦD or ΦN and at times,

by both.

This study has investigated the convection velocities, predicted with the simple

expanding-contracting polar cap model. The quantitative analysis show that the mag-

nitudes of the flows are, on average underestimated, but can be predicted qualitatively

by the physics. The conclusion is reached that the offsets may well be a combina-

tion of both measurement errors and underestimation of reconnection rates. Overall,

the locations of the flows match the auroral boundaries well and the relative flow

magnitudes agree well.

The main weakness of the considered model itself is that the convection cells, and

indeed the polar cap itself, are not always symmetric. Deviations from symmetry

can be introduced due to an enhanced IMF BY component: reconfigurations of the

convection cells, for example one growing larger than the other or a shift of the

convection boundaries can both lead to asymmetric flows. There are also many small

scale deviations from symmetry, as seen in the SuperDARN convection maps, which
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are not captured by the model. Although the auroral boundaries represents the flow

boundaries very well, the model predicts sharp edges as the boundaries are assumed

to be infinitely thin sheets, which is not representative of the data.

Although the flow strengths can be predicted, in the near future, IMF BY -related

asymmetries must be built into the model in order to improve accuracy, as a simple

rotation of the convection pattern is not enough to compensate for asymmetries.
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5

Magnetospheric Response Modes

to Solar Wind Driving

‘The German or Gothic letters employed by Maxwell I could never

tolerate, from inability to distinguish one from the other in certain cases

without looking very hard.’

from Heaviside’s monograph, republished in 2011.

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, the ECPC was described, tested and discussed. What was

largely described in chapter 5 as one cycle of the polar cap expanding and subse-

quently contracting, can often be described as a substorm, a sporadic magnetospheric

mode, invoked by dominant dayside reconnection, which is followed by nightside re-

connection. This is however only one mode the magnetosphere can undergo. Different

magnetospheric response modes to solar wind driving, as already described in chapter

2, also include steady magnetospheric convection events (SMCs) and sawtooth events

(SEs), which will be compared to substorms in this chapter and the next. In this

chapter, the general magnetospheric dynamics of these event types will be compared

to substorms.
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A relation between substorms and SMC occurrences has been shown in the past.

Sergeev et al. [1996], for example, noted that all SMCs either start or end with a sub-

storm. They concluded that SMCs are either just an active period between substorms

or that they can only occur following a substorm. McPherron et al. [2005] showed a

similar relationship between substorms and SMCs and suggested that substorms are

necessary for the termination of SMC events. Kissinger et al. [2012] supported the

findings of Sergeev et al. [1996], as they showed that most SMCs follow substorm-like

signatures and only 1% of SMCs are initiated without much preceding magnetospheric

activity.

Event lists compiled by previous workers are used in this chapter to identify pe-

riods undergoing different magnetospheric modes. First, the event lists and datasets

are described briefly, followed by an outline of how the lists are combined and how

ambiguous events are removed. Then, a large scale statistical analysis in the form of

superposed epoch analysis of substorms, SMCs and SEs is shown, to identify how they

behave in terms of open magnetospheric flux and other measures of magnetospheric

activity.

5.2 Data and Data Reduction

For the SE two event lists, described in chapter 2 were used: one produced by Cai

et al. [2006b] and the other by Henderson and McPherron [see Pulkkinen et al., 2007].

Both examined energetic particle fluxes at geosynchronous orbit to identify the char-

acteristic sawtooth signature of sharp enhancements followed by gradual decreases.

The substorm list utilised here was compiled by Frey et al. [2004], who used ob-

servations from the Far Ultraviolet Imager (FUV) instrument suite [Mende et al.,

2000a,c] onboard the Imager for Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global Exploration (IM-

AGE) satellite [Burch, 2000] to identify the onset of auroral brightenings associated

with substorms.

The SMCs used were identified by Kissinger et al. [2011], who studied the electrojet

indices AL and AU as a proxy for magnetospheric convection. The SMC list included

start and end times of each event, whereas the substorm and SE lists included onset

only.
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These event lists are supplemented with observations of the auroras from the IM-

AGE satellite taken with the Wideband Imaging Camera (WIC) and Spectrographic

Imager (SI12) instruments, part of the FUV suite, which primarily measure electron

and proton aurorae, respectively, at a cadence of approximately 2 minutes. Data cov-

erage from IMAGE was not continuous with there being a data gap of approximately

4 h every 13 h orbit. As reported by Shukhtina and Milan [2014] and explained in

chapter 2, these images have been processed to extract integrated brightnesses, as well

as an estimate of the open magnetic flux content of the magnetosphere, FPC , using

the size of the polar cap as a proxy.

In conjunction with these datasets 1 min OMNI data are used for solar wind

parameters (solar wind speed, VSW and the interplanetary magnetic field components,

BX , BY , BZ), as well the SYM-H, AU and AL indices. The solar wind parameters

are used to estimate the dayside reconnection rate, ΦD, based on the formulation of

Milan et al. [2012].

Simply using the aforementioned event lists by themselves is problematic. For

example, SEs are known to be characteristically similar to substorms and as a re-

sult, SEs have been described as substorms before [e.g. Henderson, 2004]. There is

some overlap in our lists with Frey et al. [2004] having identified all brightenings as

substorms; all substorms which are also classified as an SE (±15 min of onset) are

removed from the substorm list. Similarly, only using auroral electrojet index thresh-

olds are not necessarily a reliable indicator of steady magnetospheric convection as

shown by McWilliams et al. [2008].

In order to avoid ambiguities between event types, the event lists were examined

for inconsistencies. Each SMC event was studied individually to ensure that they

fitted the physical criteria for ‘balanced reconnection interval’ as described by DeJong

et al. [2009, 2008]. For all SMC, where more than 50% of an event interval had

corresponding IMAGE data available (391 events), FPC , WIC brightness, AU, AL,

IMF Bz (in GSM coordinates) and ΦD were examined to manually deselect SMC

events that are either not steady (FPC and WIC brightness show substorm signatures)

or not convective (ΦD is below 20 kV for most of the event). SMCs where less than

50% of the data from IMAGE were unavailable were also deselected.

Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 show three example events as identified by Kissinger et al..

Each of Fig. 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 show several panels: the top panel shows FPC with the
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time stamp of the beginning and end of the event, followed by AL and AU (red dashed

lines show Kissinger et al.’s criteria 1 and 2 (see chapter 2, section 2.3.2)), followed

by the maximum intensity of aurora as measured by WIC, the IMF BZ component,

and ΦD.

Figures 5.1 and 5.3 show why some events were rejected, whereas Fig. 5.2 shows

an example SMC event which was chosen for the further event selection. Although

FPC stays fairly constant over the event shown in Fig. 5.1, which could indicate

the occurrence of an SMC, ΦD is below ∼ 20 kV for the duration of the interval,

indicating that there is insignificant convection within the magnetosphere, which is

why this event was deselected. WIC brightness is also plotted, which was used in

some cases to help identify substorms, but the brightness peak in this case was not

used as such an identifier, as there are no changes in FPC occurring at that time.

The event shown in Fig. 5.2 shows an example of an SMC: FPC and IWIC stay

steady throughout the event; ΦD is elevated and fairly constant and AL and AU fulfill

the Kissinger et al.-criteria.

The event shown in Fig. 5.3 shows that even though this event obeys the Kissinger

et al.-criteria, it is not steady: the vertical orange lines show two Frey et al.-substorms,

which occur during this SMC. Leading up to each substorm, FPC and IWIC increase

and then decrease after substorm onset, indicating clear substorms. Furthermore, ΦD

is far from constant throughout this event, primarily due to the wildly varying IMF

BZ component. It shows that the criteria set out by Kissinger et al. [2011] are not

definite indicators of SMCs and for these reasons this event was deselected from the

final SMC list.

Figure 5.4 shows the occurrence of substorm onsets in relation to the onset and

end of SMCs used in this study. As all SMCs have differing event lengths, each SMC’s

event duration was normalised, such that we can consider the event timings in terms

of percentage of event, with 0% at the start and 100% at the end. The occurrences

of substorms were then binned with a bin length of 10% of SMC event length. The

occurrences of substorms prior to and subsequent to SMCs were also plotted. The

average duration of the SMC events was just less than 200 minutes. The grey his-

togram has been calculated using the original SMC list, whereas the blue histogram

only uses the manually selected SMCs. Both occurrence distributions show peaks just

before and just after the SMC events start and end. Fig. 5.4 also shows that some
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Figure 5.1: Example of rejected SMC event, showing FPC ; AU & AL; auroral brightness

as measured by WIC; IMF BZ and ΦD. The dashed lines in the AU & AL plots indicate

the thresholds as set out by Kissinger et al. [2011] criteria. The data derived from IMAGE

measurements are plotted as crosses, joined up by lines to indicate the data density.

of the Frey et al. substorms occur during the SMCs, but the number of these events

is relatively small. These substorms are pseudo-breakups and similar brightenings,

as each SMC was checked for substorm occurrence (plotted as in Fig. 2.6) and dese-

lected all SMCs with obvious substorms occurring. As a result of the large number of

substorm events occurring during the time leading up to the SMCs, the SMC list was

further sub-divided: for all the SMCs, which have a substorm occurring during the 2
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Figure 5.2: Example SMC event, showing FPC ; AU & AL; auroral brightness as measured by

WIC; IMF BZ and ΦD. The dashed lines in the AU & AL plots indicate the thresholds as set

out by Kissinger et al. [2011] criteria. The data derived from IMAGE measurements are plotted

as crosses, joined up by lines to indicate the data density.

hours preceding the SMC interval the SMC event is re-timed, such that the beginning

of the event is shifted to match the closest substorm onset. Two hours were chosen

to find preceding substorms, as this is characteristically the duration of substorms.

For all other SMCs the onset and end times are kept the same. Refining the start of

SMCs preceded by substorms allows for a study of the evolution of magnetospheric
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Figure 5.3: Example of rejected SMC event, showing FPC ; AU & AL; auroral brightness

as measured by WIC; IMF BZ and ΦD. The dashed lines in the AU & AL plots indicate

the thresholds as set out by Kissinger et al. [2011] criteria. The data derived from IMAGE

measurements are plotted as crosses, joined up by lines to indicate the data density. Vertical

orange lines show onsets of Frey et al.-substorms.

behaviour from the initiating substorm into the following SMC.

DeJong et al. [2007] and Huang et al. [2009] composed superposed epoch analysis

of the FPC for SEs, SMCs and substorms, but this analysis adds to their studies

because a much larger dataset is used here. DeJong et al. [2007] used only 45 SMCs,
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Average SMC durations:
193 minutes
198 minutes

Figure 5.4: Occurrence distribution of substorms with respect to the onset and the end of SMCs.

The number of substorms per bin are normalised by the total number of substorms considered

(4083 substorms). The black histogram shows the substorms in relation to the original SMC list

and the blue histogram shows the substorm occurrence in relation to the manually selected SMC

list.

29 SEs and 31 isolated substorms, whereas here, 4083 substorms, 273 SEs, 154 SMCs

with preceding substorms, and 113 SMCs without preceding substorms are used. The

number of SMCs which conclude with a substorm (i.e. where a substorm occurs in

the two hours after the SMC ends), is considerably less with only 85 SMCs concluding

with a substorm. Furthermore, the superposed epoch analysis is also utilised to look

at the end time of the SMCs as zero epoch to establish how the SMCs conclude.

5.3 Results

Figure 5.5 shows a series of superposed epoch analysis for the substorms, SMCs and

SEs. The substorms are shown in red, the SEs in orange and the SMCs in green and
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blue. The blue SMCs have preceding substorms during the 2 hours beforehand and

their zero epoch has been shifted to match the substorm onset, whereas the green

SMCs do not have preceding substorms. The paler areas indicate the sizes of the

standard errors on the means and the zero epochs are shown by the dashed lines.

The horizontal black lines show the averages for each parameter for the whole period

from May 2000 to October 2005. For the first column, onset was taken as the zero

epoch, and the superposed epoch analysis were calculated with a cadence of 2 minutes.

The second column shows superposed epoch analysis where the timescales have been

stretched, relative to the start and end times of the SMCs, the data were binned and

averaged at a cadence of 2% of the event duration.

The signatures of the substorms in Fig. 5.5 show a decrease in the IMF BZ com-

ponent, becoming clearly southward prior to their onset, peaking about 25 minutes

before onset, which is followed by a gradual recovery towards 0 nT. BZ is plotted

along with VSW as the only solar wind parameters, as they directly modulate ΦD and

with it the magnetospheric dynamics. VSW shows no particular characteristics for

substorms. ΦD thus mirrors the behaviour of BZ , so the substorm average increases

before onset, reaching a maximum at T = - 25 minutes and then decreases again, all

beginning and ending near the global mean. The integrated emission intensity of the

auroral oval has values near the global mean at the beginning and increases sharply

at onset, as expected due to Frey’s selection criteria. The integrated intensity for the

substorms then stays elevated for an hour or so before decreasing again. The maxi-

mum intensity given by the SI12 and WIC instruments onboard IMAGE show similar

patterns to the integrated brightness for the substorms: a sharp increase is seen at

onset, followed by a gradual decrease during the substorm toward normal values. The

polar cap flux for the substorms is near the average value, 0.4 GWb, at the beginning

of the interval shown, and increases to 0.5 GWb at onset. FPC then decreases again

to its starting point. The AU index for substorms is slightly below the average for

the dataset and increases to values slightly above it at onset, whereas the AL index

starts off above the average and shows a clear decrease, commencing at onset, which

is followed by a gradual increase. The SYM-H index for the substorms is near the

average and shows a very gradual decreasing trend over the period shown.

In almost all respects, the blue SMC traces, which are initiated by substorms, fol-

low those of the substorms up to and including onset. Thereafter, the substorm traces
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Figure 5.5: Plots showing a superposed epoch analysis of substorms (red), SEs (orange), and

SMCs (blue and green). The paler areas indicate the size of the standard errors on the mean.

The averages for the whole dataset are shown by the black horizontal lines and zero epochs

are indicated by the dashed lines. The blue lines show the mean of the SMCs that have a

preceding substorm and the onset of those events has been shifted to the onset of the substorms,

whereas the green SMCs are the remaining SMCs with no preceding substorm. The column on

the left uses onset as a zero epoch and the second column has a timescale normalised to event

duration. The green SMCs have been omitted from the left panels for clarity. The rows show

the superposed epoch analysis of the IMF BZ component; the solar wind speed; ΦD; integrated

oval intensity; maximum oval intensity as measured by the SI12 and WIC instruments; FPC ; AL

& AU and SYM-H.
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subside towards average values, whereas the SMC traces remain elevated, that is, BZ

remains uniformly southwards, FPC and ΦD remain enhanced above the average, the

aurorae remain bright and the AU & AL indices remain elevated.

Green SMCs, which are not initiated by a substorm, show similarities and differ-

ences to blue SMCs. BZ remains negative for the duration of the events and AL and

AU are elevated. However, green SMCs do not show an abrupt onset in AL or auroral

intensity as they do not begin with substorms. The main difference is in SYM-H,

which is more negative than the blue trace at T=-50%; then the green trace increases

slowly until onset, when it becomes more negative again.

Figure 5.6 shows a superposed epoch analysis of the two SMC types and substorms

on a longer timescale than the previous superposed epoch analysis. The top panel

shows FPC and the bottom panel shows the IMF BZ component. The aim of this fig-

ure is to draw attention to what distinguishes SMCs with preceding substorms from

those without: the prolonged driving of the magnetosphere due to a southward IMF

prior to onset. Whilst SMCs with preceding substorms (blue) show a clear increase in

southward IMF from ∼2 hours prior to onset to onset (which is similar to substorms),

SMCs without preceding substorms (green) have, on average, a considerable south-

ward component in the IMF for over 10 hours before onset. It appears that there

is an increase and decrease in FPC for SMCs with preceding substorms a few hours

before onset: although this is not a sharply defined feature, such as the substorm at

onset, it may be another preceding substorm, which is blurred out in the averaging

process.

The SE signatures in Fig. 5.5 are very similar to substorms, as they show the same

variations, though significantly more enhanced. The only one that does not show the

same signature is the integrated auroral oval intensity, which shows that the aurorae

are on average approximately twice as bright prior to SE compared to just before

substorm onset. The SE do show an overall increase in oval intensity but the onset is

not as clearly defined as for substorm onsets.

To look at SEs in more detail, Figure 5.7 has been included: this series of super-

posed epoch analyses compares the data shown previously for SEs (i.e. where each

tooth is counted as an onset (in red)) to a superposed epoch analysis where just the

first tooth of each series is counted as an onset (orange in Fig. 5.7). The time period

shown from onset here is ±12 hours, which is longer than the timescale chosen for
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Figure 5.6: Superposed epoch analysis of FPC (top) and BZ (bottom), showing substorms

(red), SMCs with preceding substorms (blue) and SMCs without preceding substorms (green)

on a longer timescale of ±10 hours from onset. The dashed vertical line shows onset and the

black horizontal lines show the averages across the entire datasets.

Fig. 5.5, which was done to see if there is a pre-conditioning for the first tooth in

comparison to the general SE behaviour. The red lines, showing the average of the

onset of each tooth series, display similar features to the general SEs in most panels

around onset. Prior to onset all parameters shown are elevated in comparison to the

blue horizontal lines (data averages over the entire dataset). Especially, the auroral

intensities, FPC , SYM-H, ΦD, AU & AL all show elevated levels in comparison to the

average parameter values, with the IMF BZ component also also showing a strong

southward character for several hours before onset. In comparison to the average SE

values (red), these parameters are lower for the first tooth (orange), but nevertheless

elevated from average values. SYM-H indicates that the first tooth in a series on av-

erage occurs during less geomagnetically disturbed times than SEs in general, which

is expected as the sawtooth injections will add to the ring current.
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Figure 5.7: Plots showing a superposed epoch analysis of SEs (red), and the first tooth in each

SE series (orange) from 12 hours before onset to 12 hours after onset. The averages for the whole

dataset are shown by the blue horizontal lines and zero epochs are indicated by the dashed lines.

The individual panels show the number of datapoints, n, in each series (a), a superposed epoch

analysis of the integrated oval intensity (b); maximum oval intensity as measured by the SI12

and WIC instruments (c and d, respectively); the solar wind speed (e); IMF BZ component (f);

solar wind proton density (g); ΦD (h); solar wind pressure (i); AL & AU (j); SYM-H (k) and

FPC (l).
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5.4 Discussion

Out of the 391 SMC events where IMAGE data are of good quality [see Shukhtina

and Milan, 2014, for definition], 32% of events were rejected as either ΦD was close to

zero for most of the event or FPC was too variable. This illustrates how problematic

it is to just use AU and AL as proxies for magnetospheric convection. 229 SMCs were

considered and sub-divided into two categories: events where substorms occurred

during the 2 hours preceding the SMC and events where no substorm occurred before

SMC onset. The SMCs with preceding substorms were re-timed, such that the SMC

onset matches substorm onset.

The superposed epoch analysis for the substorms show very distinct features just

before or at onset, followed by gradual recoveries: prior to onset the dayside reconnec-

tion rate reaches a maximum, as BZ is most southward approximately half an hour

before onset; the intensity of the aurorae peak at onset, as well as the open magne-

tospheric flux; AL decreases sharply at onset to reach a minimum after onset. These

signatures are well known for substorms, where a period of southward IMF leads to

magnetopause reconnection, such that the accumulation of newly open magnetic flux

in the lobes is associated with an expansion of the polar cap, and AL & AU enhance

as convection is excited. At some point reconnection in the magnetotail is initiated,

leading to auroral brightenings and the formation of the substorm current wedge and

thus the characteristic substorm bay in AL. The trend of a decrease in the magnitude

of BZ prior to substorm onset has been widely reported, as well as the suggestion that

substorms are triggered by a northward turning of the IMF [e.g. Caan et al., 1977;

Lyons , 1995]. This was disputed by Morley and Freeman [2007] and Freeman and

Morley [2004, 2009] and Wild et al. [2009] (among others) to be as a consequence of

the natural variability of the IMF and the fact that after substorm onset it is no longer

required that the dayside reconnection continue for the substorm to be initiated.

Approximately 58% of all SMCs we examined have a substorm occuring during

the 2 hours preceding the SMC onset. If this is to be considered the onset of an event,

almost identical signatures are seen for substorms following the pre-SMC substorm

onset. The introduced time-shift makes it possible to see the substorm at the onset,

as well as the following SMC. The difference between these SMCs and substorms

is that the IMF remains southward beyond the time of onset and magnetopause
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reconnection continues into the expansion phase, when magnetotail reconnection has

also commenced.

This means that the polar cap contracts slower than it usually does for substorms

after onset; it continues to be enlarged for longer and the open flux content of the

magnetosphere stays approximately constant throughout the event. The IMF BZ

component will gradually turn more northward toward the event conclusion and the

SMC will end at some point during this transition. At this point, the dayside re-

connection decreases but the magnetotail continues into a ‘recovery phase’ as FPC

continues to decrease very gradually for several hours (not shown on this time scale).

The intensity of the aurorae, as well as AL will decrease at this time. A decrease in

the southward component of the IMF can be seen in the blue trace in Fig. 5.5 toward

the conclusion of these SMCs, at approximately T=60%.

DeJong et al. [2008] showed an example of an SMC event in their study that

appears similar to our substorm-following SMCs: a substorm initiates nightside re-

connection but FPC remains enhanced and steady, along with the auroral brightness

during their event. The end of the auroral activity is marked in their event by BZ

becoming more northward. Their data suggests that the extended southward compo-

nent of the IMF and its gradual northward turning allows the reconnection rates to

continue to be enhanced and balanced whilst the magnetotail is relaxing back to a

quiet state. The substorm-following SMCs presented here progress in a similar man-

ner and it can be seen clearly that it is the substorm onset that initiates the necessary

flux closure. These events are not strictly driven recovery phases, but rather driven

expansion phases, as flux continues to be closed after the SMC has concluded. It is

hard to distinguish where the event phases start and end in our superposed epoch

analysis, so the SMC may be part of the expansion or early recovery phase. The anal-

ysis shows that the recovery phase continues after the SMC as the auroral brightness

continues to decrease, as well as the dayside reconnection rate and the open flux, and

thus the magnetosphere is still relaxing after the SMC event has ended.

In the past, researchers [e.g McPherron et al., 2005; DeJong et al., 2009; Kissinger

et al., 2011, 2012] thought that the event-preceding substorms are necessary for SMCs

to occur and precondition the magnetosphere in some way, whereas in the work pre-

sented here, approximately half of SMCs are part of the substorm cycle. We would

reclassify ‘classic’ substorms as those which coincidentally have a decrease in ΦD,
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following the clear enhancement prior to onset, whereas ‘substorms + SMCs’ events

are those for which ΦD remains elevated after onset. This naturally explains the de-

bate regarding the occurrence of northward turnings for triggering substorms: some

substorms which do not have a northward turning or rather a reduction in the south-

ward component do on average not look like classic substorms and develop into SMCs

instead.

Sergeev et al. [1996] suggest that it is necessary for SMCs to have a preceding

substorm as the magnetosphere needs this release of flux in order to be able to reach

a quasi-steady state, as their data suggests that SMCs are an active period between

substorms. The percentage of events with preceding substorms in this study is con-

siderably lower than theirs, suggesting that the substorms may not be necessary for

the establishment of steady convection. The superposed epoch analysis presented

here shows that the SMCs with preceding substorms are part of the evolution of the

substorm event.

The rest of the SMCs (42% of all considered events) do not share exactly the

same characteristics as the substorm preceded SMCs, instead the aurorae are intensi-

fied before onset, as well as the AL index and continue to be throughout the events.

The SYM-H index indicates more disturbed geomagnetic conditions, but most signifi-

cantly, the dayside driving is much more prolonged than for the SMCs with preceding

substorms. These SMCs show a long stretch of southward IMF, which starts approx-

imately 13 hours before onset (see Fig. 5.6), whereas substorm preceding SMCs only

show a southward IMF leading up to the event as the substorm growth phase occurs

(shown in Fig. 5.5). This may be due to the magnetosphere needing either this pro-

longed dayside driving for steady convection to occur, or a substorm to help initiate

the flux closure.

Similar to this study, Kissinger et al. [2012] found that 92% of all SMCs occur

within 75 minutes of a substorm onset. Although they use the same SMC criteria, their

fraction of events with or without preceding substorms differs to the one presented

here because they do not exclude events where no dayside driving occurs. Although

they find that 1% of SMCs occur after a quiet magnetosphere and the remaining

events after substorm-like behaviour, it is speculated that their 1% belongs to the

events have been excluded due to insufficient dayside driving.
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O’Brien et al. [2002] show that for SMCs to occur, VSW values below 450 km/s are

preferential; the data shown here agrees with this. For all of the events, except SEs,

VSW stays just below the average for the whole dataset, which is around 470 km/s.

For SEs, the VSW average stays at or above 500 km/s. This indicates that fast solar

wind speeds are not necessarily needed for active periods in the magnetosphere.

In their studies of SEs, SMCs and substorms, DeJong et al. [2007] and Huang

et al. [2009] showed that on average, FPC for SE reaches at least 1 GWb before onset.

The dataset shown here however barely ever reaches such high values, so the average

FPC for SE at onset is just below 0.7 GWb. The superposed epoch analysis agree

with those of DeJong et al. [2007] and Huang et al. [2009] in terms of the overall

shape of FPC , the values however, differ. This is most likely due to a systematic offset

brought about by different FPC-estimation methods. The interpretation of the data

shown here, in line with that of DeJong et al. [2007] and Huang et al. [2009], is that

SEs show all the characteristics of substorms occurring during disturbed geomagnetic

conditions, storm conditions even, and strong solar wind driving. Due to the larger

selection of events, we can now be more certain of these characteristic condition within

SEs occur.

Fig. 5.7 showed that solar wind driving is enhanced prior to the first tooth in a

series of SE. This preconditions the magnetosphere, similar to substorms and SMCs,

but perhaps in a more energetic way, which can be seen in AL, AU, SYM-H and

auroral brightnesses being enhanced for many hours, even prior to the first tooth.

The series showing the average behaviour for the first tooth in a series (orange) also

shows the quasi-periodic nature of a series of SE better: FPC and AL show clear

re-intensifications every ∼2.5 hours after onset. Whilst ΦD and BZ do not share this

character, they do show a ramping up of dayside driving of the system (i.e. IMF BZ

becomes more negative and ΦD increases), leading up to each following tooth after

onset. SYM-H indicates that the ring current is enhanced in general for all SEs, but

when comparing the first tooth to all tooth onsets, it is more enhanced for the series

showing an average across all teeth. This indicates that as a series of SEs progresses,

the ring current becomes stronger as more particles are injected into the ring current

with each dipolarisation.
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5.5 Summary

Approximately 58% of all SMCs considered have a substorm occurring in the 2 hours

before onset. These events show signatures just like substorms with the expansion

phase stretched over a longer timespan. It is concluded that the majority of SMCs

flagged by the Kissinger et al. [2011] selection criteria are driven expansion or recov-

ery phases of substorms, which show an increase of the polar cap flux before onset.

During the event itself, the prolonged enhanced dayside reconnection rate is contin-

ually driving the convection, unlike for substorms, during which the dayside driving

is lower and does not dominate throughout the event. This means that the polar

cap cannot contract and elevated auroral intensities are seen throughout the event.

AL and AU remain elevated throughout this period, as given by the definition of an

SMC by the Kissinger et al. [2011] criteria. The recovery phase commences when the

dayside driving decreases and polar cap flux decreases and thus the substorm recov-

ery continues after the SMC has concluded. Around 42% of the SMCs do not have

substorms occurring during the 2 hours prior to the events and occur after prolonged

dayside driving (approximately 13 hours thereof). Thus, the majority of SMCs, as

they have been selected in the past, are part of the substorm process and could also

be considered driven expansion or driven recovery phase due to continued dayside

driving.

Similarly, SEs occur during enhanced geomagnetic activity and convection. They

show the same signatures as substorms, but the characteristics are more enhanced and

extreme. Most significantly, the magnetospheric response is qualitatively the same for

substorms and SEs in terms of flux closure, although on a differing scale. Before the

first tooth of a series of SEs can occur, the magnetosphere is driven by southward

IMF for approximately 4 hours, with the SEs occuring as a response to a ramping

up in dayside reconnection rates. As the series of SEs progresses, the ring current

enhances due to the injection of particles via dipolarisations.
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6

Auroral Responses During

Substorms, Sawtooth Events and

Periods of Steady Magnetospheric

Convection

‘It was ten minutes to six on the evening of the 5th February, when we

were some miles from Hammerfest, the weather clear and the moon

shining, when there appeared a sharply-defined arc of light from east to

west through the zenith. From the very first, the arc was very intense,

but very narrow, right above our heads. Notwithstanding the bright

moonlight, the aurora, which soon began to pass through various phases

of development with draperies and sheaves of rays, was visible up to half

past seven, when it disappeared.’

Observations from Birkeland [1908].
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6.1 Introduction

Chapter 5 compares SMCs, substorms and SEs in terms of the opening and closing

of polar cap flux and general magnetospheric dynamics. In this chapter however,

the focus is on the nightside morphological auroral changes during different magneto-

spheric modes, highlighting the differences which may be the result of varying physical

processes occurring during each mode.

The average behaviour during substorms, SMCs and SEs, is studied using data

from the Imager for Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global Exploration (IMAGE) FUV in-

strument suite [Mende et al., 2000a]. In the past, studies of the aurorae during SMCs

and SEs have been focused on small datasets and case studies. For example, Sergeev

et al. [1996] observed small-scale auroral activations during SMCs, including North-

South aligned arcs and streamers. To this date though, no large statistical comparison

of aurorae during different modes has been undertaken. This study provides the first

comprehensive statistical study of auroral oval configurations and dynamics during

different magnetospheric modes to determine what the differences are.

6.2 Method

The IMAGE satellite was operational from June 2000 until October 2005, such that

the dataset is suitable for large-scale studies, as discussed in previous chapters.

For this comparative study, the event lists used are identical to those employed

for the work in chapter 5. The main difference here is, that the SMCs without

preceding substorms will not be discussed, as their auroral signatures show no unique

or surprising features on the large scale, other than a bright aurora. Here the focus

is on substorms, SMCs commencing with substorms and sawtooth events.

To compare the auroral imagery of the different event types, a superposed epoch

analysis is performed. For each event type average images at 2 minute cadence from

2 hours before onset to 4 hours after onset are created. WIC data are averaged onto

a 80×80 grid by calculating the median for each pixel, where each grid cell is the

equivalent of 1◦ of latitude to a side. For SI12 data, a 40×40 grid of 2◦ cells is used

due to the lower resolution of the camera.
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To analyse the auroral dynamics in more detail, the pixels for each average image

are binned into MLT sectors of the nightside and latitudinal. The individual bin

sizes are shown by the white lines in the schematic of Figure 6.1. To mask the main

parts of the aurora, two concentric circles are used as boundaries for the binning.

The circles were chosen manually, with the centre defined as [-1◦,-3◦], with respect

to the geomagnetic pole. The smallest circle was chosen to have a radius of 12◦ and

the outer boundary was chosen to have a radius of 31◦. The dayside is also omitted

in this analysis due to the presence of dayglow. To eliminate dayglow as much as

possible, only WIC data from the winter months (spring equinox to autumn equinox)

are used. For the time evolution in the MLT bins shown later, the mean is taken

across latitudinal bins and to find the longitudinal evolution, the mean is calculated

across MLT bins.

Figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 show the binned superposed epoch analyses of the IMAGE

FUV SI12 and WIC data.

Panels c and d show the averaged pixels by MLT bins (SI12 and WIC, respectively)

with respect to time from onset. Panels e (SI12) and f (WIC) show the averaged

latitudinal bins with respect to onset. Onset is marked by the dashed vertical line at

t=0. The bottom two rows of panels in Figs. 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 show selected averaged

images from the superposed epoch analysis from SI12 (top row) and WIC (bottom

row). The selected individual images (bottom two rows) are taken from -60, 0, 20,

40, 60 and 120 minutes with respect to onset.

The top panel (a) in each figure shows the brightness evolution of the MLT bins

measured by SI12, with each MLT bin normalised to the pre-onset brightness (average

across t=-5 minutes from onset to onset) and the same is shown for WIC in panel (b).

The grey contours in panels (a) and (b) indicate the boundary between brighter and

dimmer aurora, in comparison to pre-onset brightness (i.e. the values of the contours

are set to 1.1). This is instructive for studying the post-onset brightenings, as the

grey contours indicate when the auroral intensity returns to pre-onset levels in each

MLT sector.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic illustrating the data binning. The underlying image is an example of

a WIC-averaged picture from the superposed epoch analysis for substorms. The dashed black

dashed lines divide the MLT sectors and circles separated by 10◦ of geomagnetic latitude, centred

on the geomagnetic North pole located at the centre of the image. The red lines show the inner

and outer boundary circles defined for the analysis in figures 6.2, 6.4, and 6.3, which hold the

majority of auroral power for all images. The inner and outer circles have radii of 12◦ and

31◦, respectively. The centre of these circles is shown by the red cross (centred on [-1◦,-3◦]

with respect to the geomagnetic pole). The white lines indicate the bins selected for the radial

superposed epoch analysis (semi circles), separated by 1◦ of latitude and MLT bins (lines).
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Figure 6.2: Superposed epoch analysis of substorms from IMAGE FUV SI12 and WIC data.

Panels show the brightness across the nightside MLT bins, normalised by pre-onset brightness

(a) for SI12 and WIC (b), the absolute auroral brightness per MLT bin for SI12 (c) and WIC (d)

and the auroral brightness per radial bin for SI12 (e) and WIC (f). The dashed line indicates

substorm onset. The bottom two rows of panels show excerpts from the superposed epoch

analysis of SI12 and WIC data at t=-60, 0, 20, 40, 60, and 120 minutes with respect to onset.
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Figure 6.3: Superposed epoch analysis of sawteeth from IMAGE FUV SI12 and WIC data.

Panels show the brightness across the nightside MLT bins, normalised by pre-onset brightness

(a) for SI12 and WIC (b), the absolute auroral brightness per MLT bin for SI12 (c) and WIC (d)

and the auroral brightness per radial bin for SI12 (e) and WIC (f). The dashed line indicates

sawtooth onset. The bottom two rows of panels show excerpts from the superposed epoch

analysis of SI12 and WIC data at t=-60, 0, 20, 40, 60, and 120 minutes with respect to onset.
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Figure 6.4: Superposed epoch analysis of SMCs with preceding substorms from IMAGE FUV

SI12 and WIC data. Panels show the brightness across the nightside MLT bins, normalised by

pre-onset brightness (a) for SI12 and WIC (b), the absolute auroral brightness per MLT bin for

SI12 (c) and WIC (d) and the auroral brightness per radial bin for SI12 (e) and WIC (f). The

dashed line indicates substorm onset, which precede the SMCs. The bottom two rows of panels

show excerpts from the superposed epoch analysis of SI12 and WIC data at t=-60, 0, 20, 40, 60,

and 120 minutes with respect to onset.
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6.3 Results

First the results of the substorm analysis presented in Fig. 6.2 are discussed, followed

by the other modes. Prior to onset, the auroral oval gradually expands equatorwards

to lower latitudes (see Fig. 6.2, panels e and f). Panels c and d (Fig. 6.2), displaying the

MLT dependent behaviour, show that in all nightside MLT sectors, both the electron

and proton aurorae are dim prior to onset, with the proton emission being generally

higher at dusk than at dawn. Nevertheless, the auroral oval never fully disappears

(Fig. 6.2, panels e and f). In panels e and f, in both the WIC and SI12 data, the oval

is confined to radial bins ∼18-25◦, just before onset. At onset, the aurora brightens

between 22 and 0 MLT in the WIC data and between 22 and 1 MLT in the SI12 data

(panels a to d). In the superposed epoch analysis this brightening seems to occur

over a few hours of MLT, but this is because auroral onset occurs in very confined

locations, which vary and are therefore blurred in the averaging process. Latitudinally

(see Fig. 6.2, panels e and f), the auroral oval also expands poleward and equatorward

after onset, with the radial expansion toward the pole being more obvious. The

brightening expands to cover a wider MLT extent, which primarily develops in the

10-40 minutes after onset (panels a and b). The brightening in the electron aurora

moves across the midnight meridian towards dawn after expansion, covering 18-06

MLT at t=40 minutes, whereas the brightest proton aurora stays closer to midnight

(20-04 MLT), relative to pre-onset brightness (panels a and b). The electron aurora

starts to recover from the brightening and expansion after approximately 60 minutes

(panel b), whereas the proton aurora takes almost twice as long (panel a). After ∼130

minutes after onset, all proton brightness lies in the post midnight sectors. For all

MLT sectors to return to pre-onset brightness also takes less time for the electron

aurora (less than ∼2 hours) than the proton aurora (more than 4 hours; c.f. grey

contours in panels a and b).

For SEs, the superposed epoch analysis are plotted on a different colour scale, as

the aurora is overall much brighter, as also shown in the previous chapter (chapter

5 and Walach and Milan [2015]). The superposed epoch analysis of the radial bins

reveals that the auroral oval for SEs also expands to lower latitudes prior to onset, but

much more significantly. Unlike substorms, the auroras are already very bright before

onset (Fig. 6.3, panels e and f). At onset, the brightness seen in the proton aurora
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increases and it begins to move poleward, similar to the electron aurora, however the

electron aurora brightening occurs on a longer timescale of approximately one hour.

After the poleward contraction (∼one hour after onset), the auroral oval then moves

again to lower latitudes (Fig. 6.3, panels e and f), which is indicative of the conditions

preceding the next tooth. Due to the slightly different timings of each tooth, any

periodicity will be somewhat smoothed.

Before onset, the electron aurora is brightest in the early morning sectors (1-4

MLT) (Fig. 6.3, panel d). At onset a brightening occurs, which is centred at 21

MLT in the electron aurora (panels b and d). This brightening then expands dusk-

and dawnward very rapidly and reaches its full MLT extent within approximately 10

minutes (panels a and b). Within the timespan of 10 minutes, all nightside sectors

from 18 to 4 MLT see a brightening in the electron aurora. Coincidentally, the bright

electron aurora also expands latitudinally, to cover a latitudinal band of over ∼10◦.

This feature then continues to exist for approximately one hour, after which the onset

brightening in the electron aurora starts to fade and the MLT sectors from 18 to

midnight become much less active in the WIC data. The proton aurorae behave

differently to the electron aurora during SEs (Fig. 6.3 panel a). Longitudinally, the

bright aurora prior to onset is spread out more, especially towards dusk, and does not

change significantly at onset. This only shows in panel c, but not panel a and is thus

more of a general feature, as opposed to onset-related. At onset, the proton aurorae

brighten near midnight (panel a). The brightening is confined to MLTs from 18 to 4

and is very short lived. After 20 minutes post onset, the brightening in the proton

aurora has dimmed to pre-onset brightness levels in all MLT sectors (see grey contour

in panel a), which is inherently shorter than the recovery time for substorms.

Similar to substorms, SMCs with preceding substorms are dim in all MLT sectors,

except for the proton aurora on the duskside, which is bright throughout the consid-

ered period (Fig. 6.4, panels c and d) and show a more latitudinally-confined auroral

oval, prior to substorm onset (Fig. 6.4, panels e and f). The brightening at onset is

also extremely similar to substorms, but generally, the auroral oval is much brighter

during these types of events and stays much brighter after the substorm expansion has

occurred, especially in the SI12 data (c.f. panels a, b, c, and d). To facilitate compar-

ison, the substorms and SMCs were plotted with the same colour scale as substorms.
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Instead of the brightening in the MLT sectors returning to pre-onset brightness af-

ter ∼100 minutes, as occurs after substorms, the electron brightening stays primarily

dawnward (see panel b) at ∼120 minutes post onset and stays bright for many hours,

with the brightening strongest at 2 MLT. The proton aurora behaves very differently

to substorms, as it covers a much wider MLT extent: Approximately 100 minutes af-

ter onset, it covers the whole nightside from 18-06 MLT. The proton aurora begins to

dim slightly in the nightside MLT sectors around midnight at approximately the same

time as the electron aurora and the bright proton aurora then mainly covers the dusk

and dawn regions toward the end of the shown interval (during steady convection)

rather than being centred around the midnight MLT sector, as it happens during the

preceding substorm onset. During SMCs the bright aurora appears to cover not only

a wider MLT extent, but also on average a wider latitudinal range than substorms.

6.4 Discussion

The auroral evolution during substorms, SEs, and SMCs preceded by a substorm onset

has been examined in the last section, which will now be followed by a discussion of

the commonalities and differences.

Prior to substorm onset, when dayside reconnection is dominant and nightside

reconnection is thought to be minimal (see chapter 4), mild equatorward expansion

of the aurora is seen, which is more visible in the WIC data than in the SI12 data

(Fig. 6.2, panels e and f). This may be a result of the WIC data being more sensitive

to variations than the SI12 data, in general.

At substorm onset the auroral oval brightens. The brightest segments of the SI12

and WIC emission are at first centred near 23 MLT, with the brightest SI12 emis-

sion being shifted slightly more towards dawn than the WIC emission (see individual

thumbnails below panels in Fig. 6.2). This spatial divergence in brightenings may

be a manifestation of the substorm current wedge forming [Kepko et al., 2015; Milan

et al., 2006]. In the traditional picture of the substorm current wedge, field aligned

currents will flow from the plasma sheet along the magnetic field lines into the iono-

sphere, as discussed in chapter 2. There, they will flow westward and form the auroral

electrojet. Further towards the west, the current will again flow along magnetic field
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lines and close with the tail currents. Different models of this substorm current wedge

have since emerged [see Kepko et al., 2015, for a more complete discussion], includ-

ing detailed observations, which indicate that the current wedge may actually consist

of more than one ‘wedge’ or multiple sheets of upward and downward field aligned

currents [Forsyth et al., 2014; Murphy et al., 2013]. As the brightest segments of

the electron aurora at onset are shifted westward, compared to the proton aurora,

upward field aligned currents flowing would be expected there, which is analogous

to the radial outward part of the current wedge towards the cross-tail current (by

convention, downward flowing electrons are equivalent to an upward current). Where

protons precipitate downward on the other hand, electrons may move upward with

respect to the protons, meaning a planetward field-aligned current will form. Thus,

these initial brightenings at, and just before substorm onset, may be a statistical view

of the substorm current wedge forming, as was also shown in a case study by Milan

et al. [2006, see Figure 7 in their study].

After onset, the auroral oval retreats poleward, which is more rapid than the

previous equatorward movement, the development of the substorm auroral bulge. This

is unsurprising, as a previous superposed epoch analysis of the same events revealed

that the polar cap flux, FPC , shows a clear increase prior to onset and a decrease after

onset for substorms (see chapter 5). Mende et al. [2003] also performed a superposed

epoch analysis of SI12 and WIC data for substorms and although they binned the data

with respect to local onset, they found that the polarward and equatorward auroral

boundaries with respect to latitude trace out the same pattern that we see in Fig. 6.2

(panels e and f). The main difference is that their traces are displaced equatorward by

∼10o of our bright aurora, which is due to their use of a smaller dataset (91 substorms)

and are thus likely to have missed many weak substorms, where the auroral oval is

generally closer to the geomagnetic pole [Milan et al., 2009b].

At onset, both the proton and electron aurorae brighten explosively, which pri-

marily occurs at 23 MLT, but can cover most nightside MLT sectors [Frey et al.,

2004; Meng and Liou, 2004; Newell et al., 2001]. This brightening then spreads dusk-

and dawnward, extending across midnight from ∼18-4 MLT (SI12) and ∼18-6 MLT

(WIC) 20 minutes after onset, which is when AL is on average the most enhanced

during the substorm cycle (see chapter 5). We can see from panels a and b in 6.2,

that in both cases the expansion of the brightening towards dusk occurs faster than
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the expansion towards dawn. Concurrent with the longitudinal spreading of bright

aurora, the intensification of the aurora (especially the electron aurora) also spreads

latitudinally. After this (approximately one hour after onset), the proton aurora be-

gins to dim with the electron aurora staying bright for another hour, before it begins

to dim. As shown in the previous study (chapter 5), the majority of the brightening

lasts for approximately one hour. Fig. 6.2, panels a and b reveal however, that the

brightening lasts much longer in the proton aurora, compared to the electron aurora.

The electron aurora has almost dimmed back to pre-onset levels approximately 3 hours

after onset in all MLT sectors. The brightening in the electron aurora lasts longest in

the dawn sectors, with the brightening relaxing to pre-onset intensities approximately

160 minutes after onset at 6 MLT. Compared to pre-onset levels, the proton aurora

brightening at 2 MLT takes over 4 hours to recover. In a statistical study, Blockx et al.

[2005] found that generally, the location of the brightest SI12 emission is a good loca-

tor for where the magnetotail is the most stretched. The prolonged brightening at 2

MLT thus implies that the magnetotail is stretched at this location, leading to a high

curvature of the field lines in the equatorial plane and thus a pitch angle scattering

of protons [Sergeev et al., 1983].

These intensifications cannot be driven by particle acceleration due to reconnec-

tion, as no particular electron brightenings are seen in these MLT sectors. As such, it

follows that the majority of protons, which create these aurora are drifting on closed

field lines and as they enter a still stretched tail region, they will pitch-angle scatter

and create the aurora.

Mende et al. [2003] further find that ‘as the substorm expansion proceeds poleward,

the electron precipitation remains relatively constant, while the protons fade because

less energy is available from dipolarization. Thus in the early phases we see the proton

precipitation expanding with the surge electrons and in later phases they do not seem

to be present in the leading edge of the substorm surge’. Whilst this makes physical

sense, it is not a shared conclusion. Although the electron precipitation is stronger,

compared to pre-onset levels, the proton precipitation is the one found to be more

persistent after onset, even though it appears to start fading first. This is particularly

obvious when comparing panels a and b in Fig. 6.2. This may be due to how the data

were binned and could be alleviated by binning the data relative to substorm onset

location, as was for example done by Mende et al. [2003]. The main purpose of this
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study is to compare the auroral distributions of the different magnetospheric response

modes and whilst most substorms have a clearly defined onset location, SMCs do not

and SEs can cover a large range of MLTs.

Sawtooth events appear to be quasi-periodic substorms, which occur during geo-

magnetic storms, when the solar wind driving of the magnetosphere is very high (see

chapter 5). Unsurprisingly, the superposed epoch analysis of SEs (Fig. 6.3) looks very

similar to substorms prior to onset, as the auroral oval moves equatorward. At onset

the electron aurora (WIC) brightens explosively near local midnight and then expands

very rapidly dusk- and dawnward, (which agrees with Cai et al. [2006b]; Henderson

et al. [2006]), whilst retreating towards the pole. Mende et al. [2003] find that the au-

roral oval moves equatorward, prior to substorm onset, but only by a marginal ∼1-2o.

The superposed epoch analysis shown in this chapter reveals the same growth phase

characteristic for substorms, but for sawteeth events, this auroral expansion prior to

onset is larger (∼5-10o of latitude for WIC and ∼2-3o of latitude for SI12 data). This

is due to the elevated levels of dayside reconnection during these events [Walach and

Milan, 2015].

On average, we find that SI12 precipitation is higher from 18-00 MLT than from

00-06 MLT, indicating that injected protons drift westward from midnight, but as

panels a and b do not show this feature, it is unrelated to event onset. Prior to SE

onset, the SI12 aurora clearly moves to much lower latitudes than it ever sits at during

the other types of events and the magnetotail must be much more stretched during

those periods than during ordinary substorms. This fits the previous results from

chapter 5, where it was shown that the solar wind driving is ∼3 times as large during

SEs than during substorms and as a result, FPC is also much higher. The brightening

we see at SE onset occurs between 20 and 00 MLT, similar to substorms. This

confirms the results of Cai et al. [2006b] who showed that SEs are primarily initiated

between 22 and 0 MLT. Cai et al. further find that prior to SEs the magnetotail is

more stretched, in comparison to substorms, which can be confirmed with the results

shown here, as the SI12 emission is higher leading up to the SEs. Their further result

that the longitudinal expansion is similar to substorms is also confirmed. Although

it happens faster for SEs, it is not seen to be occuring over a wider local time extent,

as postulated by Cai et al. [2006b].
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Also similar to substorms, a brightening is seen at onset in the radial bins, in the

SI12 data, but it is only a marginal increase in brightness. Similarly, Walach and

Milan [2015] found that the total brightness seen in the SI12 emission only increases

slightly at SE onset. This implies that many protons are pitch angle scattered into the

atmosphere and as such the pressure on the central plasma sheet in the magnetotail

is very high prior to onset due to there being a significant amount of open flux prior

to the onset of an SE. As each tooth of a series of sawteeth has been considered as

it’s own event, although faint, we see the beginning of the following tooth in Fig. 6.3

at approximately 120 min, where the auroral oval moves poleward again.

Henderson et al. [2006] observe a double auroral oval configuration just before SE

onset or between teeth. This is a feature, which cannot be distinguished here due to

the averaging process.

It is important to note that for SEs there is a duskward bias of auroral emission

seen by SI12 and a weaker, but still noticeable dawnward bias of WIC emission, as also

found by Milan et al. [2010]. After being injected into the inner magnetosphere via

nightside reconnection, the electrons will drift eastward and the ions will drift west-

ward, which is why the bright SI12 and WIC aurora move duskward and dawnward,

respectively, after reconnection [Gussenhoven et al., 1987; Milan et al., 2009a]. Other

than the general dawn-dusk asymmetry in WIC and SI12 emission, an expansion of

the brightening in the MLT sectors, which resembles the brightening after substorms,

is also seen. The MLT-expansion of the brightening after onset takes approximately

10 minutes to reach its full extent for SEs, whereas for substorms this takes approx-

imately twice as long. As shown in chapter 5, the reconnection rate, as well as the

overall auroral brightness and thus energy input into the inner magnetosphere are ap-

proximately twice as high near SE onset as for substorms, meaning that the azimuthal

spreading of the brightening at onset is directly related to these quantities.

In general, as well as during the substorms and SEs, the electron aurora appears

to be more prevalent in the dawn sector than elsewhere. This is due to electrons

drifting generally eastward in the magnetosphere on closed field lines. However, it

does not explain why the duskward expansion after onset is faster than the dawnward

expansion and why a similarly prominent feature is not seen in the proton aurora. The

faster westward expansion of the onset brightenings is due to the westward travelling

surge observed during substorms [Akasofu, 1964], whereas the eastward drift of the
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bright WIC aurora after onset is related to injected electrons drifting eastward and

eventually scattering in the ionosphere to produce aurora. Whilst a similar feature

is seen in the panels showing the absolute proton brightness, it does not appear in

the normalised brightness panels (panels a and b). This may be due to the protons

being less likely to enter the loss cone once they are on closed, non-stretched field lines

(i.e. once they are on field lines which have undergone nightside reconnection and the

initial particle injection has occurred).

The reconnection X-line in the tail must thus expand east- and westward in the

20 minutes after onset to cover the nightside from ∼18-04 MLT, as this is where the

brightest aurora is seen. After approximately 100 minutes, the electron and proton

aurorae start to dim, indicating the end of a Near-Earth Neutral Line (NENL) [e.g.

Baker et al., 1996], followed by a clear eastward drift of injected electrons, which is

to be expected.

The main difference between SEs and substorms is that, although the energy input

into the magnetosphere is much higher during SEs due to enhanced reconnection rates,

as was shown in chapter 5, the onset related brightening takes less time to dim to

preonset levels than for substorms (∼20 minutes for the proton aurora, as opposed

to over an hour post-substorm). This means that there is a non-linear relationship

between the energy input and the recovery time of the system, which is a novel result.

In comparison to the substorms, the SMCs with preceding substorms show very

similar signatures prior to and at onset. This is no surprise as the SMCs’ onsets

were shifted to match the preceding substorm onset. The main differences between

substorms and these SMCs are seen after the substorm preceding the SMC has devel-

oped, especially in the proton aurora. Whereas usually, substorms start to decrease

in auroral brightness approximately 20 minutes after onset, these substorms continue

to produce bright aurora, and are much brighter in general, seen by both WIC and

SI12. This is due to the event being a driven expansion phase: The work in the pre-

vious chapter revealed that substorms end as both day- and nightside reconnection

reach very low levels, whereas for SMCs, both day- and nightside reconnection rates

continue to be elevated. As the magnetospheric system continues to be driven by

reconnection, plasma is circulated around the magnetosphere. Seemingly the magne-

totail reaches a state where it is stretched and reconnection occurs, as the SMC itself
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implies reconnection to take place, whilst the proton aurora continues to be bright for

hours after the SMC preceding substorms.

Whereas at substorm onset a localised (temporal and spatial) brightening is seen,

the auroral brightenings seen during SMCs (after the substorms have subsided) are

much less confined. Latitudinally, the bright aurora during SMCs cover a larger

latitudinal extent than during substorms, as also observed by Sergeev et al. [2001]

and Yang et al. [2010]. In MLT, the SI12 aurora spreads across the nightside, with

a slight dimming around midnight later on. WIC shows more variability across the

MLT sectors: after the expansion phase of the substorm, the brightest MLT sectors

on the nightside move from being at 22-0 MLT to 2-6 MLT, but after this, the WIC

intensity continues to be enhanced across the nightside (Fig. 6.4, panel b), which is

interpreted to be the result of continued dayside driving and multiple injections. At

approximately 120-150 minutes after substorm onset, a reconfiguration occurs where

the aurora near midnight dims, but brightens in the dusk- and dawn sectors (Fig. 6.4,

panels a and b). This has implications for the magnetotail structure, as it implies an

asymmetry in the location of its stretching. The electrons are primarily associated

with reconnection, meaning the magnetotail reconnection site during SMCs has shifted

towards dawn, whereas during substorms, it is primarily located near 23 MLT. The

magnetotail is generally stretched, as bright proton aurora are seen in both the dusk-

and dawn sectors.

This timescale of ∼120-150 minutes itself is very interesting: It is approximately

the duration of the substorm repetition rate (similar timescales were found by Borovsky

et al. [1993]; Newell and Gjerloev [2011]), but even when the magnetosphere continues

to be driven, there appears to be a marked change at ∼120-150 minutes. This is ob-

viously a characteristic timescale in the evolution of the tail in response to the onset

of nightside reconnection. This break in the timescale can also be seen in the super-

posed epoch analysis of the SMCs with preceding substorms in Figure 3 of Walach

and Milan [2015]. The question of what sets this timescale remains open, but it may

be that after the SMC-preceding substorm the NENL, the reconnection X-line moves

tailward to form a Distant Neutral Line (DNL) and reconnection continues in the

more distant tail. The 120 minutes could be the timescale taken by a distant neutral

line to form. Furthermore, the poleward edge of the aurora does not brighten or move
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rapidly during SMCs, which also indicates that the tail is stretched, but not stretched

enough for a near earth neutral line to form.

The electron aurora behaviour is thus overall very similar for substorms and SMCs,

but much more prolonged for SMCs, whereas for the protons, the auroral behaviour

is very different.

In the past a double auroral oval has been observed during steady convection

intervals [Sergeev et al., 2001; McWilliams et al., 2006], but it cannot be said here

how persistent this feature is, as a double oval would be smeared out in the averaging

process.

6.5 Summary

In this study, data from the IMAGE SI12 and WIC instruments were used to produce

superposed epoch analyses of the nightside aurora to compare substorms, sawtooth

events and steady magnetospheric convection events with preceding substorms. The

data was binned latitudinally and by nightside MLT sectors, to resolve general auroral

patterns in the electron and proton emission.

The analysis confirms the well-known behaviour of the aurorae during substorms:

1. Prior to substorm onset, a general equatorward movement and thinning of the

auroral oval are seen, both of which are more pronounced in the electron aurora

than the proton aurora.

2. At substorm onset, the aurorae brighten explosively, which occurs primarily near

23 MLT.

3. The most intense parts of the initial brightening of the electron and proton

aurorae are shifted slightly in MLT, which are interpreted to be an observation

of the substorm current wedge.

4. The aurorae then expand poleward and the bright emission spreads dusk- and

dawnward from onset location, with the duskward spreading being approxi-

mately twice as fast as the dawnward spreading, a feature thought to be related

to the westward travelling surge.
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5. Approximately 20 minutes after onset, the bright proton aurorae cover the night-

side from 18-4 MLT and the bright electron aurorae cover primarily 18-6 MLT.

6. After ∼100 minutes after onset, the aurorae decrease in brightness, with the

brightening in the proton aurorae being much more persistent (lasting for several

more hours).

In addition to these well-studied features, the substorm current wedge is also

observed, but this disappears after onset as the aurora becomes more dynamic and

the detail is lost in the averaging process.

Prior to SE onset, the aurora moves equatorward, similar to substorms. At onset,

the WIC emission brightens near local midnight and then expands dusk- and dawn-

ward. The brightenings over the nightside MLT sectors are also distributed similarly

to substorms, but the aurorae are much brighter. This may be due to a more stretched

tail, driven by the higher dayside reconnection.

As a result of the enhanced reconnection-related driving during and before SEs,

both the proton and electron aurorae are much brighter. Nevertheless, the onset

related brightening is much short-lived than the substorm and SMC related bright-

enings. In fact, the time taken for the aurora to recover from an SE injection is

approximately half that taken by substorms. This suggests that the relationship be-

tween the auroral recovery time after onset and energy input is non-linear, suggesting

that the auroral recovery time is controlled by another parameter.

The SMCs with preceding substorms start out in the same way as the substorms,

but instead of dimming after ∼20 minutes post onset, the auroral emission continues

to be high in both SI12 and WIC, indicating that nightside reconnection continues and

the tail is stretched. Approximately 100 minutes after onset, the proton brightening

covers the whole nightside and subsequently there is a change from the substorm-

like recovery: The proton brightenings continue to cover the nightside, with slightly

increased brightenings in the dusk and dawn sectors. The brightest electron auro-

rae move from primarily covering 22-0 MLT to covering dawn sectors, followed by a

dimming after approximately 150 minutes post onset and a latitudinal narrowing of

the WIC aurora. This break in behaviour from 100 minutes post-onset onwards is

perhaps a sign of a migration of the NENL towards a DNL.

In summary, the findings show that
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• The electron and proton aurora around SE onset appear like an energetic sub-

storm onset, but the brightening after onset spans over a larger MLT extent, as

they involve a larger amount of magnetic flux throughput and thus the nightside

reconnection site must be wider.

• Whereas the proton aurora during substorms takes over two hours to fade back

to a dim aurora, during SEs this process takes less than one hour, despite the

ongoing day- and nightside reconnection. This shows that the high levels of

continued driving may play an important role in not only the brightening, but

also the dimming of the aurora.

• Auroral signatures during SMCs with preceding substorms appear like sub-

storms, but despite continued dayside driving of the system, a break in the

nightside auroral activity is seen, which reactivates 150 minutes after onset.

Perhaps this signals a characteristic timescale of the evolution of the tail.

• SMCs in general display brighter auroral emission than substorms as a result

of continued dayside driving, but covering a larger latitudinal and longitudinal

range.

• The latitudinal expansion and contraction of the auroral oval as a whole moves

on similar timescales during substorms, SMC preceding substorms and SEs,

despite different levels of dayside driving.
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Review and Further Work

‘It was originally intended to discuss an electromagnetic theory of the

origin of the solar system in an eighth chapter. This has been excluded,

however, because it would require rather too much space.’

from Cosmical Electrodynamics by Alfvén [1950].

In this chapter, the main conclusions of this thesis are briefly discussed (section

7.1), along with some remaining open questions and ideas for further work (section

7.2).

7.1 Summary of Main Conclusions

The work presented in chapter 4 explored the validity of the expanding and contract-

ing polar cap paradigm. A physics-based model of the ECPC was used to compare

ionospheric convection velocities to measurements. The utilised Milan-model allows

for a calculation of the velocities using the day- and nightside reconnection rates, and

the polar cap flux as primary inputs, which no other previous model has achieved.

A quantitative comparison with in-situ satellite measurements of flow velocities

showed that the magnitudes of the flows are, on average underestimated by a factor

of 2-3, but can be predicted qualitatively. The offsets may be due to a combination

of reasons, such as measurement errors and underestimation of reconnection rates.
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Furthermore, the circular symmetry of the model will add uncertainties to the flow

values, which are difficult to estimate. Overall, the locations of the flows match the

auroral boundaries well and the relative flow magnitudes agree well, showing that the

ECPC is consistent with measurements.

Chapter 4 explores substorms and periods of steady magnetospheric convection

as a natural part of the ECPC, whereas the work in chapters 5 and 6 studies the

response modes of the magnetosphere to solar wind driving more explicitly.

Chapter 5 compared SMCs, substorms and SEs using superposed epoch analysis

of solar wind and magnetospheric parameters, whereas chapter 6 looked specifically

at the auroral response.

Substorms show an increase in polar cap flux prior to onset, followed by a sudden

and distinct increase in auroral brightness. The auroral brightening occurs near 23

MLT and then spreads dusk- and dawnward, in both the electron and proton aurora.

Approximately 20 minutes after onset, the bright proton aurorae cover the nightside

from 18-4 MLT and the bright electron aurorae cover primarily 18-6 MLT, with the

longitudinal expansion of the onset-brightening being faster in the duskward, than in

the dawnward direction. This duskward bias of the latitudinal expansion is the same

for substorms, substorms preceding SMCs and SEs, but it occurs much faster for SEs.

Approximately 58% of all considered SMCs have a substorm occurring in the 2

hours before SMC-onset. These events were compared to substorms and SEs in both

chapters 5 and 6, whereas the remaining SMCs, which were found to occur without

substorms, are only discussed in chapter 5.

The SMCs with preceding substorms show signatures similar to substorms with the

expansion phase stretched over a longer timespan. These SMCs are driven expansion

or recovery phases of substorms, which show an increase of the polar cap flux before

onset and produce on average brighter aurora than substorms due to continually

elevated dayside reconnection rates. The continued dayside driving but steady FPC

means that AU and AL are also elevated during SMCs. When dayside driving and

FPC decrease, the SMC is over and the recovery phase of the SMC-preceding substorm

can set in. The majority of SMCs are thus part of the substorm process and can be

considered a driven expansion or recovery phase due to continued dayside driving.

The other 42% of SMCs were not found to have a preceding substorm in the 2 hours

before SMC-onset, but they were found to occur after prolonged periods of dayside
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driving. On average, the aurorae are brighter during SMCs than during substorms,

however there are some differences, for example extended longitudinal and latitudinal

coverage. Auroral signatures during SMCs with preceding substorms appear like

substorms near onset, but as the system continues to be driven by reconnection, the

brightening in the nightside electron aurora continues at 18-21 MLT for approximately

2 hours and at 01-06 MLT for at least 4 hours after substorm onset. Similarly, the

proton aurora continues to be spread across the nightside for hours after the initial

substorm. Despite continued dayside driving of the system, a restructuring of the

nightside auroral activity is seen from 120 to 150 minutes post onset: the electron

aurora moves dawnward and the proton aurora becomes more pronounced in the dusk-

and dawn sectors than near midnight, which may be due to the nightside reconnection

site moving further downtail and the magnetotail being stretched on the flanks. This

agrees with the findings by Kissinger et al. [2012] who found that the x-line retreats

tailward (on average beyond 31 RE) during SMCs. Kissinger et al. [2012] also find

that the magnetotail pressure is higher on the flanks during SMCs, which is likely to

be resulting in a stretched magnetotail.

SEs also occur during enhanced and prolonged (southward IMF for approximately

4 hours preceding first onset) geomagnetic activity and convection, however, the ini-

tial magnetospheric response here is sporadic, as during substorms, but each series of

injections has a quasi-periodic character. Qualitatively, the flux closure is the same

as for substorms, but occurring at much higher rates. The quasi-periodicity of these

events may come about as they continue to be driven by enhanced ΦD, continually

opening flux, unlike for sustorms, where a decrease in the driving is seen ∼20 minutes

after onset. The ring current enhances as the series of sawtooth events progresses,

which may be due to the repeated injection of particles into the ring current. As a

result of the continuous opening of flux, the aurorae are on average much brighter

during SEs than during substorms. Around onset, the SEs appear like an energetic

substorm onset with the brightening being located near 23 MLT, but the brightening

after onset spans over a much larger MLT extent than for substorms. This means that

not only is the rate of flux closure higher for SEs than for substorms, but the night-

side reconnection site must also be wider. A further difference between the aurorae

during SEs and substorms, is that the onset-related brightenings take a considerably

different amount of time to recover: for substorms, this process takes over two hours,
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whereas during SEs it takes less than one hour, despite the ongoing day- and nightside

reconnection.

The latitudinal expansion and contraction of the auroral oval as a whole moves

on similar timescales during substorms, SMC preceding substorms and SEs, despite

different levels of dayside driving.

7.2 Unanswered Questions and Further Work

The work by Coxon et al. [2014] shows that the latitudinal change of the field aligned

current locations derived from the Active Magnetosphere and Planetary Electroy-

namics Response Experiment (AMPERE) during a substorm cycle matches, at least

qualitatively, that of the inner auroral boundary (see chapter 5). Considering our

current understanding of the ECPC, as portrayed by the Milan-model, this would be

expected. Carter et al. [2016] however showed, using IMAGE and AMPERE data

that the locations of the field aligned currents do not match the aurora locations as

well as expected, on a statistical basis, even when they are parameterised by solar

wind conditions. The field aligned current data and auroral data used by Carter et al.

[2016] stems from different time periods in the solar cycle, which could be a problem

and needs to be investigated.

The Milan-model is capable of predicting the strength of the field-aligned currents,

and comparisons with real data show that these predictions work well [Milan, 2016],

but an extensive comparison of this is yet to be published.

Care has to be taken when flows are mapped from the magnetosphere to the

ionosphere and vice versa, as during very active times, field-aligned electric fields

which decouple magnetospheric and ionospheric motions will become more significant

according to Hesse et al. [1997], but it has not been established yet how significant

they may be.

Data from different sources, such as models, DMSP and SuperDARN all give

different measurements for the cross polar cap potential, and ultimately the convection

strength. Until a consensus is reached on which convection measurements are correct,

it remains difficult to model them.
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The uncertainties were problematic in chapter 4, where 25 kV were added to

ΦD and ΦN and yet the model estimates appear to underestimate the flows. Most

prominently, the modelled flows are ∼ 30% of the flows measured by DMSP. As the

offset seen is very consistent, it could be experimental, but this has not been discerned

yet.

Despite there being a large number of studies supporting the hypothesis that the

opening and closing of magnetospheric flux drives the convection, the question of

how important a viscous interaction remains. A number of studies have attempted

to answer this in the past, but since Coroniti and Kennel [1973] suggested that the

contribution of the viscous interaction should be tested during times of northward

IMF, the focus has been on these conditions and we do not know if this is different

for southward IMF.

Efforts have been made to estimate the viscous interaction between the solar wind

and the Earth’s magnetosphere, but no all-encompassing statistical survey on this

exists yet [Axford and Hines , 1961; Axford , 1964; Cowley , 1982; Heelis and Reiff ,

1985; Akasofu, 2015]. It is understood, that a viscous interaction transfers momentum

from the magnetosheath to trapped plasma on the inside of the magnetopause, but

how significant this interaction is, is still a topic of debate. Past studies suggest that

the potential imposed on the magnetosphere-ionosphere system by viscous interaction

lies somewhere between 5 and 40kV [Reiff et al., 1981; Doyle and Burke, 1983; Milan,

2004; Drake et al., 2009; Bruntz et al., 2012a,b; Bhattarai and Lopez , 2013]. Whilst

5kV is a very small proportion of the total cross polar cap potential under normal

circumstances ( 40-100kV [Cowley , 1982]), 40kV would be a significant amount. The

majority of past attempts in quantifying the viscous interaction are not purely based

on measurements and instead often rely on estimations, simulations [e.g. Bhattarai

and Lopez , 2013] and modelling [e.g. Bruntz et al., 2012a,b]. Furthermore, it is often

assumed that the return flows during northward IMF are solely due to the viscous

interaction [e.g. Sundberg et al., 2009; Bruntz et al., 2012b], but they can also be

driven by nightside reconnection, making it difficult to isolate viscous-driven flows.

It is known that BY components of the IMF will change the convection patterns,

but to quantify this temporally and spatially is difficult without a fuller understanding

of the physics. As such, the addition of this asymmetry to the model is also difficult

to achieve and justify with the current knowledge available.
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In addition to this, during northward IMF, reconnection, known as lobe recon-

nection, between the solar wind and open field lines of the magnetosphere [e.g. see

Figure 1 in Imber et al., 2007] can occur, changing the convection pattern. This has

not been discussed in this thesis, but it is important to mention, as it is also some-

thing not currently present in any models of the ECPC. This is mainly because lobe

reconnection is thought to occur with open magnetic flux, which will result in con-

vection, but it will not change the polar cap flux in the same way as during periods

of southward IMF. Lobe reconnection can either occur in one hemisphere (single lobe

reconnection), which does not change the open flux, or both hemispheres at once (dual

lobe reconnection), which would decrease the open flux [Imber et al., 2007]. Although

lobe reconnection has been observed, it is yet to be included in models of the ECPC.

Furthermore, there are many mesoscale convection features that are currently not

modelled due to a limited understanding of the physics.

Ergo the model provides a very simplistic view of ionospheric convection and only

models the most idealistic conditions. In order to include more realistic values for the

model inputs, a better understanding of the locations and sizes of the merging gaps

also has to be established.

In the broader context of this field of research, it is important to understand which

part of the puzzle is missing here, in order to be able to constrain and improve models

such as the one used in chapter 4.

Further unanswered questions from chapters 5 and 6 include the classification of

the individual magnetospheric modes. Whether a substorm+SMC event can be called

a substorm or an SMC or should be considered its own event-type is a question of

semantics and not physics. Nevertheless, the classification will have an impact on

the findings. If the onset of the SMCs had not been shifted to match the preceding

substorms, for example, the findings would have been quite different. As such, it is

important to keep these events apart until the physics occurring in the magnetotail

are better understood.

A question that was unanswered in previous chapters, concerns the selection of

events: a large proportion of SMCs do not appear to have preceding substorms,

which is a different ratio to what has been found by other researchers in the past [e.g.

McPherron et al., 2005, found 80% of SMCs had preceding substorms]. This is likely

to have been due to the limitation imposed by IMAGE’s orbit: all SMCs which did
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not have IMAGE coverage were not included in the study, but if they were occurring

during times of good coverage, it is likely, that there was no coverage in the two hours

preceding the interval and thus, substorms may have been missed.

In chapter 6, it was shown that the recovery of the onset-related auroral intensifi-

cations during SEs occur on a distinctly shorter timescale than for substorms, despite

higher levels of dayside driving. This was done on a statistical basis and it remains to

be shown how persistent this result is. It does pose the question of how different the

tail processes are during SEs in comparison to substorms and if the two are indeed

different response modes.

Furthermore, the discussion regarding magnetotail dynamics during the events in

chapter 6 was solely based on auroral dynamics, which only tells part of the story.

In order to understand the response modes better, and answer questions about the

location and extent of reconnection, data from the mid and distant magnetotail needs

to be studied. Flow measurements in the tail obtained by Kissinger et al. show

Earth-ward flowing plasma at all radial distances up to 31 RE during SMCs. This

suggests that, on average, the reconnection site is tailward of 31 RE and a dataset

covering larger radial distances should be recruited.

Other than improving the understanding of all the aspects of the aforementioned

physics, the model utilised in chapter 4 could also be improved. In order to make the

Milan-model more realistic, the asymmetries have to be accounted for by changing

the symmetry of the model itself. This could include the shape of the boundaries

(i.e. using ovals instead of circles), using asymmetric convection cells and merging

gap that is variable in size and location. The magnetic field model could also be

made more accurate (i.e. by using the IGRF-11 model), but as shown in section 4.2.2

this does not necessarily improve the overall accuracy when the model boundaries are

derived from IMAGE data.

In order to conclude to what extent substorms, SMCs and SEs are different modes,

further datasets will have to be studied. Studying the dayside reconnection rate and

response of the polar cap flux, it appears as if these events are responses to different

levels of driving, but when examining the auroral response, the dynamics appear to

be quite different, even though commonalities exist. How this maps to dynamics in

the tail is not a trivial matter, but will nevertheless have to be explored in the future.
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Furthermore, the auroral dynamics in chapter 6 were discussed on a statistical

basis, so the persistence of these results shall be explored in a future paper.

The ECPC is thus useful for understanding magnetospheric dynamics, but much

further work is to be done.
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Appendix: Error Propagation

Formulae

This appendix describes the error propagation used for Fig. 4.3 in chapter 4. Vaughan

[2013] defines the propagation of errors in terms of the variance of uncorrelated vari-

ables, Xi. Their definition of the variance or sought after uncertainty of quantity Z,

∆Z is

(∆Z)2 ≈
n∑
i=1

(
∂f(Xi)

∂Xi

∆Xi

)2

, (1.1)

where f(Xi) is a function of variables Xi, which are uncorrelated and i can have

any number as long as n ≥ i ≥ 1. These variables all have uncertainties associated

with them, which are given by the variances of Xi, ∆Xi. Further error propagation

formulae that are used, also given in Vaughan [2013] are

∆Z = (∆X)2 + (∆Y )2 for Z = X + Y or Z = X − Y
(∆Z)2

Z2
=

(∆X)2

X2
+

(∆Y )2

Y 2
for Z = XY or Z = X/Y.

(1.2)

To estimate the uncertainties for the IGRF-11 model, eq. 1.1 are first applied

to (cosλ) to find the uncertainty in this function, such that cosλ = Z and λ =

X. Therefore ∆(cosλ) = −(∆λ) sinλ. Propagating this error to (cosλ1 − cosλ2),

using the first formula in eq. 1.2, the resulting functin is thus ∆(cosλ1 − cosλ2) =√
∆(cosλ1)2 + ∆(cosλ2)2 =

√
(∆λ)2(sin2 λ1 + sin2 λ2).
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Using the second formula in eq. 1.2 and applying it to eq. 4.5, the error in FPC

for each tile, ∆FPC , is then given by

∆FPC = FPC

√(
(∆λ)2(sin2 λ1 + sin2 λ2)

(cosλ1 − cosλ2)2

)2

+

(
∆B

Br

)2

, (1.3)

where ∆B is the uncertainty in Br and ∆λ is the uncertainty in the measurement

of the polar cap radius. These values are taken to be 100nT and 0.05◦, respectively,

where ∆B is the accuracy of the IGRF-11 model and 0.05◦ is a very conservative

estimate of the accuracy in the polar cap boundary estimation. Furthermore, the

assumptions are made that there is no considerable error in the altitude and the

longitude measurements.

Calculating the error bars for the dipolar magnetic field model (black line) in

Fig. 4.3, is a little bit more straightforward. Using the same uncertainty values as

before for ∆B and ∆λ, and applying the error propagation formula, eq. 1.1 to sinλ,

resulting in ∆(sinλ) = ((∆λ) cosλ). Applying the second formula from eq. 1.2 to

∆(sin2 λ), ∆(sin2 λ) becomes (2(sin2 λ)
∆(sinλ)

sinλ
), which equates ((∆λ) sin 2λ). Ap-

plying eq. 1.1 to eq 4.6 and substituting these pieces in, the uncertainty in FPC ,

∆FPC for the dipolar field model is then

∆FPC = FPC

√(
(∆λ) sin(2λ)

sin2 λ

)2

+

(
∆B

BEQ

)2

. (1.4)
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Appendix: Extra Figures from

Expanding and Contracting Polar

Cap Study

In this appendix, data complementary to the work shown in chapter 4 is presented.

Figures 2.1 and 2.9 show an overview of the data available for the considered study

periods of 02nd October 2000 and 20th March 2005. The data shown in the panels is

presented in the same way as the data shown in Fig. 4.4 in chapter 4.

Figures 2.2, 2.3, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, 2.10, 2.11, and 2.12 show the data available for

each individual DMSP orbit available for the three study periods, some of which were

discussed in more detail in chapter 4. Each row of panels in these Figs. represents one

DMSP polar pass, with the panel in the left column showing the auroral data, the

centre panels showing the model outputs, and the panels in the right column showing

the DMSP data (and SuperDARN convection patterns for Figs. 2.5 to 2.8.)

Figures 2.4 and 2.13 show each 4 examples of scatter plots for DMSP orbits from

02nd October 2000 and 20th March 2005, respectively. The bottom panel in each

Figure shows a summary of the data for each of the days with each DMSP orbit

contributing two datapoints: The maximum and minimum flow velocities. This sums

up the most extreme measurements and shows that the model underestimates the

flows, even though the character of the flows are well predicted.
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Figure 2.1: Data for the interval of interest 1 (02/10/2000). The panels show (top to bottom):

AL & AU; ΦD+25 kV (black) and ΦN+25 kV (red); ΦPC (DMSP in blue and 1
2 (ΦD + ΦN )

in black); VSW ; IMF BX (purple), BY (green) and BZ (red); FPC (data in red and estimator

used to calculate ΦN in black); Total auroral brightness (from SI12 instrument); dusk-dawn

keogram of the proton aurora (from SI12 instrument). The green/orange arrows (top and bottom)

and green/orange lines indicate substorm onsets, from Frey’s and the SuperMAG event lists,

respectively.
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Figure 2.2: Individual DMSP orbits for 02/10/2000 (A to L), showing the cross-track velocities;

IMAGE data (coloured map) and the model predicted cross-track velocities (blue); the model

boundaries (dashed lines) and the model predicted flow pattern or electrostatic pattern (black

lines). Each orbit is centred on the geomagnetic poles and the concentric circles in dashed grey

are spaced at 10◦ of geomagnetic latitudes each. The vertical lines across the two panels below

(dawn-dusk keogram; ΦD and ΦN plot) indicate the timings of the orbits.
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Figure 2.3: Individual DMSP orbits for 02/10/2000 (continued)
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Figure 2.4: Scatter

plot examples of the

velocities for some or-

bits from 02/10/2000

(DMSP versus model).

The purple line shows

the line of best fit, de-

termined from linear

regression and the the

red line shows the line

of unity. The bottom

plot shows the max-

imum and minimum

flow velocities for all

DMSP orbits of this

day.
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Figure 2.5: Individual DMSP orbits for 04/11/2001
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Figure 2.6: Individual DMSP orbits for 04/11/2001 (continued)
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Figure 2.7: Individual DMSP orbits for 04/11/2001 (continued)
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Figure 2.8: Individual DMSP orbits for 04/11/2001 (continued)
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Figure 2.9: Data for the interval of interest 1 (20/03/2005). The panels show (top to bottom):

AL & AU; ΦD+25 kV (black) and ΦN+25 kV (red); ΦPC (DMSP in blue and 1
2 (ΦD + ΦN )

in black); VSW ; IMF BX (purple), BY (green) and BZ (red); FPC (data in red and estimator

used to calculate ΦN in black); Total auroral brightness (from SI12 instrument); dusk-dawn

keogram of the proton aurora (from SI12 instrument). The green/orange arrows (top and bottom)

and green/orange lines indicate substorm onsets, from Frey’s and the SuperMAG event lists,

respectively.
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Figure 2.10: Individual DMSP orbits for 20/03/2005
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Figure 2.11: Individual DMSP orbits for 20/03/2005 (continued)
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Figure 2.12: Individual DMSP orbits for 20/03/2005 (continued)
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Figure 2.13: Scatter

plot examples of the

velocities for some or-

bits from 20/03/2005

(DMSP versus model).

The bottom plot shows

the maximum and min-

imum flow velocities for

all DMSP orbits of this

day.
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